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FOREWORD 
The material p r e s e n t e d   i n   t h i s   r e p o r t  w a s  included in t h e  d o c t o r a l  
d i s se r t a t ion  submi t t ed  by t h e  a u t h o r  t o  t h e  N a t i o n a l  U n i v e r s i t y  of Buenos 
Aires. His present  address is t h e  Plasma Spectrum Corporation, 287 Schenck 
Avenue, Great Neck, New York 11021. 
The high-resolution plasma spectrometer was b u i l t  i n  co l l abora t ion  
with H. J. Sabrov, now a t  Indiana Universi ty  at South Bend, nh i le  he  and  
the  au tho r  were wi th  the  Cont ro l  Ins t rument  Div is ion  of t h e  Warner & Swasey 
Company. The grating d r i v e  w a s  designed by W. L. Ronai and S. A. Dolin,  
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SUMMARY 
Hi&-o&er spectroscopy has been applied to   quant i ta t ive  measurements of 
the spectra  of w&er-vapor plasmas generated i n  a wall-stabilized arc. Because 
of the high spectral and spat ia l   resolut ion achieved i n  end-on measurements, the  
emission and absorption  coefficients  pertaining t o  homogeneous arc regions were 
obtained directly from measured l ine  spectra ,   leading  to   the OCCUpatiOn Of t h e  
upper and the  lower state for  the t ransi t ion.  The electron density w a s  derived 
from the  prof i le  of t he  Stark-broadened Balmer l ines .  The gas temperature w a s  
determined from the  half-width of a Doppler-broadened ro t a t iona l   l i ne  Of OH. 
me measured resolving power of the spectrometer was of the  order of 400,000 i n  
these measurements. 
Significant departures from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) were ob- 
served i n  a water-vapor arc at reduced pressure, and also in   the  per ipheral  zone 
of a low-current arc at atmospheric pressure with water vapor i n  an argon matrix, 
The "distribution temperature" characterizing  the  population  distribution over highly 
excited energy levels of atoms i s  not only much lover than the electron temperature, 
but a l s o  substantially lower than the gas temperature. The noted departures from 
LTE occur because of the  lack of equipartition o f  kinet ic  energy between the  
electrons and the  heavy particles i n   t h e  plasma, and because of  diffusion of ground 
state neutrals from the  arc periphery i n t o   t h e  arc center and ambipolar diffusion 
of electrons and ions in the opposite direction, Based on these mechanisms, the  
various  interaction  processes  in a hydrogen plasma are analyzed quantitatively 
on the  microscopic leve l ,  and it is shown t h a t   t h e  occupation of the excited ener- 
,q states is predominantly determined by step-wise excitation induced by electron 
collision. Excellent agreement is obtained between the predicted and the  measured 
number densities of the  excited states of hydrogen i n   t h e  water-vapor plasma at 
reduced pressure. 
Ionization of atoms and dissociation of molecules such as OH occur by similar 
processes i n   t h e  plasma, although the latter is dominated by heavy par t ic le   col l i -  
sion, and the relevant temperature is then the gas temperature. A close analogy 
exfsts  between the population distribution over the auto-ionizing levels of oxygen 
and the predissociating levels of OH. The lower rotationd-vibratfonal levels 
O f  the  A excited electronic state of OH are effectively l,mcoupled  from the disso- 
Ciated state because of the  step-wise  excitation mechanism i n  conjunction with 
2 
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the near-equality of the  t r ans i t i on  rates. The relat ive populat ion dis t r ibut ion 
over these levels is therefore   c lose   to  an equi l ibr ium dis t r ibut ion at the gas 
temperature, even when the   t o t a l   dens i ty  of t h e  A C state is orders of magnitude 
higher than its equilibrium density. 
2 
The reduced i n t e n s i t i e s  of t h e  non-predissociating,rotational lines belonging 
t o   t h e  various bands of t h e  OH (A C - X 11) system yielded Boltzmann p l o t s   t h a t  
were s t r ic t ly l ineas ,   a l though  the  slope did not correspond t o   t h e  measured gas 
temperature. This is a t t r i b u t e d  t o  an exponential dependence of t he  t r ans i t i on  
moment  on t h e  r o t a t i o n a l  energy term. Appropiate correction factors were calcu- 
lated and compared with  theoret ical   predict ions.  
2 2 
2 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of quantitative spectroscopy as a d iagnos t i c   t oo l   i n  nany areas 
of current  interest   has  been  obstructed by the  paucity of accurate data on 
t r ans i t i on   p robab i l i t i e s  especially f o r  molecular   l ines  and by the  lack of 
appropiate state nodels t o  characterize plasmas i n  absence of l o c a l  thermodynamic 
equilibrium (LTE). The plasmas obtained i n  stabilized a.rcs at  atmospheric 
pressure have been shown t o  be i n  LTE (I-), and have been used i n  the past t o  
determine t ransi t ion probabi l i t ies  f o r  atomic l ines.  The i n i t i a l  concern of 
th i s   inves t iga t ion  w a s  t o  apply the same approach t o  molecular species t h a t  
me still stable at arc temperatures, and a water vapor plasma generated i n  a 
wall-stabilized arc w a s  used t o  determine the  t r ans i t i on  probabilities of ro- 
t a t iona l   l i nes   be long ing   t o   t he   u l t r av io l e t  bands of OH. 
I n  LTE detailed balancing exists between the c o l l i s i o n a l  processes i n   t h e  
plasma and the   per t inent  rates are much larger than f o r  the  equivalent   radiat ive 
processes. Although t h e  latter are not i n  detailed balance (i.e. photons can 
escape t h e  plasma), the species concentration and the populat ion dis t r ibut ions 
over energy levels i n  t h e  plasma are then   prac t ica l ly   the  same as in a system 
i n  complete thermodynamic equilibrlum at the  same temperature, pressure, and 
chemical composition at standard conditions. The occupation of energy levels  can 
thus be calculated which makes LTE plasmas a convenient source for the  experiments 
determination of t rans i t ion   p robabi l i t i es ,   s ince  the number density of emitters 
must be known i n   o r d e r   t o   d e r i v e   t h e   o p t i c a l   t r a n s i t i o n   p r o b a b i l i t y  from a 
spectroscopic measurement of the   in tegra ted   l ine   rad iance .  
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In  Section 2C R e  have calculated the equilibrium composition of a water 
vapor plasma at various pressures as a function of temperature. Provided the  
plasma is i n  LTE, it is then sufficient t o  determine experimentally the temper- 
ature of an isothermal plasma r eg ion   i n  order t o  infer t he   t r ans i t i on   p robab i l i t i e s  
from t h e  i n t e n s i t i e s  of the  emitted optically-thin lines. In pr inciple ,  a suitable 
"thermometer l ine"  of known t rans i t ion   p rdbabi l i ty  can be used t o  determine the 
plasma temperature. However, as argued in Section 2D (see also Ref. 1). t h e  
generalized Fowler-Milne method is preferable because over an extended temper- 
ature range a one-to-one correspondence is established between the  measured 
l i n e   i n t e n s i t y  and the calculated occupation of the upper energy l eve l  fo r  t h e  
t rans i t ion .  
Because of the  quant izat ion of molecular energy states corresponding t o  
nucleaz motion, t r ans i t i ons  between tu0 electronic  states of a molecule fora  an 
e n t i r e  band system. Rigorously, a t rans i t ion  probabi l i ty  or  a related quant i ty  
- osc i l l a to r   s t r eng th  or t r ans i t i on  monent*) - can only be assigned t o  an indi-  
vidual ro t a t iona l  line. It is still useful, however, t o  consider the  re la t ion-  
ships between the   t r ans i t i on  moments for t he   ro t ak iona l   l i nes   i n  a band, and 
the various bands i n  a sy~ten,Rhich can be derived from theoretical  assnmptions 
and l ead  essent ia l ly  t o  a factoring of t he  t r ans i t i on  moment, The approach 
followed here w a s  t o  determine first the t rans i t ion   p robabi l i t i es  f o r  t he  indi-  
v idua l   ro t a t iona l   l i nes  and t h e n   t o  use the concept of Franck-Condon f ac to r s  
("band stengths") and Hoed-London factors   (" l ine  s t rengths")  as a f i r s t -order  
a p p r o m a t i o n  for the representation of t h e  measured data i n   t e n a s  of the   t r ans i t i on  
moments introducing  appropiate  correction  factors. 
*) square of the  matrix element f o r  electric dipole   t rans i t ion  
A representation of r o t a t i o n a l   l i n e  intensities i n  terms of "band t r ans i t i on  
probabi l i t i es"   o r  "band o s c i l l a t o r  strengths" does not appear t o  be useful sbce  
a single frequency cannot be assigned t o  a band. The introduction of an average 
band frequency implies a weighting of the various r o t a t i o n a l   l i n e s  which leads 
t o  different values depending on the particular populat ion  dis t r ibut ion over t he  
ro t a t iona l  energy levels. 
Almost all previous measurements of t h e  spectra of st8bilieed am8 were 
made by viewing the an: side-on. In  ofier t o  obtain the spectral data pertaining 
t o  isothermal 8sc regions (radial zones for arcs of cyl indr ica l  symmetry), 
spatial scanning of the arc and an AbeL inversion of the experimental lateral 
i n t ens i ty  profile m e  required, This 5s a viable approach when the integrated 
i n t e n s i t i e s  of opticdly-thia l i n e s  are measured (see Section 4). Severe 
problems arise, however, i n  the in te rpre ta t ion  of line absorptances and Une 
shapes measured 8cJross spatial temperature gradients. 
These difficulties are avoided by viewing the arc in the eJdal di rec t ion  
(end-on mode), since then an essen t i a l ly  homogeneous plasma saaple is seen by 
the spaotrometer, provided the arc axis is accurately aligned parallel t o  the 
opt ica l  axis of the system, and appropiate stope are used to limit the  field 
of vim and the aperture of the spectrometer. Even when extreae care has been 
exercised  in   set t ing-up the  arc, a &irect proof of correct arc alignment is best 
obtained by an actual measurement. In Section p D  we describe such an experiment 
nhich a l s o  demonstrstes the relative ease uith which fnfomation on line shapes 
can b e  obtained by high-resolution measurements in the end-on mde. 
A scanning  spectrometer * w a s  bui l t  whose opt ica l  chazacteristics m h  t h e  
cons t ra in ts  of the arc:, and an echelle grating w a s  used t o  achieve high spectral 
resolut ion at small apertures, The perfomace of the i n s t r m e n t  is described 
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i n  some detail since high-order spectroscopy has apparently not been applied 
before to   quan t i t a t ive  measurements of arc plasmas. 
Provided the emission and absorption aoe f f i c i en t s  f o r  an optically-thick 
l i n e  are invariant  over  the spectral. bandpass (because of high spectral reso- 
l u t ion )  and along t h e   l i n e  of s i g h t  of the spectrometer (because of high spatial 
reso lu t ion) ,   the   equat ion   of   rad ia t ive   t ransfer  yields 8 simple ana ly t i ca l  solu- 
t i o n ,  and the measured emission and absorption can be easily interpreted in 
terms of the emission and absorpt ion coeff ic ients  within the plasma, The l i n e  
p r o f i l e   f o r   t h e  emission coefficient (i.e. the o p t i c a l l y   t h i n   l i n e )  can then 
be obtained from the measured l i n e   p r o f i l e  independent of any a-prior i  assump- 
tion regarding the broadening mechnism, and one can also determine the occupa- 
t i o n  of the upper and the lower energy level for the   t rans i t ion .  - 
As shown theo re t i ca l ly  i n  Section 2A and demonstrated experimentally i n  
Section 9 this information can often be obtained by high-resolution emission 
measurements alone i n  l i e u  of an actual absorption measurement. This method 
is m t  t o  be confused with the check f o r  self-absorption customarily used in 
plasma sFctroscopy and based on calculat ing the  Planck function at the   e lec t ron  
temperature i n  order t o  estimate the absorptance from t h e  peak in tens i ty   o f   the  
l i n e .  Our results f o r  the Ealmer l ines demonstrate how misleading such a pro- 
cedure can be if applied t o  non-eqoilibrium plasmas. 
By m e a s u r i n g  t h e   l i n e   p r o f i l e  one can determine the broadening mechanisms, 
i.e. obtain information on t h e  environment of t h e  emitter. Thus we derived the 
kinetic temperature of t he  heavy particles i n  t h e  plasma from the shape of the 
Doppler-broadened ro t a t iona l  l i nes .  The shape of t h e  hydrogen lines is deter- 
mined ?redominantly by Stask broadenrng and can then be used to   ob ta in   t he  elec- 
t ron densi ty  i n  the plasma. In this Hork the shape of t h e  Stark-broadened H 
'd 
and H6 l ines  as predicted by Criem's theory @4), has been d i r e c t l y   v e r i f i e d  
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for   e lec t ron   dens i t ies  as low as 6 x d 5  Moreover, the calculated 
shape of t h e   l i n e  wings is probably &so correc t  at e lec t ron   dens i t ies  which 
are still lower by an order of magnitude. 
As the experimental program progressed, it became obvious that O u r  initial 
opMBism reganling t h e  stttziruaent of equilibrium i n   t h e  arc, w a s  ill-founded. 
Since the  spectroscopic  observables c o a d  not  be corre la ted   wi th   the  LTE mdel, 
t h e  asc plasma can no longer be characterized by a few p a n e t e r s  - temper- 
ature, pressure, and chemical composition at standard conditions. He uere 
f aced   e s sen t id ly  by a twofold problem: F i r s t  ne had t o  determine experimen- 
tally the plasma state, i.e. the concentration of t h e  various species (molecules, 
atoms, ions) and the i r  d i s t r ibu t ion  over  energy  leve ls .  Secondly, t h e  d i f f e r e n t  
interaction  processes i n  the plasma had t o  be analyzed i n   o r d e r   t o  approximate 
the  complex plasma state by a simplif ied state model and t o   e l u c i d a t e   t h e  
mechanisms briwing about the observed departures from equilibrium. 
The refined  diagnostic  information made available by high-resolution measure- 
ments i n  emission and ahsorption - which migh%.t)e la rge ly  redunWt f o r  LTE- 
plasmas - becomes important i n  t h e  absence of equilibrium. If t h e  o p t i c a l  t r d s i t i o n  
probabi l i t i es  for l i n e s  belonging to a ce r t a in  species are known, the spectros- 
copic   obsemables   can  be  converted  into  the  populat ion  dis t r ibut ion  over   energy 
l e v e l s   f o r   t h a t  species, without involving a-priori assumptions concerning the 
plasma state. The combined emission-absorption method permits one to extend the 
range of these measurements to t h e  lower energy levels. In emission the same 
data can  e i ther   not  be obtained at all (metastable  levels),  o r  one has t o   r e s o r t  
t o   q u a n t i t a t i v e  measurements i n  t h e  vacuum ul t raviolet   uhich are notoriously 
difficult. But it is precisely the occupation of the lower energy levels amah 
is often of crucial   i ranortance  for   the  interpretat ion of the plasma state. 
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The population distribution over energy l e v e l s  i s  conveniently expressed 
i n  terms of t i e  occupation of energy states, for  which we use the notation n*. 
Thus, if n ( i )  is the occupation of energy level i of statistical weight g(i)r 
n*(i) 3 n(i) /g( i )  (cm") (1-1) 
Xumerically the occupation (a lso  called population density or number 
density) is expressed i n  ernm3. The 
bution i n  the form of a p lo t  of l o g  
"Boltzmann plot",  but this does not 
lated to a  temperature  in the true, 
representation of the population distri- 
n*(i) VS. Ei*)  is  here also called a 
imply tha t  its slope is necessarily re- 
i.e. thermodynamic  sense. In non- 
equilibrium  situations, the "distribution  temperature"  introduced by 
formally  equating the source function t o  the Planck function (Eq. 2-71, 
does  not  refer  to any meaningful  temperature,  but  is  only  a  convenient 
parameter tc characterize the population  distribution  between tvo energy levels. 
As shown i n  this work, t h e  veloci ty  distribution of e lectrons and of 
heavy particles i n  arc plasmas is oI'ten still Maxwellian even when considerable 
depastures from equilibrium occur, including a lack of equipasti t ion of k ine t i c  
energy between free electrons and heavy particles. One can then properly speak 
of illl electron temperature Te and a gas temperature T However, the author 
f inds t h e  widespread use of such expressions as exci ta t ion ,  ro ta t iona l ,  o r  
vibrat ional  "temperatures" objectionable, because they Invoke the wrong physic& 
picture. If t h e  departures from L'i'E are relatively mild (as, for instance,  
i n   t h e   l m - c u r r e n t  arc at  atmospheric pressure), the population distribution 
over some electronic l e v e l s  w i l l  be apProxirnately determined by Te and equi- 
valently over some ro t a t iona l  l eve l s  by T but then the conce-pt of "excitation 
temperature" o r  "rotationiL temperature" is redundant, a t  best. 
g' 
g' 
*) O u r  results are mostly expressed i n  terms of logarithms t o  base 10 
natural   logarithms are designated by "ln". 
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If the departures from equilibrium a,re more severe (e,g. i n   t h e  arc at 
reduced pressure), the "distribution temperatures" f o r  energy levels  corres-  
ponding t o  a prticulas degree of freedom am, i n   gene ra l ,   d i f f e ren t   fo r  the 
various energy levels and also f o r   t h e  various species. In  some cases  the 
"distribution temperature" is practically constant over a range of energy 
l eve l s ,  l ead ing  to  a Boltzmann p l o t  t h a t  is l i n e a r  by sections.  However, 
this appeass t o  be only a spurious effect and is at t r ibuted  to/specif ic  re- 
l a t ionship  between the  pertinent  population and depopulation rates as discussed 
in Section 1OB i n  connection n i t h   t h e  observed l i neaz i ty  of   the  Bol tmaan  plot  
for   predissociat ing  rotat ional   levels .  
a 
I n   o r d e r   t o   i l l u s t r a t e  better the practica3 application of o u r  method 
ne have described i n  some detail how the  B O l t 5 m a n n  p l o t s   f o r  hydrogen and 
oxygen s e r e  obtained. "he experimental data f o r  t h e  various bands of OH were 
represented  similarly by what we call. here an "apparent Boltzmann plot", because 
the  reduced in t ens i ty  sholm on the ordinate i s  not simply proportional to the 
occupation of the rotational energy level but contains also the - unknovn - 
dependence of t he  t r ans i t i on  moment on the rotational energy term. In 
Section 6D Ire discuss the functional form of t h i s  dependence and es tab l i sh  
essent ia l ly  an upper bound f o r  i t s  magnitude. 
In the second part of this report the observed population distributions 
are i n t e rp re t ed  in  terms of a theore t ica l  state model f o r   t h e  plasma. !t'he 
basic concepts used i n  the theory of rate processes in plasmas are described 
in  the  l i t e r a tu re  ( see  e.g. Refs. 5, 6 and 8). Griem has used theoretical 
es t imates   to   der ive  general   cr i ter ia   for   the  val idi ty  of LTE i n  plasmas 
(& I). For hydrogen  plasmas, Bates e t  al. have obtained the general steady- 
s ta te  so lu t ion  of the rate equations corresponding t o  the col l is ional-  
radiat ive model (8).  - 
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In the approach folloTJed here w e  proceed by steps using the detailed 
spectroscopic  information  available  to  establish a cor re la t ion  between 
theoretical  deductions and experimental evidence, It is readily seen that  
water vapor plasmas are eminently suited to study non-equilibrium effects. 
Conclusions of genera l   va l id i ty  are derived  using as representat ive examples 
t he  ~ H O  plasma regimes investigated8 (a),  a water vapor plasma in an azgon 
matrix generated  in  a lon-current arc at atmospheric pressure, and (b) , a 
plasma of pure Hater vapor generated i n  an high-current arc at reduced pressure, 
F i r s t ,  we attempt t o  simplify the complex plasma state by estimating the 
relative  importance of the vmous elementary processes 'by which t r ans i t i ons  
between energy states occur. Hydrogen is chosen f o r  these node1 calculat ions 
because of the s implici ty  of its energy level scheme and because the   re levant  
rate coe f f i c i en t s  are at least approximately known. If t h e  ground state is 
strongly  overpopulated vfth r e s p e c t   t o  its occupation i n  equilibrium with free 
electrons and ions, it is shown that   the   populat ion and depopulation of enerm 
l e v e l s  is determined predominantly by step-wise excitation induced by electron 
co l l i s ion ,  The occupation of energy l e v e l s  falls off rapidly with increasing 
pr incipal  quantum number which leads t o  progressively lmer "dis t r ibut ion temp- 
eratures". The electron temperature becomes then a ra ther  e lusive quant i ty .  
(In a sense, this s i tua t ion  is just the opposite of what is predicted f o r   t h e  
c o l l i s i o n a l - r a a t i v e  model). We then apply the step-wise excitation model 
t o  the calculat ion of the occupation of the  hydrogen energy   leve ls   in   the  
water vapor arc at reduced pressure. 
The observed non-equilibrium distributions over the energy levels of oxygen 
and of OH C a n  a l so  be explained, at least qua l i ta t ive ly ,  by e s sen t i a l ly  the  
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same model, although encounters with heavy particles as8 more ef fec t ive   than  
electron col l is ions in  inducing t ransi t ions involving nuclear  motion. The 
respective Boltzmann p lo t s  are similar because ionization of oxygen and disso- 
c i a t ion  of OH can both occw by an Anger process. 
As shown by this study of non-equilibrium plasnas, a c lose  analogy exists 
between i o n i m t i o n  by e lec t ron   co l l i s ion  and dissociat ion by heavy particle 
c o l l i s i o n ,  and both processes are dominated by stemise excitation. "he 
absence of equilibrium betneen bound and ionised . o r  dissociated - states 
is then  appropr ia te ly  d iscussed  in  terms of the occupation of the last bound 
state. This concept is developed i n  Section 7 with re ference  to  the  ion iza t ion  
equilibrium. Since the Saha equation is only a specialized form of the general 
m a s s  act ion equat ion,  ident ical  arguments  apply also to  the dissociat ion equi-  
librium, 
The principle  of detailed balancing or microscopic reversibil i ty (e) appl ies  
r igorous ly   to   the  rate coe f f i c i en t s  f o r  a particular process and its inverse, 
bu t  no t  to  the  process itself. Thus, i f  the  exc i ta t ion  rate for atoms o r  
molecules in   t he   e l ec t ron ic  ground state, the  recombination rate f o r  an electron- 
ion pair, or the dissociat ion rate f o r  a molecule such as OH, are smaller than 
the probabi l i ty  for  a competing i r r eve r s ib l e  process - diffusion - the  species 
concentrat ion in  an isothermal volume element of the  plasma can deviate con- 
siderably from the equilibrium concentration. B a s e d  on the particulate nature 
of t he  plasma, we use gas-kinetic considerations to estimate the effect of 
diffusion processes and the lack of eqnipar t i t ion of k ine t i c  energy between 
electrons and heavy particles. 
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2. TIEORY 
A .  Emission-Absorption Measurements of  Homogeneous Plasmas at  High 
Spectral Resolution 
If sca t te r ing   can  be disregarded, t h e  change of i n t ens i ty  of a beam of 
monochromatic l i gh t   o f  wavelength A incident on a thin l a y e r  of plasma of 
thickness dx is given by t he  difference between t h e  spontaneous emission 
(emission coefficient €A) and the net absorption*) (net absorption coefficient ki) 
by the  plasma: 
Introducing the  source function: 
EQ. 2-1, the  equation of radiative transfer, can be writ ten: 
In an homogeneous plasma (e&. the wal l -s tabi l ized am i n  end-on measure- 
ments), the source function and the net absorption coefficient are independent 
of position: SA(x)=SL:  k;(x) = ki. With the  boundary condi t ions for  a plama 
of length L: 
I,(XSO) = I p )  t I,(%$) - I*@) 
Eq. 2-2 can easily be integrated,  yielding: 
*) net absorption equals absorption minus induced emission, which should be 
properly considered negative absorption. 
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In an emission measurement I IA(0) = 0 ,  and we -mdasure q. In  the 
technique used for   absorpt ion measurements, the radiat ion from the background 
source is select ively modulated. By synchronous r e c t i f i c a t i o n  of the ac sig- 
n a l  from the   de tec tor ,  I?' can then be measured without interference by t h e  
dc signal due t o  plasma emission. IX(0), the i n t ens i ty  of t h e  l i g h t  from 
the background some ,  is measured independently, and we obtain the absorp- 
tance ai: 
Finally,  a concurrent measurement of emission and absorpt ion yields  the 
source function: 
If local thermodynamic equilibrium obtains, the source function equals 
the  F'lanck function by Kirchhoff's law. Ignoring the s m a l l  var ia t ion of A 
over the linewidth, S is thus constant within a l i ne .  This is still true i n  
collision-dominated non-equilibrium plasmas ( l e e .  the l i n e  shapes for emission 
and absorption are a l s o  the  same), but S is then given by the principle of 
detailed balancing as! 
a. 
where j is used t o  denote the  upper, and i the  lower energy l e v e l   f o r  t h e ,  
t ransi t ion.  I n  non-equilibrium, a d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature TD can be d e & d  
by fomdlly equat ing the source function to the Plauck function: 
.a;. 
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Because of the nesrconst&cy ef S m r  the width of the l i n e ,   l a - r e s o l u t i o n  
Instruments can be used t o  deter r ine  the dirtribuuon tsaperature, prorided 
t h e  spectra3 baadpase renainn t he  sane In the &ssion and abmrpt ion measure- 
ments (x). ithen a s~ectrometer of su f f i c i en t ly  high r e so l r ing  power is +yallable 
such that a record of the t r u e  l ine  shape caa be obtained, the 89ectral radiance 
over the l i n e  (1.e. the pro f i l e  of the tmabsorbed line corresponding to spontaneous 
emission)  can  be  constructed  point-by-point  from  the  spectral  scan  in  emission 
The i n t eg ra l  of N mer the l i n e  is related t o  the oacupation of the upper 
A 
eaerglr l e v e l  v i a  the t rans i t ion  prob8bi l i t i es  (EQ. 2-11). Under favorable 
circumstances, an emission-absorption measurement at high spectral r e so lu t iony ie lds  
the  occupation of both, the upper and the l m a  energg level for the   t rans i t ion .  
The precision of this method depends on the magnitude of the absorptance. A t  
smal absorpt icn  the  opt icdly  thin  approxinat ion is recovered, since N s l? 
f o r  aA+ 0. The other l i n i t i n g  case is given bs a l i n e  which I s  black i n  the 
center, aad then only the d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature can be detenlned, s ince 
NA+ f o r  aA+ 1. 
A A  
A spectral scan of the l i n e  i n  both modes is not required, and i n  plasma 
measurements t he  source function can be obtalned by detenrining only the 
absorptance at the l i ne   cen te r .  (The s i tua t ion  is reversed f o r  most flames 
where considerations of noise favor absorption measurements). Often the source 
function can be extracted from high-resolution aessurcments I n  emission alone. 
Consider the case of two adjacent  l i n e s ,  one of which is strong and the  
other weak, and whose r e l a t i v e   l i n e  strengths aze accurately knoun. Since 
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Russel-Saundera coupling is well obeyed by the  light a t o m  of i n t e r e a t   i n  
p l s s u  spectroscopy, atomic multiplets can eas i ly  be found that meet these 
requirenents, The case of the u l t r a v i o l e t  bands of OH 145 also favorable 
because of the presence of main and ea ta l l i t e   b r rnohes  i n  the ro t a t iona l  
structure which form several  convenient l ine pair& Their r e l a t i v e  s t m n g t h  1s 
given by the Hoenl-London factor. If R is their  l i n e  strength ra t io ,  then  
Nt, = R Ni. The s t r o n g   l i n e  will be self-absorbed i n  the center  i f  we f i n d  
IZ, < R It. (Single primes refer t o  fhe strong, double primes t o  the weak l i n e )  . 
Assuming the weak l i n e   t o  be opt ica l ly   th in  (1; ss N:), ue can write, using 
,* 1 
Eq. 2-81 
It should be noted that a:, can be direct ly   der ived frOa the measured r a t i o  
P/I; only when the true emission profiles have been resolved. Once a: has 
been found (8.g. from a p lo t  of the function on the  right side of 4. 2-10), 
one can improve the accuracy by ca lcu la t ing  nom at aud iterating. However, 
t h i s  is rarely required if  l i n e s  are chosen f o r  which R > 10. Since a. - IJS, 
the distribution temperature between the  occupation of the  two energy l e v e l s  
f ollowe immediately. 
Once the  source function has been determined, the experimental profile of 
I can be converted into the profile of NA by using EQ. 2-8; this 58 not neces- 
sary, h a e v e r ,  if only thehalf  wid th  - or any other fractional width - 16 re- 
quired, since, a6 follows from the  same equation: 
A 
*) Here and i n  
simplified, 
what follows the  subscr ipt  A. f o r  t h e  l i n e   c e n t e r  has been 
and the emission superscript has been dropped. 
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The half width hn corresponding t o  N , t h e  p r o f i l e  of the opt ical ly- thin 
A 
l ine ,   can   thus  be obtained by measurinff direct ly   the  width  of   the  recorded 
emission profile Ii at the fract ional  height  given by Eq. 2-10 with n = 2. 
R, Optical Transi t ion Probabi l i t ies  for the Rotational Lines of OH (A C-X JI ) 2 2  
The integrated spectral  radiance of an optically-thin l ine,  corresponding 
t o  a t r ans i t i on  from e n e r g   l e v e l  j t o  energy l e v e l  i, emitted by an homogeneous 
plasma sample of length L, is given by: 
h v  
l i n e   l i n e  4 n  
NI, s J NA dA = L J’ f, dx = - L n ( j )  A( j,i) (2-11) 
i n  e n e r m  per. second, per square centimeter, and per steradian. n( j) is t h e  
population  density  of  the  upper  energ  level j, and A (  3.1) the  Einstein  spontaneous 
t ransi t ion probabi l i ty .  
Consider the energy levels i and j t o  be formed by a group of closely 
spaced ene re  sub leve l s  ir and js, respectively. These sublevels do not 
necessarily correspond t o  degenerate states of equal statistical weight; however, 
it is assumed t ha t   t he   sub leve l s  js are so c lose   t oge the r   t ha t   t he i r   r e l a t ive  
occupations are given simply by t h e i r  statistical weights: 
By equating Eqs. 2-11 and 2-13 we obtain: 
(2-14) 
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If the sublevels  js correspond to   t ru ly   degenera te  states of the   enerm 
level j, then g( js) = 1 f o r  all s, andt 
For electric d ipo le   t r ans i t i ons  the t ransi t ion  probabi l i ty  is related t o   t h e  
square of the matrix element of the dipole  moment ( t r ans i t i on  moment) by: 
(2-16 ) 
Because of the more complicated structure of molecules, errors QaYe often 
been made when these concepts have been applied to moleculsr spectroscopy. The 
copceptual framework for a cor rec t   quant i ta t ive   in te rpre ta t ion   o f   in tens i t ies  
in diatomic molecular spectra has recently been reviewed i n  detail  by Tattua (E). 
me u l t r a v i o l e t  bands  of OH belong t o  a 2C+ - t r ans i t i on ,  The selac- 
t i o n  rules f o r  J (A J = 0 ,  2 1, but not J=O C, J-0) and p (only states of d i f f e r e n t  
par i ty  combine) are strictly obeyed. For Hund's cast (b) we also have t h e  selec- 
t i o n  rule f o r  K equivalent to t he  select ion rule f o r  J. The t r ans i t i ons  tha t  
s a t i s f y  all select ion rules form the  s ix  main branches of each vibrat ional  band. 
Since the X II state is intermediate between case ( a )  and case (b) ,  the  se lec t ion  
rules f o r  K are n o t   s t r i c t l y   v a l i d  and o violated by t h e   s i x  weak satellite 
branches. The energy l e v e l  diagram and the t ransi t ions oorresponding to  the 12 
branches are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The energy levels of the  e lec t ronic  
ground state have been labeled according t o  Hund's case (b). Although t h i s  is 
a It state, A-type doubling does not lead t o  doublet lines because of the + f, - 
select ion rule (see Fig.  1).  
2 
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me int-ted spectral radiance of a l i n e  of a branch is then given according 
t o  Eq. 2-11 by: 
h c L  
4 ~ r A  
NL(n'v*K'J' ,nnv"KYJ") - - n(n'v'K'J') A(n'v'K'J' ,nV'K"J")  (2-17) 
where n' and n" i n  the index a m  used t o  denote the upper (A X), and the  lone r  
e lectronic  state (X II ), respectively.  Since the sp in  s p l i t t i n g  is small, 
Eq. 2-12 is used t o  relate the occupation of each sublevel J' t o   t h e  occupation 
of the   ro t a t iona l   l eve l  K g :  
2 
2 
25' + 1 
n(n'v*K*J' ) = n(n'v'K' ) 
(2s + 1)(2K' + 1) 
(2-18) 
The spin quantum number S is not indexed because of t h e  select ion rule: 
S' = S" = S. The statistical weight of t h e  J' sublevel is 2J0 + 1 (No A-type 
doubling), and t h e   t r a n s i t i o n   p r o b a b i l i t i e s   i n  Eq. 2-17 are then given by: 
as follows from Eq. 2-16. m is t h e  magnetic quantum  number. 
B a s e d  on t h e  Born-Oppenheimer auproxination, the matrix element can be 
separated i n t o  a radial andm angular part. The integration over the rotat ional  
coordinates can be carried out,  and we obtain: 
64 v4 
A21 
I -  
3 h k 3  
S(K'J',K"J") 
(25' + 1) 
)R(n'v'J'  ,n"vnJ">I (2-20) 
The Hoenl-London f a c t o r s  or ro t a t iona l   l i ne   s t r eng ths  S(K'J' , K" J" ) obey the  
sum rule: 
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I -  
?he Hoenl-London factors   given i n  t h e   l i t e r r t u m  have t o  bo u r d  with 
caution since they are often not proporly n 0 ~ 1 d i 5 e b ,  thus Dleke uni  Cr-6- 
white's (l2) HL-factors f o r  the OH band8 have t o  be divided by 8 i n  order t o  
s a t i s f y  Eqs. 2-21. The HL-factors i n  Table 4 of Ref. 1 2  also have been c8lcu- 
lated with the 6-e average value for the coupling constant (a = -7 -55) rlha 
dependence of a on ro t a t iona l  quantum number for t he  PO level of t he  electro- 
nic ground state is shonn i n  Fig. 2 f o r  K <, 20. For higher K vd,ues, the 
magnetic interaction between K' and S has t o  be trken into account,  und the eqw- 
t i on  used f o r  t h i s  computation (Eq. 14 of Ref. 12) is then no longer valid. The 
effect on the  HL-factors of the  increase of a with K is p rac t i ca l ly  negligible 
f o r  the s t rong branches,  but  s ignif icant  for  t h e  satellite branches.(see See- 
t i on  &). 
+ 
The va l id i ty  of factor ing the matrix elements i n  4. 2-20; 
IR(n@v'J',n"v"J")I = f yl*(v 'J ' )  R,(r) y""(v''J") dr (2-22) 
i n   o r d e r   t o   a s s i g n  a t rans i t ion   p robabi l i ty   to  a band and derive Franck-Condon 
f a c t o r s  for t he   d i f f e ren t  bands of a system, h a s  been critically examined by 
James (u), and by Anketell and Learner (B), with special consideration of the 
3H molecule. Because of the  var ia t ion of Re wi th internuclear  distance ( l e e e  its 
2ependence also on v and J ) ,  it can, in general ,  not validly be replaced by an 
r-verage value that  can be taken out of the integral. Secondly, as denoted i n  
Fq. 2-22, the vibrational wavefunctions are also J-dapendent i f  the  effect of 
.:ibration-rotation interaction is taken into account. 
Although rigorously the matrix element will thus be d i f f e r e n t   f o r  each 
-0 t a t iona l  l i ne ,  its dependence on J is a second order effect, and it appears 
i lauslble t h a t  the matrix element C M  a t i l l  be represented by a factor that  1s 
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cons tan t   for  a vibrat ional  band, and a c o r r e c t i o n   f a c t o r   t h a t  depends on t h e  
ro ta t iona l  t rans i t ion  involved:  
(R(n'v'J'  ,nOv"Jev)( = I E(n'v'  ,n" ")l T(J' , Jn)  (2-23) 
This representation of the matrix element is useful only if  T(J'J" ) can 
be approximated by a simple mathematical expression containing the rotational 
quantum numbers. This is indeed the case for t h e  r o t a t i o n a l  l i n e s  of OH, as 
shown in Sect ion 6D and fur ther  discussed 9n Section 12, 
Formally, one can also define an average t r ans i t i on  p robab i l i t y  fo r  a 
vibrat ional  band I 
(2-24) 
This concept is not useful,  however, because it is not  possible  to  ass ign 
unambiguously a n  averaee  wavelength t o  a band, The same reservation  applies 
to  the  equiva len t  quant i ty :  "band osci l la tor  s t rength".  
The measured integrated radiance of a ro t a t iona l  l i n e  is expressed here i n  
terms of the state occupation of the upper rotational level K ' ,  t he  "P-factor", 
and the (rotat ional  j " l ine s t rensth factor" .  As follows from Eqs.  2-17, 2-18, 
and 2-20 I 
where the state occupatior: (deflned by Eq 1-1) is given by: 
n(n'v'K' ) 
(2s + 1)(2K' + 1) 
n*(n'v'K' ) = "~ = n(n'v*K'J'm' ) 
and I P(n'v' J' ,n"ve*Jev) '1 - 64 n4 l R ( n # v '  J' , n 9 1 v l l  J I I )  l2 
3 h  
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The "P-factor" defined by Eq. 2-27 is formally equivalent t o  a t r a n s i t i o n  
probability times the cube. of a navelength (compare Eqs. 2-24 and 2-27), and is 
introduced here because it is dimensionally more convenient than the square of 
the matrix element, 
Customarily, the classical expression involving the oscil lator strength is 
used t o  relate the   occupat ion   of   the   loner   l eve l   for  a t r a n s i t i o n   t o   t h e   i n t e -  
grated line absorption coefficient.  Here we use t he  source f u n c t i o n  t o  e s t a b l i s h  
the   r e l a t ion  between the eq.uivalent quantities obtained by an absorption and by 
an emission measurement, respectively: 
(2-28) 
as fol lons from the  def in i t ion  of the source function S and from the invariance 
of S over the l i n e  (see preceding Section 2 A ) .  By subst i tut ing the expressions 
f o r  T (Eq. 2-6) and for NL !Eq. 2 .45 ) .  we obtain: 
1 
8 ITC 
J k p  a " n*(n"v"K@@) P(n'v'J' ,n"v"J") 
i i ne  
In Eq. 2-29 we have w r i t t e n  n*(n'@v''K'@) instead of t he   co r rec t   f ac to r  
r 
- n*[~@@v@@K'@ ) - n* (n'v' K '  ) 1 because  the  electronic  energy term for  t h e   t r a n s i t i o n  
3H ( A  C - X II) is so larTe t h a t  i n  all prac t i ca l  s i t ua t ions  the  state occupation 
If the lower level is orders of magnitude higher than t h e  state occupation of 
ihe uoper l e v e l ,  i.e. stimulated emission is ins ign i f i can t  compared t o  absorption. 
2 2 
If t h e  integrated absorption coefficient I s  related t o   t h e   l e v e l  occupation -
and the osc i l la tor   s t rength  i , the (1-type doubling of the  spin  sub-levels J" 
as t o  be taken into account: 
n ( n"vnK" ) 
n* (n@'v@@K" ) = 
2(2s + 1)(2Ic' + 1 )  
- n(n'vnK"JnpHd~) 
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nany years  -0, Condon and Shortley (s) have already stressed t h e  syrretry 
achieved by repmsent ine t h e  i n t e n s i t i e s  and integrated absorption coefficients 
of atomic l i n e s  i n  terms of state occupations and t r a n s i t i o n  moments ( C a l l e d  " l i ne  
strengths" by these  authors),   instead  of In t ens  of - level  occupations and trmsi- 
t ion   p robab i l i t i e s   (o r   o sc i l l a to r   s t r eng tha )  . 
It should be noted here parenthetically that in absence of LTE t he  l e v e l  
occupetion is mostly not a useful quantity. The population distribution over 
excited energy l e v e l s  is then conveniently discussed i n  teras of the Boltemann 
p lo t ,  i..e. the representat ion of the log of the state occupation vs. the energy 
tern, The slope of t h i s  plot  is determined by the  "dis t r ibut ion temperature" 
(4. 2-6), an experimentally measurable paramater. The pertinent state occu- 
pations and not the species concentration and the  -undefined - part i t ion funct ions 
en ter  the  m a s s  action equations for non-equilibrium plasmas (see Section 7). 
Even the  rate coe f f i c i en t s  are more conveniently expressed i n  terms of the 
attate occupations (Section €!A). 
Whereas i n  t h e  case of atomic l i nes  the  two representations involve essen- 
t i a l l y  only a matter of form, Eqs .  2-25 and 2-29 - based on Condon & Shortley's 
representation - appear  def ini te ly  more appropiate in t h e  case of molecular 
l i n e s ,  This I s  due t o  the fact t h a t  - i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  practical advantage 
of avoiding the complications due to ./1 -type doubling - t h e  radial part of the 
t r ans i t i on  moment can often be Conveniently expressed i n  t h e  form given by 
Eq. 2-23. Attempts t o  introduce a wavelength-dependent e lec t ronic  t rans i t ion  
probabili ty or osc i l l a to r  s t r eng th  (a) appear rather artificial. 
We shal l  of ten use the quant i ty  formally equivalent  to  t h e  radial part of 
the  t rans i t ion  moment of the vibration- and rotation-less moleculel 
Po = P(A2C,0,0:X211 ,O,l) 
0 (2-31 1 
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Po is essen t i s l l y  the "P-factor" carresponding t o  the P-1 l i n e 8  of  the 
( 0 , O )  bmd. Bennet and Dalby  h w e  inferred- rbeolute  "band o s c i l l a t o r  strength" 
for the ( 0 , O )  band - f(O.0) - 8 x lo4 - from l ifetire reasurenents with a 
wide spsctral brndpasa - (u) . B a s e d  on this value, one can e s t l ~ a t e  Po t o  be 
of the urder of 3.3 x 10 8 p . 
0 
0 
4 -1 3 
3. Quilibritm Ccmposition of Water VI-r Plasmas 
In the temperature range of i n t e r e s t  (2000 - 6 0 0 0 ~ ) ,  i o m i u t i o n  is negli- 
ylble,  and six components of a nater  vapor pl-8 hare t o  be coneidersd. Y i t h  
;heir partial p s s u r e a  express& asa 
:e can write: 
U Y  1/2 .-1 K, A 
112 "1 x u  = K2 
E U  
4 2  
-1/2 
Y V  - K4 
u + * + w + x + g + e  = P 
2 u + c  - 4 V + X + 5  
here the  last equation folla*s fram the condition t h a t  t h e   t o t 8 l  concemtra- 
-ion of hydrogen atoms m u s t  be tries the to ta l  concentration of oxygen atopls. 
This etystem of equations w a a  solved for  the six anknarns on aa eleotronic 
ORpUter for V S r i O U S  P S S U r e S  and teBpemturt8, Using tu0 8&8 Of ilkput dah, 
i t h  the equi l ibr iur   cons tan ts  5 - K4 taken frons (a) the composition data 
or  a water vapor plasma at 1 atm given by Burhorn and Yienecke (16); rad 
b), the data compiled in the JANAF tables (12) Sitable discrepancies appmred 
ii the output data t ha t  were l a rges t  for the drtmr of najor i n t e r e a t ,   t h e  con- 
Zntratlon of OH, amounting to as much as 6M in ewe cases. 
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This disagreement uas traced t o  a discrepancy i n  t he  equilibrium constant for 
the dissociat ion of OH. Since the  basic input  data are not indicated In Ref. 17, 
we resorted t o  a direat ca lcu la t ion   of   th i s  equilibrium constant. 
We used the value for the dissociation energy of OH accepted at  present 
(Do = 3 5 9 1  CB ) , d coneidered the effect of vibrat ion-rotat ion  interac  t ien 
i n  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  of Q(OH), the  in te rna l  par t i t ion  func t ion  of OH, However, 
over the  temperature range of i n t e r e s t   t h e  mall increaae with tenpera twe of 
t h e   c o r r e c t i o n   f a c t o r   f o r  Q(0H) due t o  vibration-rotation interaction (aee Q. 
7-39 i n  Ref . 18), is approximately cancelled bjr the  increase  of Q(0). The 
contribution of the  exci ted electronic  states to  the  pa r t i t i on  func t ion  1s 
also negl igible ,  and K (OH) can then be represented by an expression in closed 
form, accurate t o  within 5% f o r  T < 6000 K . With partial pressures i n  at.: 
-1 
P 
The agreement between the calculated K (OH) and the value listed i n  R e f ,  17 
P 
was within 1% at 3000 K ,  and still within 8% at 6000 K. Therefore ue conclude 
that the JANAF tables are essent ia l ly  cor rec t  whereas the calculr t lon of  Ref. 16 
appear t o  be i n  error. Hith the equilibrium constants taken from the  JAN@ 
tables, the equilibrium composition of water vapor plasmas w a s  then corputed 
( i n  steps of 100 K) at the following pressures: 0.02;  0.03; 0.04, 0.05 and 1 
The r e su l t a  for 1 ata and 0.02 8- are shown grcrphically i n  Figs, 3 and 4. 
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D. The Fowler-Mllne Method in Plasm8 S p e C t r o S C O P Y  
In  equi l lbr im p l rs l laa  t h e  population density of excited states r e l a t i v e  
t o  *e species concentration ia a monotone-increasing function of temperatnre. 
me concentration of a free radical sach as OH i n c r e a s e s   I n l t i r l l y  with tMP- 
erature, but  then decreases as the di88OCiatiOn process i n t o  rtcms begins t o  
predmlnate. A t  still higher temperatures the  dissociat ion loss iLao overrides 
t h e  l n c r e s s e  i n  the  Boltmgln f a c t o r  f o r  e x c i t e d  states. 9310 number density of 
emitters reaches, therefore,  a laxinun V d U e  n ( w t )  at a slpscific temperatan, - 
the "normal" temperature - beyond which it decreases again. For LTE-plasmas 
of given chemical compsi t lon  at standard  conditions, n(olax.) and the nozmal 
temperature can both be calculated. If the plasma I s  opt ica l ly  th in ,  n(msx) 
f o r  a c e r t a i n  energy level   corresponds  to  a m a x i m u m  in line In t ens i ty   fo r   t r an -  
sitionm originating i n  t h i s  l eve l ,  This is t h e  b a s i s  of the.Faaler-nilne methad 
;ntroduced by Lare- i n  t h e  diagnostics of arc plasmss (u). The method is 
;pperling because no prior knowledge of the t rans i t ion   p robabi l i ty  is required; 
ln fact, it should be poss ib le  to  der ive  both, t h e  temperature sad the  t r ans l -  
"ion probabili ty from such a measurement. 
The Fonler-Milne method has been used i n  the past t o  determine the temp- 
zrature profile of  opt ical ly  thin arc plasmas, if the  Abel inversion of the 
:xperirnental data obtained by side-on measurements showed t ha t  the  radial inten- 
: i t y  d i s t r ibu t ion  w a s  peaked off the arc center. The usefulness of this pro- 
edure is impaired i n  practice because mal1 exPorinental scatter i n  the  meas- 
red i n t e n s i t i e s  or deviations from radial arc sJuetxy nay induce a spurious 
ff-uti8 peak i n  the  inverted data and lead t o  temperatures which m e  u t t e r l y  
rong . 
The noted experimental difficulties can be avoided i n  end-on measurements. 
?%riation of the  an: torrent provides a simple l e a n s  of changing the  core 
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temperature uhile changes i n  the in t ens i ty  of a spectral l i n e  are d i r e c t l y  
monitored by the recorder displw. Provided thr arc can be NI) at 8 curren t  
large enough t o  exceed the normal temperetare, it is then possible t o  8djuat 
the arc current accurately and unambiguously for peak i n t e r u i t y  of the spectral 
l ine .  As opposed t o   t h e  customary side-on measurements, the temperature regime 
of i n t e r e s t  (normal temperature for the studied spectral feature) i a  shifted 
by t h i s  p r o c e d ~  from the arc periphery, where aeasuremente are less accurate,  
to the arc core. 
In  Fig. 5 we show t he  calculated OCCUpatiOn of two r o t r t i o n a l   l e v e l s  of 
OH i n  a water vapor plasma. It can be seen that over a wide temperature range 
the  number densi ty  of eaitters (i.e. the l i n e   i n t e n s i t y )  is almost constant . 
This implies, of courae, t h a t  the Fowler-Milne method is not 8 pwticularly 
good ( i  .e, sens i t i ve )  method t o  determine the p l a s m  tamperatwe. 
In the  case of i n t e r e s t  this argument has t o  be inverted, howevert if the 
are current  is adjus ted  t o  such a value that the  peak t enpe ra tme   i n  the a m  
core is c l o s e   t o  the normal temprature f o r  the apectral l i n e  whose t r ans i t i on  
probabi l i ty  we u a n t   t o  measure, t h e   l i n e   i n t e n s i t y  will be constant over a re- 
l a t i v e l y  wide cross  sec t ion  of the a m  and, moreover, will be i n s e n s i t i v e   t o  
small f luc tua t ions  of arc temperature. 
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3. APPARATUS AND EXPERIlIElTAL TeCHNIQUES 
A. High-Resolution  Scanning  Spectrometer 
me requimments for a spectrometer matching the constraints of arc sburces 
used i n  plasma spectroscopg are qu i t e   d i f f e ren t  from t h e   t r a d i t i o n a l  design cri- 
teria f o r  commercial spectrometers. The focal length of these instruments is 
r e l a t ive ly  small as compared t o  the sise of the   g ra t ing)   bu t  i n  end-on measure- 
ments of arc plasmas, for euuple, f-numbers of t h e  order of f / l O O  art dictated 
by the requirement t o   i s o l a t e  a narrow beam of light energing froa a homogeneous 
plasma region. Thua i n  a apectrometer with a large aperture only a small frac- 
t i o n  of the grating surface Wil be illuminated, which is not only rasteful bat 
also severely limits the attainable resolution. Concurrently,  very narrow field 
stops are required, and the  entrance slit has t o  be masked down t o  a f r ac t ion  of 
a millimeter. This obviates the  need t o   c o r r e c t   f o r  Image curvature  in  a Cserny- 
Turner instrument, which is unavoidable I n  high resolut ion Work with long slits. 
Finally,  t h e  convenience of a direct wavelength read-out over a wide spec t r a l  
range, although important f o r  a general purpose spectrometer, has t o  be sacri- 
ficed if a grating is t o  be used i n  several  higher orders, 80 as t o  achieve maxi- 
mum resolution. 
We have b u i l t  a Ceerny-Turner spectrometer, specifically designed for high- 
resolution plasma spectroscom and whose op t i ca l  paraaeters - f/&l aperture and 
5 meter focal  length - match t h e  Cha.racteristiC6 of our wall-stabilimd arc. 
For work i n  the ne81 W and r i s i b l e ,   t h e  600 linea/rm grating blaeed at 9' is 
used in higher orders.  With t h e  wting fully i l luminated, the theoret ical  re- 
solving power e.g. at 3000 A i n   t h e   9 t h  grating order i a  830,000. ac tua l  
perforname of a scanning speetrometer of such high resolving power is U s a a l l Y  
0 
not determined by the op t i ca l  components, however, 88 would be t he  erne for a 
SPectroqrapb ::sing Watoaraphic detection, bat rather the  mechanical qua l i t y  
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ef the drivo 8achnir~. Thuu any unevenne8a i n  the roltrt ional sotion of the 
grating - due t o  slip-stick effeetr of the  bearlag, t r ans l a t iona l   e r ro r8  of run 
of the pushrod and other  effects - has t o  be amall on an angular scale equivalent 
t o  the aaxbm theoretieii l  resolution. A t  3QOO A (9th orcler) t h i s  turns o u t  t o  
0 
Ye use a high-precision grating drive, f o l l m i n g  8 design by HcCubbin e t  
al, (20). A spectrum is sann& by rotating the  grating v i a  a l e v e r  turn moved 
tangent ia l ly  by an advancing 50 mm micrometer screw, The l e v e r  a m  is held by 8 
r ig id ly  mounted rol led  epr lng,  whose pulling force  is independent of displace- 
ment, againat a pushrod which has quarts flats attached to both ends* The quart5 
plates press against hardened steel balls on the t i p  of the micrometer 8cm and 
on t he   l eve r  am. 
The angle of ro t a t ion  of 9O provided bJI the f ine   g ra t ing   dr ive   covers  t he  
blrce of the grating at higher orders (i ,e. the angular range of maxiam grating 
eff ic iency) .  Synchronous electric motors and a gear  train are u8ed t o  provide 
three scanning speeds (ratio l t l 0  :loo), the slowest speed of rotat ion  being 
13 seconds of arc par ainute ,  A motor-driven "coarse drive", urd an angular 
scale are avai lable  for  posi t ioning the grating at  any angle, For accurate wave- 
length settings we r e s o r t   t o  the  micrometer scale of the f i n e  drive and t o  refe- 
rence l ines  of known wavelength. Using the technique of multiple overlapping 
orders, the feu s t r o n g   l i n e s   i n  the Hg I spectrum provide enough Pevelength 
markers. For rigidity, the front plate containing entrance and e x i t  slit, the  
grating dr ive  assembly, and the t u 0  Ceerny-Turner mirrors a m  r o u t e d  OA a heavy 
"ship-builder's" 45-cm-nide steel channel, The siaple expedient of -bedding t h e  
steel channel in sand provades i so l a t ion  against mechanical v ibra t ions  t ranani t ted  
through the floor. The instrument cover and the  exposed part of the  steel channel 
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were l i n . 6  first with urethane foam for the& insulat ion,  and then with black 
co t ton   ve lve t   t o  minimite l i gh t  scattering. 
A solenoid-actuated fold-mirnn: is placed behind the e x i t  slit .ad t h e  as- 
persed light can be directed t o  sl ther of two pho ta ru l t i p l i e r s  80 that simulta- 
neous measurement8 can be made over a wide spectra range without   detector   Inter  - 
change, an important feature for plasma spectroscopy. A dry-ice-cooled RCA 7102 
(S-1 response) is used for measurements above 8000 A, corresponding t o  lm grs- 
ting orders (2nd and m), and g l a s s  filtem 8re suitable for discrimirutiag 
against overlapping orders. For the  near W urd v i s ib l e ,  an El41 9558 QA &@fa- 
multiplier with an S-20 response, especially selected for law dark current  and 
high cathode s e n s i t i v i t y ,  is used i n  conjunction with a s h p l e  quart5 prim- 
aonochronator of the Bunsen-Kirchhoff type,  a8 order sorter. The c o l l h a t o r  
and te lescope  lens  are al6b apde of quartz, and two Indexed telescoping rounts 
m e  provlded, so that the  change of fwaJ length with NaVelength can be com- 
pensated, The bandpnss defined by a slit of width B I n  the  focal plane r u s t  
be narrower than the  f r ee  spectral range i n  t h e  grating order used. For a 
grating used i n  higher orders near i t a  blase = blate navelength  in the  
first order), 8 is then determined b y $  
0 
s < _ - - - A 2  2 D  
xbl 
yhere D is the  l inear dispersion of the  prism monochrmator. In order t o  mini- 
mite s t m y  light usually a much narrower slitwidth than given by @. 3-1 m s  
used . 
Since in our measuremnts only a mall area of the   photmult ipl ier   cathode 
w a s  illuminated, a penanent focusing msgnet w a a  used ta, Improve the performance 
of the de tec tor ,  as recammended by Knight et al. (a) . This simple e%pedlent 
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proved t o  be effect ive:  the gain w a s  enhanced by an order of magnitude and 
the  s igna l - to -no i se  r a t io  by  a f ac to r  better than three. The s igna l  from t h e  
photomultiplier, modulated by a 1 KHz light-chopper, i s  synchronously recti- 
f ied by a lock-in amplifier and displayed by a s t r i p  chart recorder.  
Once the spectrometer has been carefu l ly  aligned, faxsing of the telescope 
Cserny-Turner mirror is the critical instrument adjUStm3nt for raxhizing t he  
reeolution, This nas accomplished by using a l o w - ~ s s u r e  8ercraTj dhcharge 
as the s o m e  and, with the aid of a microscope, visual ly   adjust ing for optimum 
sharpnese  of the hyperfine components of the  Hg I 5461 A l i n e   i n  the plane of 
0 
t he  exit slit. 
The hyperfine structure of Hg I 4358 A is nore convenient for reso lu t ion  
0 
checks. In  Fig, 6 a t yp ica l  s t r ip  char t record  of this l i n e  I s  ahown, obtained 
at the s lmest  scanning speed with a s l i t  he ightof  4 am, sl i t  width of 0.030 mm, 
and an aperture of f/80. The theoret ical  resolving power i n  the  6 th  order  for 
the grating set at an angle of 51°&' and illuminated by m f/80 light beam, is 
360,000 which corresponds t o  a resolut ion of 12 IA. Since the doublet, nhose 
peak separation is 13 rA, is better resolved than given by the   Rlyleigh  or i ter ion,  
0 
0 
the theore t ica l  reso lu t ion  has been achieved. In Fig. 7 we have plot ted the 
measured chart  posi t ions of the resolved hyperfine l ines 18.  t h e  wavelength 
increren t ,  and the straight l ine  corresponding t o  t h e  calculated chart disper- 
sion has ale0 been dram. The i n s ign i f i can t  data scatter demonstrates 
the smoothness of t he  grating drive. Rather unexpectedly, almost the same 
precision could be achieved Nhen the  l i n e  w a s  scanned i n  t he  reverse mode ( L e .  
when the lever a m  is puled by t he  spring instead of being pushed), 
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After several nonths of intensive me of the ins t r ruen t ,  a slight degrr- 
dation of resolution N= noticed, and toald be traced t o  pitting of the quart5 
flats a t t a c h e d  t o  the pushrod. These can bo quickly replacad. Because of the  
from an ac t ive  railroad track), we checked for a possible ~ r m a r i s s i o n  of floor 
vibrations. However, while s i t t i n g  on the peak of a typerf ine l i n e  of Hg 4358 A, 
no signal variat ion w a s  detected when a high-speed t r a i n  rushed by. The sirple 
precaution8 taken i n  order t o  i s o l a t e  the spectrometer from environmental effects 
0 
appear, theref ore, to be en t i r e ly  adequate. 
The experimental set-up for concurrent erission and absorption measurements 
is shown schematically i n  Fig. 8. So as t o  ensure that only l i gh t  emitted by a 
homogeneous plasma sample falls on the detector ,  we had t o  limit the entrance 
slit of t he  spectrometer t o  a "pinhole" of 0.1 x 0.25 mm, and the  aperture t o  
less than f/100. me cathode spot of t h e  xenon arc8 used as b a c m a n d  S O ~ ~ I B  
for  absorpt ion measurements, does not malntain the reqnired spatial s t a b i l i t y  
over such d l  dimensions, but conetantly "wandorB". The behavior of the 
wallable popular types of xenon lamps (Hanoria 491C39 and 959C98) w a s  eusen- 
t i a l l y  i den t i ca l ,  and ne assme t h a t  t h i s  is an i n t r i n s i c  characteristic of 
free-burning arcs. Moreover, the  spectral   radiance  of the xenon i n  the 
W was t oo  law f o r  absorption measurements of the strong OH l i n e s  at high spec- 
tral resolution. Because of its s t a b i l i t y  and its higher i n t e n s i t y  i n  the W, 
i f  available, another wall-stabilleed arc i n  the end-on node, run at high 
x r r e n t  and filled with argon ak, say, 2 atm pressure, NOuld  have provided an 
ideal background s o m e  for these measurements. 
Different mask8 on mirror M2, which focuses the aource on the entrance 
"lit at unit magnification, were calibrated and used 88 aperture stops. For a 
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t h e  
B. 
ard 
was 
the 
w. 
Intensi ty  Calibration 
A high-curront str ip lampwith quart5 wind- (GE 30A/T24/13) uaa our atand- 
source for the in tens i ty  ca l ibra t ion .  The tonperatum of the t ungs t en  s t r ip  
determined with an opt ica l  pyrometer recently calibrated by 
National Bureau of Stan&~ds.  If robs is t h e  m e m u r e d  %um$er&tbre in K, we 
d e t e d n e  the true temperature fram the following r e l a t ion  between the radiance 
of a blackbarlJr and of the s t r l p l l u p  at A. * 6530 I;r 
0 
t ransr i t tapce  of   the quarts windarr: 
E ef 
R 
Using Wien's law, which in this range 
EQ. 3-2 and 3-4 were s o l v e d   i t e n t i o n  based on DeVos' ( 2 2 )  - graphs of 
E W ( ~ , ~ ) ,  which had t o  be extrapolated t o  3OOO K. These graphs were also used 
Co calculate the  radiance of thestr ip  lampat various uavelengths. 
A step-dmn transformer w i t h  the  l i ne   vo l t age  stabilieed by a Sola trans- 
former supplied ac power t o  the striplamp. This sirple power supply w a s  ade- 
quate; after a short warm-up period the excursions i n  temperature fror a m e d i a a  
Ttrue  
of the m o m e t e r  reading. "he striplamp w a s  run at the highest  perri8~ib10 
temperature i n  order t o  increase the radiance i n  t he  IJV. An a v r i l r b l e  cmbon arc 
= 3012 K were less than 5 K. This is only slightly higher than the  precision 
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WM alae tested but fie dlacrrd.d becarso its m e a s u r m l  radiance i n  the W - 
the only spoetral m o a  where it. mse could be dvaatageoru - w a u  signlficmtt~ 
higher than calculated, pomsibly due t o   i n t e r f e rence  by CN baads. 
Since t he   i n t ens i ty  of thestrip lampis so much renker i n  the W than at 
longer ravelengths, stray l ight   Conat i tUtes  8 serioue problem for accurate 
ca l ib ra t ions  in the spec t r s l  range of the OH hrmrlrr, In our spectrometer sPVions 
l i gh t  of s igni f icant  in tens i ty  can cdlle only f'ra overlapping arders. The wave- 
length of the St- light is thus ham, md its magnitude can be determined 
with suitable fllters. !he stray 18 caused ky raUdam 8Cattering by the o p t i a r l  
canponents of the order sorter, and o m  tests ve r i f i ed  t h i s ,  s ince  the magnitude 
of t he  stray urn propmtionsl t o  the width of the exit slit of the order sorter. 
When working in the W, spurious light   as minimited, therefore ,  by using dit- 
Widths much narrower than  detcrr ined by 4. 3-1, and by wing also a glaas f i l ter  
0 
W i t h  a wide bandm8 i n  the and 8 aut-uff 8 r O n n d  4108 A ( C O a -  7-54). With 
0 
these precautions the residual stm light at 2810 A (%he shortest wavelength at 
which measurements were made i n  this invest igr t ion)  w a s  d e t e r r i n e d   t o  be b o l a  5%. 
A stray light problm appeared again i n  the infrared towards the lirit ~f 
the nsaful range of a photomultiplier w i t h  an S-20 response, ceased in this case 
by the  decrease of quantum eff ic iency of the detector. This stypJ. could be easily 
eliainated by resorting t o  available glaas fl l ters w i t h  cut-on in the risible. 
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C. plaaaa Soume 
I n  prior related work ue developed a wall-s tabi l iaed arc uhich  includes 
several  nen design featnres in erder t o  increase t he  versrtlllt$ of th la  soume 
and extend its useful range t o  lower pressures and also t e  the study of gases 
which before have been difficult t o  maintain i n  a quieecent state, e.g. water 
vapor plasmas. This device ha8 been described elsewhere (a) . The copper 
segments forring the arc channel were redesigned in  order to reduce the channel 
diameter from 6.3 t o  4 P.. This w a s  qeoeseieuy i n  order t o  etabilite the an: 
column which cont rac ts  at the lower arc ourrents ,  an effect espeaially pro- 
nounced for molecular gases.  Leads were attached t o  t h e  end p l a t e s  of t h e  
arc-sect ions facing the electrodes,  and t h e  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  i n  t h e  sample sec- 
t ion could then be determined by measuring the voltage drop (see Section 9C).  
When using a power supply w i t h  a "drooping" V-I cha rac t e r i s t i c ,  a stable 
a m  can be maintained only if  the slope of t he  V-I characteristic of the load 
(arc + series m s i s t o r  of resistance R) is posi t ive;  the cons t ra in t  being, that 
the  to ta l  vo l tage  drop cannot exceed the  apen c i rcu i t  vo l tage ,  5.e. 
dvT dvA dR - I -  + R + f - > O : O.C.V. > VA + I R  (3-5) 
dI  dI dI 
A t  h igh curr@nts ,  the V - I  cha rac t e r i s t i c  of t h e  arc is posi t ive,  and a 
very stable am can be d o w n e d  with a b a t t e r y  of Miller r e c t i f i e r s  ( 2 3 ) .  
A t  low curren ts  the slope becomes negative, however, and a series r e s i s t o r  has 
t o  be included i n  the  c i r c u i t ;   b u t   s t a b i l i s a t i o n  at 4 Amps. became critical 
when a water-cooled reeistor (dR/dI * 0 )  w a s  ased. A subs tan t ia l  improvement 
of BFC s t a b i l i t y  w a s  aahieved by using instead a ba t te ry  of incandescent l ight 
bulbs as a"dynamical" series r e s i s t o r  (dR/dI > 0 ) .  Thus, f o r  exaaple, the  in-  
t e n s i t y  of Ar I 4300 A remained constant  to  within 1% over a run, and the  
0 
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ran-to-run repeatability at constaat ca r ren t  la6 of the order of 3%. By 
taking recon.rse t o  a very simple strategem, the s t r b l l l t y  of our an: matches 
the best performance of arc8 reported i n  the literature and achieved 
using elaborate feed-back controls. 
Do Accurate Arc Alignment for End-On Heasurements 
In end-on asasarerents  the (LIC a i s  must be aligned pfudlel t o  t h e  
optical axis of the system, eo t h a t  the spectrometer vieus a homogenous plasma 
saaple when appropiate field and aperture stops are nsed. Ue achieve this with 
the aid of a smal laser positioned i n   f r o n t  of the exit  slit. Proef of comect  
arc alignment ean be obtained by coaparing the  results of end-on measurements 
with the equivalent inverted datr derived from a 6p.tial scan i n  the side-on 
mode (a). This teat  is quite  laborious,  however, and a d i f f e r e n t  method uas 
used t h a t  requires  only measuremen.tsin the end-on node. 
The arc is filled with argon at atmospheric pres~ure, the spectremeter is 
focused on the arc center ,  and au argon i o n   l i n e  - e.g. A r  I1 4348 A - and the 
adjoining continuum are measured at, say, three d i f f e ren t  settings of the a m  
current ,  Both speu t r s l  featnres are optically thin. For the datr reduction 
we use three graphs derived from the  calculated composition of an argon plasma 
a t  1 atm, and representing 88 a function of temperature (a) the integrated 
spectral radiasce of A r  I1 4348 A, (b) the spec t r a l  radiance of t h e  continuum 
at 4350 A (both per un i t  op t i ca l  path length), and ( c )  t he  r a t i o  of these two 
quant i t ies .  
0 
0 
0 
Graph (c  ) is used t o   d e r i v e  the  "core temperature", i .e. the temperat- 
of the plasma sa@.e correspondillg t o  the arc axis, from the me" signal 
r a t i o .  (The instrument response remains invariant over the d l  rarelength 
range covered, and the  i n t e n s i t y   r a t i o  is independent of o p t i c a l   p t h l e n m ) .  
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Once t h e  core tempera- ha8 been established, the effective  optical .  path 
length L* is obtained fra the other two plots. Typical results of these 
meaeurements are sham in Table I. 
TABU3 I 
CORE TBPEXUTURE AND EFFECTIVE OPTICAL PATH LENGTHFOR AN ARGON ARC AT 1 ATM 
A t  gimn pressure and chemical composition of the plasma, the core temp- 
erature of a wall-stabilited arc is uniquely determined by its dianeter. O u r  
measnrements can thus be conpared N i t h  the equivalent data reported by Bues 
e t  de (24) far a wall-stabil ized arc of almost the same relevant dimension 
(4.10 rn atre diameter in Ref . 24 and 3 . 9  mm i n  our arc). !he gaod agreement 
between both sets of temperatures is yet improved when correct ions are made 
fo r  the slight d i f f e rence   i n  arc diameter. 
Kore s igni f icant  is the agreement betueen the der ived  effect ive  opt ical  
path lengths and the  ac tua l  arc  dimensions, which were 10.7 cm for t he  l eng th  
of the arc channel ( t e s t  section), and 14.8 cm for the total 8 ~ c  length (dis- 
tance between @leCtrodes). Our measurements are precise enough t o  b r ing  ou t  
the fact that at the higher   currents   the  hot  arc core extends beyond the con- 
f i n i n g  channel into the electrode chaabers, 
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Baaed on these results, it can be concluded t h a t t  
(a) The arc plasma is i n  local thermodynaaic equilibrium. 
(b) The correct qnantft'its have been wed for the transition probabiliw 
of Ar 11; 4348 (As 1) 1.37 x 10 B ) , and for the repsentat ion of 
the continurn Sntensiw (Eq. F 5 )  . 
a -1 
(c)  COO^ precision has been ac~eva i n  8bSOlUt9 intensity cdi-tion, 
(a) The arc ax3s is  coincident trith the optical sxis. 
(e) W e  field and apertum stops used are appropiate far Wt- the 
l i ght  flux falling on the detector to the light emitted by the 
honogeneous arc core, 
Fortuitious agrement appears milikely in vim of the relatirely wide 
tenperatrue range covered lg the three concumwnt m e a s ~ x e n t s  and the 
different temperature dependence of the ixrbnsitiest The intensits of Ar I1 4348 
increases a faetor of about 20 when the crulrent is raised fraa $3 amperes to 
75 amperes, the intensity of the contfnua only by a fwtar of 4. 
As a final check, we made use of the high-resolution capsbiutiss of OM 
instruaent t o  derive the Stask broadening m e t e r  for the Ar SI 4348 A line 
frm the ncasured line shapes, as sham i n  Table II 
0 
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%e measured l i n e  &age is a convolution of the Stark profile, uhich is 
approximately Lorenteian, and of two Gaussisns (Doppler and instrument broad- 
ening). The Doppler half widthfollowed from the known tenperatare,  and the 
instrument broadening flat3 deternined  experi .entslly by a concnrrunt 8can at 
t h e  same instrument setting (i.8. 8aae grating Order, sl i t  widths, and aperture) 
of t h e  hyperfine s t ruc tu re  of Hg 1 4358 A, generated by a low-pressure mercury 
arc. B a s e d  on the  Voigt profile, a correct ion factor F w a s  calculated I n  order 
t o  derive A Xs frolp A+ the measured (full) hslfaidth. Since F is close t o  
unity,  the precision of measuring A ks is not sensibly Bffected by the correction 
for other broadening m~hanfsla8. 
0 
The Stark broadening parereter is obtained by dividing AAs . b y  the equili- 
brium electron density calculated for an argon plasma at 1 a h  pressure at the  
nessured teaperataw. The results are shown in the last a o l m  of Table 11, con- 
veniently normalized for  ne $ ld6 cno3. It follous. from theorg  that  the Stark 
broadening ~ a ~ n e t e r  should be essentially constant (i.e, a function of ne alone), 
and increase only slightly with .temperature. This is borne  out the results 
of our measurements. 
Ro precise experimental values f o r  the Stark broadening parameter of A r  I1 
0 
4.348 A are  present ly  avai lable  with uhich to compare our results. It is only 
h n  from neasmments  by other   invest igators  t h a t  Griem's calculated vsluee 
for t he  argon ion lines are probably too low by a fac tor  of t he  order of t h e .  
O u r  Stark broadening wrameter is 3.8 tlmes larger than calculated by G r i m .  (9). 
It appesrs that these results, beyoad vcrlidating our approach, c lea r ly  de- 
monstrate that by high-resolution measurements of a homogeneous and tine- 
Lndehdent  beadyostate) PI- 8a€@.e, impardant information can be obt&n& 
with higher precision and considerably less labor than has heretofore been 
possible. 
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4. SIDE-ON HEASUFtEHENTS AND ABEL INVERSION 
Ihe  a m  set np with i t 8  uis parallel t o  the entrance slit, and spatifly 
s r n n s d  at the location of the aiddle ufndow. The lateral in tcnsf ty  profiles of 
the P1-2 (0,O) and %=20 (0,O) l u e s  were recorded while viewing 8 water vapor 
arc at reduced pressure. The 08e of these adjacent l ines  I s  advantageous for 
detemlning   the   t enpera turef roa the i r   in tens i ty   ra t io ,  becatme of the r e l a t ive ly  
wide span i n  appr enem levels, aad because the two lines are of coaparable in- 
t ens i ty  i n  the terperature  range of our aessurements, Possible errors due t o  
aelf-absorption are thus ninimiced. Their relative t ransi t ion pcQbabi l i t i06 uere 
set qua3 t o  their Hoenl-London fac tors ,  rhich is not quite cor rec t  (see Section 
6D). The -1 abso1Rt.e error in t h e  derived temperatures is inconsequentid. i n  
this context. 
In order t o  eonvert the lateral i n t ens i ty  profile in to  the radial i n t ens i ty  
diatr ibut ion,  re used two n u e r i c a l  rethcds for the Abel inversion, one due t o  
Bockasten (25), and the  o ther  to  B a r r  (26). In all cases, each half of 
t h e  i n t e n d *  profile llzro divided i n t o  20 tone6, corresponding to increment6 of 
0.2 M. The spatial resoltrtAon of each aeasarenent w a s  0.1 u as doterained lv 
the rdklth of the entrance slit. The ratrix multlpldcation w a d  performed on a 
high-speed d i g i t a l  computer. 
- -
The center  of the dis t r ibu t ion  w a s  doterained 68 follows; Before the auturD. 
run, a lateral in t ens i ty  profile for the continuum at 3083 A emitted by an argon 
plasma a t 1  a t m  pressure, w a s  obtained, By "folding" this profile - which is 
narrow and quite spmetfic - the center can be picked out, The i n t ens i ty  profiles 
f o r  the  ro ta t iona l  lines, obtained  next in a rua n i t h   n a t e r  vapor at reduced 
pressure, is muck broader because of arc bulging, and shms slight assymetries. 
It is thus considerably more difficult t o  detemlne the center. Agreement with 
0 
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t he   cen te r  found in the argon lpll is obtained if the profiles are folded t o  
match t h e  wings. Since this is also t h e  procedure used by other  invest igators ,  
t h i s  w a s  the criterion adopted t o  fix the dis t r ibut ion  center .  
The results of the measurements of a water vapor zux at 50 Amps. and 22 Torr 
are shorn in Figs, 9 and 10. In Fig. 9 the radial dis t r ibu t ion  of t he  emissfon 
coef f ic ien t  for t h e  5-20 l ine  is sham as derived frm the -8 lnpnt data by 
using Barr's, and by using Bockasten's acthod. These data have been combined 
with  the  equivalent   dis t r ibut ion of the PI-2 line and converted b t o  the radial 
temperature profile (Fig. 10) . A saaoth d i s t r ibu t ion  is obtained by using Barr's 
method, but the other method leads to  cons iderable  d8t8 scatter. This is attrib- 
uted not only t o   t h e  absence of 8 bui l t - in  data sroothing scheme (Barr uses a 
least-squares f i t ) ,  but  also t o  the fact that Bockssten fits the  experimental 
data t o  an analgticd expression which does not  repmduce well the  points  of 
zero slope. In effect, the scatter is largest at t h e  center of the dl8tribUtiOn 
and at t h e  off-ruis peak, whlch are precisely the regions of greatest in t e re s t .  
Because of the presence of 8 pronounced off-axis peak - a situation  rarely 
encountered for t h e  atomic l i n e s  used i n  plasma spectroscopy - our 
measurements  provide an excellent  case for  testing  different  methods 
for the  Abel inversion.  Direct  comparison with  end-on  measurements  is 
also feasible. 
The - w a s  set up again i n  t h e  end-on made and properly aligned with t he  
opt ica l  &s of the system. The arc ~ 8 s  then spatially scanned along Its h o d -  
eontel  diameter and the line intensities Here recorded i n  in te rna l6  of 0.25 -. 
The diaensions of the entrance slit were 0.1 M uide by 6.25 m high, and t h e  
beam aperture W a s  stopped down t o  f/300. Thus I n  each measurement an area ele- 
ment of the order of only 0.1 1118 w a s  "seen" by the spectrometer. Since this 
amomts t o  less than 1% of the to t a l   c ros s   s ec t ion  of the arc, a snff ic ient ly  
2 
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high s p a t i a l   r e s o l u t i o n  has been achieved. 
!!bo t y p d c a l   l n t e n n l w   d b t r l b u t l ~ n ~  rc. oham l a  Fig. 11. Them m e a m t t a -  
ments not only S t t b s ~ i 8 t O  the ammptlon of cyllndrlcsl arc v e t - ,  bat 
also bsaloally agree rith the radld In t end*   d i s t r ibu t ion  derived by sida-or 
messuromnts. Side-on mearurements a m  affeatod, however, by *e bulging" 
at t h e  lacation of the d l  gap between u c  8ectlm- (a). 'Phis effu% be- 
comes very pronouacod at pressure, ud the a m  atpamds t e  rbout trice 
the churnel diameter. ma6 i n  6ide-On measurements the l n t e n e 4 v  peaks appear 
s l i g h t l y  shifted tawrnds the am periphery. 
'Ihe agreerent betueen the radial temperature prof l l e s  obtained by end-on 
measurements (pig. 12). and derlved frm side-on mersumments (Fig. 10) can 
only be called frir, harmer. More credence is given t o  the nsults of the 
end -en rode baeaase the two lines were rea8rrred aoncurrently f o r  each arc po- 
s i t i o n ,  rhereas i n  the side-on made tho  lateral in tens i ty   d le t r ibu t ion  fer 
each l i n e  raa m e a s u r e d  separately, for reasons of sxpedbenq, A slight increase 
ef (vc bulging rhllo t h e  R1-20 l i n e  was being memured, cbuld have caused a 
spurlous increase of the m e a 8 u m d  in tens i t ies , le rd ing  ta higher vrlpes fo r  the  
derived temperature profile. The amplification of errors produced by the  Abel 
inversion may also c o n t r i b u t e  t o  t h e  d i s t o r t i o n  of the temperature  prof i le  in  
the side-on mode .  
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A. Choice of Arc Regime 
In the mea8urements at 8tmospher%c pressure, the sample section of the arc 
w a s  filled w i t h  argon saturated with rater vapor at roo. temperature by bubbling 
argon through an 150 cm high column filled with water and contalning a f i n e  r ire 
mace. The in t ens i ty  of a s t rong  ro t a t iona l  l i ne  WBB: monitored, while t he  arc 
current  w a s  decreased by steps . The &1-6 ( 0 , O )  l i n e  became raeasnrable only at 
10 Amps.,and its intensi ty   increased rapidly with decreasing arc current ,  whereas 
the underlying continuum - essent ia l ly  proport ional  to  the square of the e lec t ron  
densi ty  - showed opposite behavior. Thus 8t 4.1 Amps. the l i n e  w a a  8 times 
stronger  than at  8 &pa . , but   the  continuum w a s  only l/3 as strong. These data 
correspond t o  the arc core. When the  arc at  4.1 b p s ,  w a s  laterally displaced, 
so t h a t  the spectrometer vierred a reg ion   c lose   to  t h e  arc periphery, the  l i n e  
intensi ty  increased further by a f a c t o r  of the order of 3, whereas the i n t e n s i t y  
of the  continuum decreased t o  1/6. When i n  what follows we refer f o r  short t o  
” the arc at atmospheric pressure”, re mean the  4.1 Amp. arc burning i n  argon 
saturated  with water vapor. 
O u r  attempts t o  run a low-current arc with pure water vapor were unsuccess- 
ful. Although the  condensation problem was solved by running the  arc ”hot” 
(i.e. the  i n l e t  temperature of the  pressurised cooling water w a s  c lose  t o  loooc), 
the voltage required to maintain a quiescent ax exceeded our capability of 
900 V.0.C. 
By reducing  the pressure t o  about 20 Torr,very stable operation was 
achieved with  pur^ water vapor as the sample gas. The plasma expands, f i l l i n g  
the  8;Fc channel, and the OH bands are strongly excited at r e l a t ive ly  high cur ren ts  
corresponding t o  a posi t ive V-I arc characteristic. 
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In order t o  opti.iso the arc regiae f o r   t h e  planned 8M1!~uaments, the  in t ens i ty  
of the "1-6 ( 0  ,O) line w a s  roniteesd, whllo tw. arc current  w a a  varied at 
constant pCeSSrVe. The p lo t  of l iao in tona l ty  v8. current corresponding tr, a 
pressure of 18 Torr, ah owe^ a broad l u i r n a  Oentersd at 8bout 37 Amps, dropping 
t o  of peak vdue  at 10 hpe . and 60 Amps., respectively. It ww also noted 
that the l i n e   i n t e n s i t y  depended but  w a y  on the 8rc pm88ure, where- I n  LTE 
t he  number densi ty  of emit tom should lnclvrse 8s t h e  aquare of t he  pressure. 
After t h i s  preliminary work had ciraumscrlbed the arc rsgi.es t o  be used, 
two types of spectroscopic messare8entr were m e .  In wh8t we call  "Diagnostic 
Measure~ents" our ri. w a s  t o  chancterlse the stat. of t he  plsslllr as complete- 
ly a8 possible by resorting t o  a i s s i o n  and 8b8OrptiOn measurements and t o  l i n e  
ahape s tudies  of snitable atomic l i n e s  aad of aame ro t a t iona l  l ines ,  In another 
series of measurements we recorded the  i n t e n s i t i e s  of all useful - i.e, not 
overlap- - r o t a t i o n a l  l i n e s  of t he  OH bands. Since it took about s i x  h o r n  
t o  corplete a scan o f  the  ent3rs  OH spectrar i n  t he  W, these moaeurements may 
appropiately be labelled "Long R u n s " .  Adequate arrc s tab i l i ty  could be mdntained 
for such extended time periods, but  t h e  endurance of the experlaenter wm severe- 
ly tested. After two complete scans had been recorded, the d8ta acquis i t ion  t h e  
ua8 shortened i n  subsequent "Long Rums" by starting the scan with the ( 0 , O )  band, 
The shor t  Wavelength range - %.e, the region of the (1,O) and (2.1) - w a s  
Skipped beC8use it mUbOd rep8td djustmOnt8 of fie order  Soeer a 
painstakingly careful in tens i ty   ca l ibra t ion ,  
In a third series of meaeureaenta, 12 aelected l i n e  groups w e r e  re-=& 
which comprise 9 ra t8t ioniL linor belonging t o  fie fir. OH bands st-&. Lines 
Of d i f f e r e n t  branches a 1- t o  high K-nrubers wero inclad&. It took a rela- 
t i re ly  8h0& ti8e to  8 C m  these l i n e  grotlpa, md m e - m e n t s  we= m e  at V ~ O ~ s  
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arc c u r r e n t s   i n  an attempt t o  apply the Fouler-Mllne method not only t o  one l i n e ,  
bu t  t o  seve ra l  l i nes  be long ing  to  d i f f e ren t  bands. 'Ihe later data aaa lya is  re- 
vealed, however, t h a t  this nethod is not  applicable because of sevem depastures 
from LTE. Thus no new infomat ion  w a s  obtained by these measurasents, except 
t h a t  of corroborating the results of t h e  "Long Runs". 
B. Measurement of Electron  Densities 
The theory of Stark broadening of the hydrogen B a l n e r  l ines   provides  the 
theore t ica l  basis for a convenient method t o  determine  the  electron  densit ies 
i n  plasmas (2 - 4). Excellent agreement bettleen measured and predicted line 
shapes has been reported f o r  experiments i n  which ne could be independently de- 
termined (27.28) . The theore t ica l  p red ic t ions  have not  ye t  been r e l i a b l y  con- 
firmed, however, f o r  ne < 5 x 1015 It is prec ise ly   in  the lmer range , 
corresponding t o  departures f ra  LTE i n  plasmas, where t h i s  method would be m o s t  
useful because the electron  densi ty  ca,u then nolongerbe inferred unambiguously 
from other reasurements, 
Since H - whiah is generally preferred - showed substantial self-absorption 
i n  most of our measurements, we used t he  H and H6 l i n e s  of the Balmer series as 
diagnostic lines. Because  of the peculiar shape of H whose center has then 
the  appearance of a narrow cusp, its peak intensity cannot be determined with 
precision at law electron densities. Moderats self-absorption which has an al- 
most ins igni f icant  effect on t he   i n t eg ra t ed   l i ne   i n t ens i ty ,  w i l l  "c l ip"  the  l ine  
peak. It will be f u r t h e r  distor ted by 811 experimental s l i t  f u n c t i o n , s m a l l  com- 
pared t o  theha l f  widthof  the l ine but  wide compared t o  the narrow peak. The 
theore t ica l   uncer ta in t ies  are also largest c l o s e   t o  the  center ,  When the l i n e  
is broadened by electron impact. The theory of quasi-static broadening by ions, 
B 
Y 
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which determines the ahape of t h e   l i n e  wings, is more firmly establi6hed. It 
is therefore   not  surprsing that   techniques  essent ia l ly  based on a normalitation 
a t  t h e   l i n e  peak, such a8 i n fe r r ing  the electron  densi ty  frar t h e h a l f  widthor 
from other calculated f r a c t i o n a l   i n t e n s i t i e s  (a), yielded values that obviously 
were t oo  high. 
In order t o  capsre the recorded l i n e  shape with the t heo re t i ca l  Stark pro- 
f i l e ,  we n o d i c e  the in tegra ted   l ine   in tens i ty :  
where Ak is the distance from t h e   l i n e  center i n  A, md A = u x A, is the  me&- 
ured area under the l i ne .  The s igna l  ( r e l a t ive  l i n e  i n t ens i ty )  V I s  measured 
i n  arbitrary chsrt u n i t s  n. If other broadening mechanisms can be disregarded, 
0 0 
a one-to-one correspondence can be established between the  experimental   l ine pro- 
f i l e  - t h e  in tegrand   in  Eq. 5-1 - and t he  normalized Stark p r o f i l e  for this l i n e .  
The latter is conveniently expressed i n  terms of the  a-parameters: 
00 
J' 3(a) da = 1 2 01 % A 1  / F  
- 0  0 (5-2.3) 
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With wavelength I n  A units, the normalieed field-strength! Fo = 1.253 x 10' ne 213 
In  Grim's book ( k )  calculrted values for the  reduced Stark broadening 
m e t e r s  S(a) f o r  the Balrer l i n e s  are tabulated f o r  various electron dens i t i e s  
and temperatures. The S(a) corresponding t o  intermediate  e lectron densi t ies  
uere found by log-log interpolation. A correc t ion  for  temperature uas not re- 
quired because the  temperature dependence of these parraeters is weak, and t h e  
S(a) for  10,000 K and 20,000 K are given by Wiem. 
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Sta r t ing  with an assumed ne, we calculate the l i n e  width n = 2AA corres- 
pondinfr t o   t h e  value f o r  a given i n  Griem's tables, and measure the  r e l a t i v e  
in t ens i ty  V(AA) on the experimental  l ine prof i le .  For each assumed value ne 
f o r  t he  e lectron densi ty  we thus obtain a set  of parameters b[ CI&)]/V&)}~ , 
and by iterating over ne ne  f ind  the  best f i t  between t h e  measured l i n e  shape 
The index n refers t o  t h e  posit ion on t h e   l i n e   p r o f i l e ,  and is convengintly 
expressed as the  (apaarent)   f ract ional  line widtht n z V(AA) / Vo 
TABLE I11 
COKPARTSON OF FIEASURED LINE SHAPES WITH THEORETICAL STARK PROFILES 
4s 
The results of the line-shape measurements corresponding t o   t h e  a m  at 
30 Amps. at reduced pressure, are presented i n  Table 111. .In t h e  case of H , 
the Weernent of t h e  S/V values  for  small n, corresponding t o   t h e   l i n e  wings, 
z lear ly   favors  an electron  densi ty  around 8 x 1014 anm3 over values which are 
=,bout 20% higher or lower. The shape of the wings of the concurrently measured 
5 
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l i n e  is consistent with a t h e o r e t i c a l   S t a r k   p r o f i l e   f o r  ne = 7.5 x 1014 crn'?. 
i'he narrow peak of t h i s  l i n e  is depressed due to  self-absorpt ion and d i s to r t ed  
by instrumental broadening, leading t o  a value  for  So/Vo that i s  too  low. 
i'he opposlte effect occurs  for  the H l i n e  whose narrow central  dip predicted 
oy theory is smeared out due t o  instrumental broadening. 
6 
These results could not be ve r i f i ed  by an independent determination of t h e  
zlectron density. In our measurements of the center  region of the lou-current 
~ r c  at  atmospheric pressure, however, the Intensi ty  of  the continuum could be 
lsed for such a check. In t h i s  plasma, the concentration of hydrogen and oxygen 
toms is too low t o  be of significance,  and tho continuum radiat ion is then prac- 
- i ca l ly  ident ical  to t h a t  of a pure argon plasma a t  t he  same temperature. The 
;pectral radiance of t h e  continuum at  wavelength A is thus represented by a simple 
'onnula 
! is a known constant, the {-factor - nhich is only weakly temperature dependent - 
*counts for departures from hydrogenic behavior and quantum-mechanical (Gaunt) 
;orrections. Based on the  {-factors d e t e z i n e d  by W ende (x), and with Te= 9300K 
e obtain ne = 6 . 3  x 1015 cmm3 from t h e  measured contmuum in t ens i ty  at two 
avelengthsr 3090 A and 4370 A . 0 0 
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In t h i s  plasma the   h igher  excited states of argon a m  i n  equilibrium with 
ions and free electrons.  "he Saha equation can then be used t o  determine the 
electron densi ty  from neasured l ine   in tens i t ies ,   s ince   the   concent ra t ion   o f  
argon ions and of electrons are pract ical ly  equal. Thus n*( j), the measured 
number density of t h e  upper state for Ar I 4300 A yielded: ne = 5.5 x lo1' 
The electron density determined from the shape of H and H6 i n   t h i s  experiment 
us: ne = (6.0 5 0.5) lo1' Within the probable  xperimental error, all 
th ree  methods y ie ld   e s sen t i a l ly   t he  same electron density.  
0 
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C. Measured Population  Distributions  over Atomic Energy Levels 
In a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  Balmer series of hydrogen from H t o  H6 (the higher U 
members were t oo  weak fo r   p rec i se  measurements), several  0 I l i n e s  were meas- 
ured. The t r ans i t i on  p robab i l i t i e s  were taken from t h e  cr i t ical  compilation 
by Glennon and Wiese (a). Concurrent emission and absorption measurements 
of a l ine yielded the populat ion dis t r ibut ion between the two energy levels  
involved,  characterized  by  the  distribution  temperature T (see Sect ion 2A) .  
However, most o f  these measurements were energy limited, and in  the  case  of  
t he  oxygen l ines  wider  s l i ts  had t o  be used than permissible for a measure- 
D 
ment o f  t h e  t r u e  l i n e  shape. Only when the measured absorptance was below, 
say, 0.30 did we der ive  the  in tegra ted  l ine  rad iance  by  cor rec t ing  the  
emiss ion  l ine  for  se l f -absorp t ion  in  order  to  obta in  n( j ) ,  the  occupat ion  
of the upper energy level. It i s  then  preferab le  to  use  mul t ip le t s  for a 
concurrent measurement of n ( j )  and n ( i ) .  The l i n e  s t r e n g t h  r a t i o  o f  t he  
mult iplet  components i s  accurately known from theory, and a weak l i n e   i n  
the mult iplet  can then be used to  obtain n(  j ) ,  and a s t rong  l i ne  - f o r  
which a i s  s igni f icant ly   h igher  - t o   de r ive  T l e a d i n g   t o   n ( i ) .  
D 
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a )  !&eLow-Current Arc at  Atmospheric Pressure: The absorptances of the 
l i n e s  belonging t o   t h e  oxygen triplet at 7773 A (mult5plat # 1 i n  Woore's no- 
t a t i on ,  Ref. 32) were of a convenient magnitude (a - 0.57 f o r  the  s t rongest ,  
znd a = 0.28 for the weakest l i n e )   f o r  a concurrent  mopsurerent of n( 3) and n ( i )  . 
In t he  peripheral %one of t he  arc, the absorptance of H w a s  high enough for a 
0 
a 
Seteraination of the occupation Of t he  firat excited state of hydrogen. The 
3ther measured Ralrer l i n e a  were prac t ica l ly   op t ica l ly   th in .  
The results for  hydrogen and oxygen are presented i n  Fig. 13 i n   t h e  form 
3f a Boltzmann plot.  The downward curvature of the  plots  corresponding to  the 
jigher e n e m  l e v e l s  i n  the off-axis  measurements, is a cleaz Indication of 
I e p a z t u r e s  from equilibrium. 
I n  order t o  determine the occupation of excited Ar I l eve l s ,  we measured 
Lhe in t ens i ty  of Ar I 4300 A, and of three other A r  I l i n e s  i n  t he  same wave- 
0 
length region. The differences i n  energy terms are so sma.I.1 t h a t  these addi- 
<ion& l ines  are only useful f o r  a check of internal consistency. Based on 
lende's value of 3.1 x lo5 5-l f o r  the   t rans i t ion   p robabi l i ty  of Ar I 4300 (B), 
-ad using Te = 9300 K f0r the smal temperature correction, we can express the 
--esults of these   in tens i ty  measurements at the arc c e n t e r   i n  the  forn of a set 
.f ca lcu la ted  t rans i t ion  probsbi l i t i es  for  these  lines: Ar I 4333: 4.9 (4.8) : 
;r 14335: 2.9 (2.9) : and Ar I 4345: 2.3 (2.2) x 10 5 s -1 . The agreement with 
'ende's values, indicated i n  Fentheses ,  is excellent.  
I n  the  temperature range of i n t e r e s t ,  the f rac t iona l  ion iza t ion  of argon, 
axggen, and hydrogen, is alaos t ident ical :  
Ck+J / C 4  - F(T,) / ne = Co"3 / Col = CH"I / CHI (5-6 1 
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The equilibrium composition of an argon plrsla is thus not  disturbed by the  
addi t ions of smal aaounts of water vapor. As seen p r e v i o t d y ,  i n  our measure- 
ments of the arc center  three independent methods had yielded essent i&ly the 
same electron dexlsity, which is practically equal t o  the concentration of argon 
ions. The occupstion of a highly excited state of the  ion  m a s  determined by a 
measurement of the  absolute  intensi ty  of the s t rong Ar I1 4348 A l i ne .  The 
recorded  l ine w a s  barely above t he   no i se   l eve l ,   bu t   i n  t h i s  temperature range 
0 
its in t ens i ty  is a very steep function of temperature and r e l a t i v e l y  laxge errors 
in*?measured in t ens i ty  do not affect s ign i f i can t ly  the  derived temperrrture. 
He t h u s  obtained TD = 9300 K for the  population  distribution  between  the i o n  
ground state snd the upper state of this l ine .  This is c l o s e   t o  the temperature 
of 9000 K obtained from the Boltmaarm p lo t  for the popnlation distribution over 
the  hydrogen and oxygen energy l e v e l s  (Fig. 13). 
The population density of t he  eccgon ground state is prac t i ca l ly  equal t o  
the t o t a l  number of particles at Y = 1 atm and T = 5000 R (see Section p) ,  
as given by the ideal gas Iau. Thus one der ives  a d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature of 
Q 
8800 K with  respect  to  the  population  distribution  between  the  ground  state 
and  the  upper  energy  level for the  Ar I 4300 A  line. 0 
B a s e d  OR these measurements it can be concluded that i n   t h e   c e n t e r  of the 
arc the  exci ted states of the atoms axe in Saha equilibrium with their  ions  and 
the f r ee  e l ec t rons  at an electron tempratme of about 9300 K. If smal depar- 
tures occur, they 858 no t   s ign i f i can t ly  larger than the probable measurement error. 
The ground state of argon appears t o  be slightly overpopulated, however. 
The e lec t ron   dens i ty   in  the plama region corresponding t o  the arc periphery 
H ~ S  determined by the method of Section 9, using H as the diagnostic l ine.  A 
good f i t  nas obtained f o r  t he  H i W S  of t he  measured l i n e  shape and the themt ica l  
Y 
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Stark profile corresponding t o  an electron density of 2.5 x 10 cm In order 
t o  obtain the distribution temperature over highly excited states of the argon 
atom, we calculate first via the Saha equation the state population n*(.o) corres- 
ponding to   the  energy l eve l  of the atom uhich coincides  with  the reduced. ioniza- 
tion (see Section 7). 
14 -3 
We can wri te  the Saha equation, with [Ar+] = ne: 
log n&( a) = 2 log  ne - log Q(Ar+) - 1.5 log  Te - 15.684 
Eq. 5-7 vas evaluated with Te - 7800 KO The temperature dependence of the 
partition function for argon ions is so weak, that Q(Ar+]  can be taken as constant 
over the relevant temperature range, We thus obtain a distribution temperature 
T = 3200 K f o r  the populat ion dis t r ibut ion between the energy levels joining 
onto the continum and the  upper state of t he  Ar I 4300 2 l i ne ,  whereas the  
populat ion dis t r ibut ion between t h e   l a t t e r  and the  argon ground state is 
charac$erized by a distribution temperature of 7600 K. The d i s t r ibu t ion  
over the argon energy levels follows therefore the pattern found f o r  hydrogen 
and oxygen (see Fig. 13). 
D 
The magnitude of the distribution temperature characterizing the population 
d i s t r ibu t ion  over the higher excited atomic s t a t e s  i s  of crucial importance 
for the   interpretat ion  of   the mechanism bringing about the noted depaxtures 
from LTE. Even assuming an error  of 30% in the determinat ion of t he  
electron  densi ty  - which appears unduly pessimistic - t he   d i s t r ibu t ion  tem- 
perature found in  the  case  of argon would s t i l l  be belov 3600 K. The measured 
population  distribution between the  4th and 5th  energy  level  of hydrogen 
corresponds t o  a distribution temperature of 2900 K. These d i s t r ibu t ion  tem- 
pera tures   a re   def in i te ly  lower than  the  kinetic  temperature of heavy pa r t i c l e s  
(see Section X). 
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b) The High-Current Arc at Reduced Pressure (Arc core at 30 Amps. and 22 Torr): 
The absorptance of the first two Balmer l i n e s  was too  high  for a direct determination 
of  n(3) and n(4),  but the distribution temperatures TD(2-3) and TD(Z-4) were 
obtained with good precision by the emission-absorption method. The measured 
absorptance of Hu was of a convenient magnitude t o  determine the occupation of 
both, the upper  and the laer energy l eve l  fo r  the transition. With n(2) thus 
measured, the previously determined distribution temperatures yielded the values 
f o r  log n*(3) and log  n*(4) sham i n  parentheses i n  Table IV. The absorptance of 
Hg could not be measured accurately, but was certainly less than 0.20. The cor- 
rection for self-absorption of the integrated  l ine  intensi ty  amounts then only t o  
a few percent, and this l i n e  can be considered optically thin. 
TABLE N 
THE BALMER HYDROGEN LINES 
The gas temperature 
line intensities,  and we 
given, effectively, by 2 
3 2 (10.73) 1 6400 
4 2 ( 9.80) 0.81 5300 
5 2 9.23 0.32 M O O  12.22 
6 2 8.83 
Tg 
= 5700 K uas derived from a measurement of rotational. 
assume that the chemical composition of the plasma is 
H + 0. The occupation of the hydrogen ground s tate  
is then obtained from the ideal gas law, since the population of excited  states 
is insignificant. %e contribution of other species (e.g. OH and 02) to  the 
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plaama composition can certainly be disregarded i n  this context, but it is quike 
possible that the ratio of hydrogen t o  oxygen atoms is less than 2rl in the arc 
center. 
The measured amber densities are shown i n  Fig. 14 i n  the form of a Boltzmann 
plot. It is readily seen that the population distribution over the hydrogen 
enerm levels is far from equilibriuna. 
The absorption measurements of the oxygen atoms (Table V) shoved the three 
l i nes  belonging to   mult iplet  # 1 of 0 I t o  be black (a = 1). T h i s  followed 
already from the  emission measurements: The three l ines  were of the same in- 
tensi ty  a l though their  l ine s t rength rat io  is  1:l. 67:2.33. Since E .(@) = 
Ei(#lO), and the occupation of t he   l a t t e r  vas obtained by an emission- 
absorption measurement of multiplet # 10, I re  could derive n(i) of # 1. 
J 
TABLE V 
THE OXYGEN LIMES 
10 6158 
1 7772 
3 3947 
5 4368 
35 7947 
55 7476 
38 ?I57 
65  6653 
102865 
86631 
99095 
99680 
113714 
127282 
116631 
130943 
~~ - 
a) Quintets (Spfn = 2) 
4s 86631 4S 8.62 0.198 5370 10.51 
4s 73768 4S = l  4800 12.18 
4s 73768 4S 9.ll 
4s 76795 4s 9.59 
b) Triplets (Spin = 1) 
2D 101135 % 8.24 0.30 9 0 0  9.64 
2P 113910 2P 7.46 4.10 high 
c )  Singlets (Spin = 0 )  
% 102662 % 8.65 0.53 5650 10.19 
2P 115918 2P 7 . N  <0.10 high 
(Pg. = parentage o f  term) 
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The Boltmaan plot for oxygen is shown i n  Fig. lj. It should be noted 
that the  high  dfstribution temperature f o r  thosenergy  levels of 0 I t h a t  l i e  
above the  lowest  ionization  potential [E( j) > E,( S)], is also borne out by t h e  
absence of measurable absorption for au l t ip l e t s  # 55 and # 65. 
4 
D. High-Resolution Measurements of the q-6 (0,Q) Line and its Satellite 
As noted before, the available background sources were unsuitable  for 
absorption measurements of the  rotat ional   l ines  of OH, and ne resorted t o   t h e  
"two l i n e  method", whose theoret ical  basis has been presented  In  Section 2A. 
The &1-6 (0.0) l i n e  w a s  chosen because it is one of the  s t rongest   l ines   in   the 
ul t raviolet  spectrum of OH and because the wavelength separation between main 
and satellite l i n e  and t he i r   l i ne   s t r eng th   r a t io  are both of a convenient magni- 
tude. The calculated strength rat io  of 12.6 nas exwrimentally verified in 
run E (see Table VIII) , where self-absorption was negligible. 
In order t o  achieve the required high spectral resolution, sone compromise 
had t o  be made concerning the spatial resolution. An aperture of f/120 uas 
chosen as compared t o  f/3OO used i n   t h e  "pinpoint" measurements described i n  
Section 4. In these measurements of the arc at reduced pressure, the regions 
of observation corresponded t o  arc zones of relative uniformity - at least   wi th  
respect t o  the intensity of the rotatonal l i n e s  - by focusing on the arc 
center (r = o), and on the location of the off-axis peak (r 1.1 m) shown i n  
Fig. 11. We a l s o  made measurements c lose   t o  the  arc periphery (r = 1.7 m) 
although i n   t h i s  case only average values over UI inhomogeneous region nere ob- 
tained. 
A t  the  narrow slit-widths required for these high-resolution neaaurcnents, 
the  cal ibrat ion  s ignal  from the  s t r i p  lamp i s  so weak,that it is completely 
buried i n  noise. Honoe advantage is taken sf the  fact that the  measured inte- 
grated l ine   in tens i ty  of an isolated l i n e  is independent of the  sl i t  function. 
Thus we used IL of the  Ql-6 l i n e  as determined with wide slits (100~ f o r  
the entrance, and 4 0 0 ~  fo r  t he  ex i t  slit),  in  turn ,  for the radiance calibra- 
t ion  of the  narrow s l i t  (25/25~)  measurements. By focusing on the arc  center  
w e  ensured tha t  the  s l igh t ly  increased  f ie ld  of view in  the  ca l ibra t ion  
measurements - determined by the wider entrance s l i t  - s t i l l  corresponded t o  
a r e l a t ive ly  uniform arc zone. 
The spectrsl resolution w a s  determined experimentally by a concurrent scan 
of the hyperfine structure of Hg I 3125 A under identical conditions as t o  aperture 
and sl i t  widths. In  order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio,  the s l i t  height 
was increased t o  5 ma, but t h i s  can affect t h e  resolution only adversely. The 
attained  resolution, as determined bythe ha-if wiZths of the hyperfine components, 
closely checked the  calculated resolution of 8 mA (i.8. a resolving; power of al- 
most 400 , 000) .  
0 
0 
I n  Fig. 16 ne shon the  spechum recorded i n  scan # 2 of Table V I .  The cal- 
culated Gaussian of t h e  samehalf wiilthhw' and normalieed at the l i n e  peak, fits 
the rscorded line shape of t h e  $1-6 l i n e  very well, even out  into the wings. Hence 
the contribution of a Lorentzian t o   t h e   l i n e  shape has t o  be small, and it can be 
concluded that pressure broadening (includiw  Stark broadening by uharged par- 
t i c l e s )  is ,gligible as compared t o  Doppler broadening. In all experiments, 
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including t h e  measurements at atmospheric pressure, the recorded prof i les  of 
t h i s   l i n e  were always t r u e  Gaussians. This result cannot be simply generalized 
for all r o t a t i o n a l  l i n e s  o f  t h i s  band system, however. Pressure broadening may 
be more important for the  higher  rotaLlonal l i n e s  (2) 
Thus t h e  only broadening mechanisms t h a t  have t o  be considered in  the 
case of t h e  61-6 l i n e  are Doppler and instrument broadening. However, s ince 
hut is about 5 times la rger   than   the   spec t ra l  s l i t  width, the correct ion for 
instrument broadening is only of the order of 5% *) , i .e. of t h e  same order as 
t h e  estimated measuremenk error .  The correction for self-absorption is con- 
siderably more important.  First  the peak absorptance was obtained from the  
measured peak i n t e n s i t y   r a t i o  1; / I: , and then (xo was used t o  determine the 
fract ional   l ine   heihht   corresponding  to   the t r u e  half width hw (see Section 2A), 
The results of our measurements axe summarized i n  Table V I .  
It can be seen that hn, t he  t r u e  half widthof the unabsorbed &1-6 l ine ,  
as obtained from the  recorded l ine shape,  pract ical ly  equals hn' of the satellite 
l i n e  (which is not self-absorbed, and therefore hw ' - hw ) . Since the weaker 
l i n e  is no i s i e r ,  hw (Q1-6) w a s  used t o   c a l c u l a t e   t h e  Doppler temperature, i .e. 
the kinet ic  temperature of heavy particles o r  gas temperature T 
R .  
The source function - derived from the measured peak i n t ens i ty  I: and t h e  
calculated (xo of the 9 - 6  l i n e  - yielded T,(exc ) , t he   d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature 
f o r  t h e  A C excited electronic state and t h e  X II ground state of OH. 2 2 
*) The square o f  t h e  half width of a convolution of two Gaussians equals 
the sum of the  squares of thehalf widthof the components. 
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TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF HIGH-RESOLUTION HE%UREHEH!CS OF THE %-6(0,0) LRJE AND I'ps SATELLITE 
Sam # 1 2 3 4 5 
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In order t o  determine the  dis t r ibut ion over rotat ional  states, the  in-  
tegrated intensities IL of the ad jacent P1-2 and R1-20 l inea  of the  0.0-band 
were also measured ("wide slit" measurements, see Section 6 A ) .  Since the 
(undiatorted) line shapes and the source functions for all three l ines  are 
practically indentical, the peak absorptance of the &1-6 l i n e  was used t o  
correct  these for  self-8bSOrptiOn, yiellding NL (i .e.  the integrated radiance 
of the opt ical ly  thin l ine) .  We thus obtained an "apparent rotational Boltc- 
mann plot a f o r  each of the  f ive  scans. These p l o t s  are s t r i c t l y   l i n e a r ,  
which is not at all the  case if the uncorrected IL 8re used. The consiskency 
between the derived NL(Pl-2) and NL(%-6) is indleative of the precision of 
our method Qf correcting for self absorption. The correction factors covered 
a relat ively wide range; thus for scan # 21 B1-6: NL = 1.19 IL : P1-2: NL = 1.05 IL, 
m d  for scan A 51 q-6: NL = 1.3 IL : P1-2r NL = 1.12 IL. 
In all scans except # 5 ,  the gas temperature is  higher than Tiot derived 
from the "apparent Boltmam plot". This result can clearly not be at t r ibuted 
t o  an underestimate of instrumental broadening, because then one would expect 
t he   r a t io  TK/T;ot t o  increase with decreasing hw, whereas the opposite is 
found . 
As discussed i n  Section 6D, the relative strengths of the  rotat ional  l ines  
of a band a m  not simply Biven by the Hoenl-London factors  - which were used 
here f o r   t h e  apparent Boltzmann plot - but probably show a lso  a slight exponential 
dependence on the rotat ional  energy term. It follows tha t  t h e  difference between 
the reciprocals of the  "apparent rotational temperature'' and the gas temperature 
should be a constant (Eq. 6 - 6 ) .  In effect, when we evaluate p(0,O) 2 l/kTiot - l/kTg 
we obtain f o r  the first four scans an approximately constant value of 
p ( ~ , ~ )  = 0.9 x 'W (This unit  appears because the e n e q  term is expressed 
i n  cn-l)  
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The diverging result f o r  scan # 5 is a t t r i b u t e d   t o  t he  spurious effect 
of plasma inhomogeneity. This measurement corresponds t o  a region of r e l a t i v e l y  
s t eep  radial temperature gradients, and i n   t h e  averaging involved i n  t h e  Hide- 
slit measurenents used t o  derive Tiot, the   reg ions  of higher temperature nil1 
be more strongly weighted. The probable error in the  Doppler  temperature is 
also l azges t  for scan # 5 because of the  lmge correction for self-absorption, 
the  higher  lave1 of experimental noise, and t h e  greater s e n s i t i v i t y  of T 
(which is proportional t o   t h e  square of the half width) t o  small measurement 
errors. 
Q 
By extrapolat ing the Boltzmann p lo t  t o  K = 0, we obtain Pz n*(A,O,O), i.e. 
the occupation of t he  vibrational-rotational ground state of t h e  A C electronlc  
state of OH, times the molecular constant called here P: and defined by Eq. 2-31. 
The measured d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature TD( ex::) yields then Pz n*(X ,0,1). The 
occupation of the ground state  of OH (lowest vibrat ional-rotat ional  level  of 
t h e  X IC electronic  ground state) is related t o  [oHJ, the  to ta l  concent ra t ion  
of OH in t he  plasma, via   the   par t i t ion   func t ion .  
2 
2 
Because of the   l a rge   gap  between the   ene rm  t e rns  for t h e  X and A electronic  
states, the contr ibut ion of t h e  A state t o  the par t i t ion funct ion is negligible 
even at the highest  TD(exc) measured here. The population distribution over the  
vibrational-zotational levels of the   e lec t ronic  ground state is determined by 
t he  eae temperature, and T w a s  used to evaluate Q(0H). In  run # 5 ne estimate 
TeC s 4100 K. 
g 
A shown i n  Table V I ,  the  concentration of OH is pract ical ly  constant  in 
scans #2 t o  #5, and only s l igh t ly   l ower   i n  the center  of the h i g h - c m e n t  arc ,  
This important, albeit rather unexpected result, clearly demonstates t h a t   t h e  
concentration of OH i n  the  plasma is not determined by the local values of T 
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o r  T (exc), and can only be understood when the dissociation-recombination pro- 
Cess i n  the plasma is analyzed on the microscopic level  (Sections 9A a d  1OB). 
D 
with 1% P: fit 4.52 (see Section a), the measured lag [OH J is then of the 
order of 15.6 . For an eqailibrium water vapor plasma at the saae pressure, 
this concentration of OH corresponds t o  a temperature of about 3300 K (compare 
with Fig. 4 showing the equilibrium composition of a water vapor plasma at 
s l igh t ly  lower pressure). 
E. Concentration of OH i n  the Arc at Atmospheric Pressure 
The ~(0.0)  correction  factor  obtained  in  the preceding Section w a s  used 
t o  obtain the gas tenpemture from the "apparent rotational temperature" for 
the 0,O-band. Even in the peripheral  zone, the noise level w a s  too high f o r  
precision measurements at high spectral resolution. Based on the two l i n e  
in tens i ty   ra t io ,  the peak absorptance of the 61-6 l i n e  appears t o  be less than 0.10; 
%(axe) is therefore certainly higher than T = 5000 K, but its exact magnitude 
could not be detemlned. The shape of the &1-6 l i n e  H a s  measured with relatively 
aide slits (50/50,u),  its profile is Gaussian and consis tent   ui th  a Doppler 
tenperature of the  order of 5OOOK. 
g 
P: n*(A,O,O) nas obtained by a measurement of the  absolute  intensity of the 
P -2 line. The population density of the X lI ground state i n   t h e  arc center is 
then estimated by se t t i ng  TD(exc) = 9000 K s Te, since the population dis t r ibu-  
t i on  over the  excited  levels of atoms has been shown t o  be  close t o  an equilibrium 
distribution at the electron temperature. For the plasma corresponding to the 
peripheral arc zone we calculate P: [OH] with TD(exc) =. 7800 K (1.6. the distri- 
bution temperature corresponding t o  the  l inear  portion of the atomic Boltzmam 
plots, and presumably the electron temperature), and also with TD(exc) = 6000 X. 
Ye then obtain the occupation of the OH ground s t a t e  by using again log P: 4.52. 
2 
1 
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In equilibrium, the occupation of t h e  ground state of OH, of 0, and of H 
are re l a t ed  by the m a s s  action equation: 
where Do = 35,501 cm-' is the dissociation energy of OH. The first factor on 
t h e  right s i d e  of Eq. 5-8 conts fns  the  t rans la t iona l  par t i t ion  func t ion ,  and  
consequently f o r  this t e r n  T - T The gas temperature also en te r s  t h e  expo- 
n e t i a l  term, s ince  dissociat ion and recombination are predomfnantly induced by 
heavy particle collision (see Section l O A )  . Eq. 5-8 can be written in the 
following form, convenient f o r  numerical computation? 
g' 
"he occupation of the ground state of hydrogen and oxygen was obtained 
by extrapolat ing the respect ive Boltmnann p l o t s  (Fig. 13) t o  E = 0. The i n t e r n a l  
par t i t ion  funct ion - i.e. e s s e n t i a l l y   t h e  statistical weight of the ground state - 
times ri"(1) y i e l d s  then [HI and EO). In both arc regions the ratio of hydmgen 
t o  omgen atoms is prac t i ca l ly  lrl, and not at all 281, as expected. For argon 
at 1 atm pressure, saturated with water vapor at room temperature, the r a t i o  
[HI t [Ar] = 2 [O I r [Ar) = 1: 21 is consi&mblg higher than the  measured ratio 
corresponding t o   t h e  a m  center. Both observations are strong evidence fo r  arc 
delaixing due to   d i f fus ion .  
By substituting the derived oceuwtion of the ground state of hydrogen and 
oxygen i n  Eq. 5-9, we determined the equi l ibr ium occupation of t h e  OH ground state 
shown i n  Table V I I ,  where t'ne resul t6 of these calculat ions are summariaed. 
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A m  region: r - 0  r = 1.1 mm 
W O  
5000 
12 e 9 3  
7800 6000 
15.51 16.29 
10.99 11.77 
0.42 1.20 
I n  t h e  last  row of Table V I 1  we show the overpopulation of t he  OH ground 
state with respect t o  an equilibritm occupation. Notwithstanding the inherent 
ambiguity i n  extrapolating the population distribution over excited states, t he  
result of these  calcnla3Aons supports the conclusion that i n  t h e  arc at atmos- 
pheric pressure the concentration of OH is also higher than the equilibrium 
concentration corresponding t o  the focal va lues   fo r   t he  relevaat temperature - 
t h e  gas temperature - and the concentration of t he  dissociation products. 
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6 .  MEAS-NT OF THE ULTRAVIOLET BANDS OF OH 
A. Experimental 
I n  view of the large number of l i n e s   t o  be measured, the standard procedure 
of obtaining the  i n t e g r a t e d   l i n e   i n t e n s i t i e s  by planiaetering the  area under each 
r&corded l i n e ,  would have increased the  data acquls i t ion and reduction t i re  beyond 
to l e rab le  limits. Since  the  ro ta t iona l  l ines  are quite narrow and of Gaussian 
shape, the   in tens i ty   in tegra t ion  can be performed d i r e c t l y  by t h e  spectrometer 
without  loss  of precision. Hhen a narrow entrance slit is used, and t h e  ex i t  slit 
is  much wider than   t heha l f  wid th  o f t h e   l i n e ,  the  in tegra ted   l ine   in tens i ty  is 
proportional t o  t he  amplitude of the recorded l ine trace (peak signal  V,). We 
deternined experimentally t h a t  t h i s  condition w a s  fulfilled for an entrance slit 
width of 0.1 mm and an e x i t  slit width of 0.4 mm, and t h i s  w a s  t he  setting used 
for the "Long Runs". By slowly scanning over various lines we determined the slit 
function at different  grat ing angles  for the  two grating orders used (8th and 9th). 
We always f omd the are& under the l i n e  to be equal t o  Vo x hue . The half width 
of t h e  l i n e  trace (hw' ) i n  chart u n i t s  (cm) is a constant for each slit s e t t i n g ,  
and does not depend on grat ing angle or order. 
By comparing the peak signal  measured at the  scanning speed used i n   t h e  "Long 
R u n s "  (medium speed of the f i n e  grating dr ive )  with a slow scan, we established 
t h a t  pen overshoot does not occur. This p r o o d  t h a t  the  response time of the 
detection system (mainly determined by the  t i r e  lag of t he  recorder pen) w a s  faster 
than the time reqaired t o  scan Over a l i ne .  In  order t o  ensure t h a t  only l i g h t  
emitted by an homogeneous plasma sample falls on the detector ,  the entrance slit 
w a s  masked t o  a height of 0.25 nm and the  imaging mirror ( 4  i n  Fig ,  8 )  w a s  stopped 
down t o  f/120. 
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I 
The scan w 8 8  st8rt.d i n  t he   9 th   g ra t ing  order at t h e  bmd-head of the   %(l ,O) 
0 
branch at 28ll A md cont inued in  the 8th  order  8t 3 6 0  8.  The st rong exci ta t ion 
of t he  Schtmmn-Runge bands of O2 precluded the mersurement of OH lines beyond 
3300 A. The weak (0,l) band of OH could thtm not be re88ured. 
0 
The scans w e r e  in terrupted at regular i n t e rva l s ,  md se l ec t ed   ron i t s r  l i n e s  
were then scrnned repeatedly i n  order t o  check f o r  arc s t r b i l i t y .  The i n t ens i ty  
v,ariations uere typical ly   of   the   order  of 5% with no notable difference between 
short-term and long-tern s tabi l i ty .  The r epea tab i l i t y  w a 8  of the  BO order uhen 
t he  arc w a s  restarted and the  same experimental paraacters uere reproduced. 
With the  ald ef Ref. 12 all l i n e s  i n  t h e  spectrur uere ident i f ied  and assigned 
t o   t h e  rarlons t rans i t ions   be longing   to  f i re  bands of t he  OH(A C - X It ) system. 
Only those l ines were used for the  data reduction whose peak-to-peak separation 
from an adjacent  l i n e  is greater than about 0 .2  A, i . e . ,  which a r e  f r e e  from l i n e -  
2 2 
0 
blending. We selected a t o t a l  of 390 l i nes ,  d i s t r ibu ted  a8 follows: O,O-band* 
(135 l i n e s )  ; 1,O-band (95 l i n e s )  ; 1,l-band (73 l i n e s )  1 2,l-band (57 lines) ; 
2.2-band (30 l i n e s )  . In  821 SCMS the l ines  be longing  to  bands originating i n  
t h e  v*  - 3 l e v e l  - t he  3.2 and 3.3 bands - Were missing. 
B e  Results for the Haln Branches 
The meanured integrated l i n e  radimces were reduced according t o  Q. 2-25. 
RL nas divided by the   appropr ia te  l i n e  s t rength   fac tor  S/A4 , and the logarithm 
(base 10)  of this qnsrrtity N~LB plotted vs. the  energy term of the upper rotatio- 
nal. l eve l .  The data corresponding t o   t h e  R ,  Q, and P branches of each band were 
plot ted separate*, Some representative Bollteaam plots are  sham i n  Figs. 17 - 25. 
The quantity represented on the  ordinate  - called log 7 for simplicity - is 
defined by t he   r e l a t ion  I 
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if n* is expressed i n  cno3 and P In E p . -1 3 
A l l  obtained Bolttrann plots show eseent ia l ly  the sme pattern. Below the  
onset of predlssociation the data points l i e  on a s t r a i g h t   l i n e ,  8 d  within the 
experimental precision t h e  log y values for the R1 and R2, t h e  Q1 and Q2, and 
t h e  P1 and P' bmchea ,  r e spec t ive ly ,  are ident ical .  I n  many cases t h e  scatter 
is t o o  smal t o  be shown In t h e  figure, and then we have drawn an open circle 
around t he   do t  marldng the data point. For t h e  levels affected by prsdissociation 
a marked s p l i t t i n g  occur6 between the Boltsrann plot corresponding to t h e  two 
spin components, and a d i f f e r e n t  symbol has then be used f o r  the  weaker (i.8. 
underpapiLated) fl leve l  ( see  Figs.  17 - 25). Redi s soc ia t ion  affects t h e  occu- 
pation of states and is then better discussed i n  r e l a t i o n   t o  t he  interact ion pa-- 
e8ses i n  t he  plasma (Section lOB), than  in  the  present context where ne are con- 
cerned with the  t r ans i t i on   p robab i l i t i e s  for the   rotat ional .   l ines .  
With the possible exception of the (1 ,O) band, discussed below, the  log y 
values f o r  all three main branches corresponding t o   l i n e s   o r i g i n a t i n g   i n  t h e  same 
ro t a t iona l  atate (i.e. also t he  same spin state if the  level occupation is affected 
by predissociatian),  are ident ical  within the  precision of o m  measurements. This  
will be seen by comparing Figs. 17 and 18: and F i g s  20 and 21, where the  same Boltc- 
If a divergence between different  branches does exis t ,  it should increase 
with ro t a t iona l  quantum number (u, 14). A comparison of the data f o r  the higher 
r o t a t i o n a l  l i n e s  is therefore  especially significant. Unfortunately, the  l i n e s  
of high K were vexy weak because of predisssociatlon, and the  experimental noise 
is proportionally higher. However, 8 data analysis Showed the  scatter t o  be random 
(see Fig . 19). 
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Systematic discrepancies between t h e  Boltzmann p lo t s  belonRinP: t o   d i f f e r e n t  
bands were found i n  some cases, but could then be traced to self-absorption. In 
run D of Table VI11 the  s t rong Q and P l i n e s  of t he  (0.0) band were s i a n i f i c a n t l y  
affected by self-absorption (see &so Section 9). 
As another possible source of systematic errors, the  var ia t ion of the  instru-  
ment response with wavelength has t o  be considered. The response curve of t h e  
detector  is known t o  be f a i r l y  f lat  over the wavelencth region of i n t e re s t ,   bu t  
increased ref lect ion and absorption losses can be expected a t  navelenqths shorter 
than 3000 A. Although the optical  elements are coated with magnesium f luo r ide ,  
0 
t h e   t o t a l   l o s s  can be substantial because of t h e   r e l a t i v e l y   l a r g e  number of opti-  
cal elements in t he  op t i ca l  train. 
O f  greater s igni f icance  ye t  is the  e f f ic iency  loss  of a mating used i n  higher  
orders with an increasing difference between grating angle and blaze angle, because 
an increasina fraction of the incident l i g h t  is then diffracted in to   o the r  orders 
and l o s t .  Thus in  the  range  2811 t o  2850 A ,  t he  in t ens i ty  ca l ib ra t ion  showed an 
increase of R(X) of more than 1% per A, which is 7 times higher than t h e  var ia t ion 
of the response i n  t h e  range 29'70 t o  3100 A. This  is t o  be expected, since t h e  
blaee wavelength for our g ra t ing   i n   t he  9 t h  order is c l o s e   t o  3000 A. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
The rapid var ia t ion of R ( A )  in conjunction wlth t h e  previously described 
d i f f i cu l t i e s   i n   ob ta in ing  an accurate in t ens i ty   ca l ib ra t ion  as t h e  sho r t e r  wave- 
lengths ,  pea t ly  increases  the  l ike l ihood of  e r ror  in  o m  measurements of the 
(1,O) band - especially the R-branch - as compared t o  o t h e r  bands. I t  must be 
admitted, therefore,  that the small divergence resul t ing for  t h e  Boltzmann p lo t s  
of the  different branches of t he  (1.0) band (see Figs. 22, 23 and 24) may well 
be only spurious. 
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Below the onset of predissoc ia t ion ,   the   Bol tnrann   p lo ts   for  t he  various 
a 
branches are re11 represented by/strright l i n e ,  and the results of our measure- 
r en te  are then best presented   in   ana ly t ica l  form * giving the  squat ion of t h i s  
l i n e ,  obtained by a least squarcs f i t  t o  the data points: 
1% - 1% yo 8 F(K' ) (6-2 1 
where F(K') is t h e  ro t a t iona l  energy term In referred t o   t h e   r o t a t i o n l e s s  
state of vibrat ional  level v'. In  Table VI11 t he  slope m is d s o  expressed 88 
an "apparent rotational temperature" Tiot. 
TABLE V I 1 1  
RESUTiY'S OF MEASUREHENTS OF THE: MAIN BRANCHES 
branch 1% go m x lo4 (cm) T k o t ( K )  Fig. # 
P = 1 atat I = 4.1 bps.: Saaple gas: argon saturated with water vapor 
at room temperature. Arc region i n  focus: 1.1 nm off the arc center. 
Run E: P = 18.2 Torr: I = 32.5 Amp. Sarple gas: pure water vapor. Arc w a s  
spatially scanned t o  moximice the in t ens i ty  of gl-6(0,0) 
(0 .0 )  4.266 0.1260 4950 
R(1,O) 3.399 0.1090 5750  22 
Q(1 ,O) 3.399 0.1232 4850 23 
p(1,o) 3.373 0.1241 5000 24 
(1.1) 3.726 0.1465 4250 
(2 *1 1 3.12 0.226 2750 25 
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TABLF, VIII (cont .  ) 
band 4 10Fr Yo m x 10 T;ot FIR. # 
R u n  C-1: P = 18 Torr: I = 50 Amps. other parameters as i n  R u n  B.  
(0.0) 4.122 0.1185 5250 19 
(1 9 1 )  3.62 0.134 4650  20, 21 
(2.2) 3.04 o . 316 2000 
Run D-1: P = 9.6 Torr ;  I = 18 Amps., other parameters as in 9un B 
( 0 . 0 )  4.295 0.1295 woo 
(1.1) 3.765 0.149 5 4200 
(2 2 )  2.99 0 02% 24 50 
R u n  D-2: Repeat of R u n  D-1 
( 0 . 0 )  4.304 0.1291 4800 
(1,l) 3 e717 0.141 4400 
(2 2 1 3.01 0.276 2250 
R u n  E: P = 60 Tom: I 3. 50 Amps. Sanple gas: mixture of argon and water yapor. 
Arc setting as i n  R u n  B 
@,o) 2.351 0.108 5800 
(1.1) 1 A39 0.119 5200 
(2.2) 1.27 0.188 3000 
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In run E an attempt w a s  made t o  lorier the concentration of 
order t o  minimice self-absorption. As shown i n  Table V I I I ,  t h e  
emitters i n  
in tens i ty   o f   the  
r o t a t i o n a l   l i n e s  w a s  of   the  eame order as i n   t h e  run 8t atmospheric pressure 
with an argon matrix (run A ) ,  and about two orders of m8gnitnde lower than i n  
the other  runs with pure water vapor at reduced m S 8 W .  Hmever, t h e  compo- 
s i t i o n  of t h e  saaple gats could not be well controlled, and t h e  arc s t a b i l i t y  
w a s  adversely affected. 
C. Results f o r  t h e  S a t e l l i t e  Branches 
In general ,  the  weak l i n e s  be1one;ing t o  t he  R21, P12, &21, and Q12 satellite 
branches are too  c lose  to  the  comesbonding  l ine  of the  main branch for an inten- 
s i t y  measurement with t h e  wide bandpass used i n  t h e  "Long Runs".  The few faror-  
able cases were used f o r  a check of The theo re t i ca l  Hoenl-London f a c t o r s  bJ 
comparing t h e  i n t e n s i t i e s  of satellite and main l i n e .  Although t h e  effect of 
self-absorption on i n t e e a t e d  i n t e n s i t i e s  is smaller than on peak i n t e n s i t i e s ,  
t he  s t rong  l i nes  w i l l  still be depressed. Only for r e l a t ive ly  weak main l i n e s  
H i l l  t h e  i n t e n s i t y  r a t i o  be pract ical ly  equal t o   t h e   l i n e   s t r e n g t h   r a t i o .  The 
R1-5 and Y1-20 l i n e s  of t he  ( 0 , O )  band f u l f i l l   t h i s   c o n d i t i o n ,  since their inten- 
s i t y  is typical ly  5 times lower than the intensi ty  of t he  61-6 l i n e .  
and 
The 
In various scans we measured the   fo l lowing   in tens i ty   ra t io  between the  3-5 
RZ1-5 l ines :  3.58 - 3.69 - 3.69 - 3.45 - 3.74 - 3.68 - 3.72 - 3.60 - 3.70. 
average of these measurements is 3.65, which is very c l o s e   t o  3.63, t h e   r a t i o  
of t h e  Hoenl-London factors  calculated  with  the  coupling  constant a = - 7.54. 
The results f o r  t h e  R1-20 ( 0 , O )  l i n e  and its satellite are shown i n  Table M. In 
t h i s  case the  measured i n t e n s i t y   r a t i o  is also i n  eood agreement with t h e   l i n e  
s t r eng th  r a t io  calculated with the  co r rec t  a(K 20) = - 9.0 (see Section 2B). 
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TABLE IX 
CAICULATED AND MEASURED LI?E STRENGTHS OF Rl-20(0 ,0) AND ITS SA'IELLITE 
Line Strengths 
R1-2Q R21-20 Ratio 
Calculated: (a = - 7.55)  80.5 2.08 38 .? 
( a  = - 9.0 ) 80.8 2.72 29.7 
Measured: ( R u n  # C-2 ) 
(Ru # D-2 ) 
30.5 
29 
The S ( 0 , O )  branch l ies  i n  a wavelength region where interference by other  
bands is small, and t h e  first 1 2  l i n e s  are free from l i n e  blending. The hiEher 
l i n e s  form a bandhead, but S-l9 could be measured again. This l i n e  a t  3024.21 A 
0 
is not listed i n  Ref. 12. 
The Hoenl-London f a c t o r s  calculated with the proper a(K) taken from Fig. 2 ,  
were used t o  reduce the intensi ty  data for t he  S branch as explained i n   t h e  case 
of the  main branches. HoHever, the representation of log y vs. F(K' ) does not 
f o l l m  a regular pattern. The experimental  results are therefore presented in 
t h e  form of a relat ive P-factor ,  by using the log y p l o t   f o r   t h e  R-branch, i.e. 
t he  smoothed equivalent data obtained i n   t h e  same r u n :  
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TABLE X 
RELATIVE P-FACTORS FOR THE S-BRANCH 
K' S(K)x 8 l og  P@(S)  loa F' !SI 
Run A R u n  B Run C 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
19 
0 075 
1.20 
1.39 
1.44 
1.42 
1.38 
1.32 
1.26 
1.20 
1 .I4 
1.09 
1.05 
0.89 
0.040 
0.005 
0.004 
0 . 027 
0 . 024 
0.037 
0.014 
0.038 
0.059 
0.084 
0 049 
0.050 
0.037 
0 . 004 
0 . 014 
0 027 
0 059 
0.041 
0.034 
0.057 
0 053 
0 . 074 
0.064 
0.078 
0.028 
0 . 027 
0.004 
0.013 
0 035 
0.011 
0 . 024 
0.020 
0 . 020 
0.054 
0.039 
0.065 
0.094 
-0.010 
0 035 
0.004 
0.010 
0 no30 
0.031 
0.034 
0 033 
0.039 
0 -0% 
0.066 
0.060 
0.074 
0.009 
S(K) = Hoenl-London f a c t o r  
D. The Transi t ion Probabi l i t ies  for OH (A C - X If) 2 2 
"
It  follows from the l i n e a r i t y  of the apparent Boltmann plot t h a t  both, -
t he  occup t ion  of the non-predissociating ro t a t iona l  l eve l s  and the P-factors 
depend exponentially on the  ro t a t iona l  energy t e n t  
*> 
~~~ ~ ~~ ~. 
+) The P-factor for t h e  S ( 0 , O )  branch appears t o  be an exception. 
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For simplicity we use t h e  notation q',q" t o  designate a paxticular branch  of a 
band : 
slthough 
With the 
the  exponential  factor is given by: 
P 
The gaa teaparatam w a s  d e t e d n e d  independently in   t he  measurements re- 
ported i n  Section 9, and by uslng Eq. 6-6. we obtained: 
p(0,o) 0.36 x 10 -4 ("CRY ) 
This value for p(0,O) and the measured m(0,O) were used t o  obtain the gas temp- 
e r a t u r e  for the "Long Rnqs". The exponential factors for the other bands were 
then derived form the  measured slope of the apparent Boltzmann plats. 
The concentration of OH i n   t he  plasma could not be detemlned, and it is 
then not possible to derive the absolute values f o r   t h e  P-factors. Houever, 
we can still obtain  relative values by referring the P-factors to the molecular 
constant called here P: and defined by Eq. 2-31. 
where G(v' ) is the  vibrational energy tern referred  to   the  rotat ionless  state of 
the lowest vibrational level. We assume here that the occupation of t h e  non- 
predissociating  vibrational  levels is also i n  a Boltzlaann equilibrium at the  gas 
temperature. The results fo r  t he  "Long Runs" a m  summarized i n  Table X I .  The in- 
dicated average has been obtained by wei&ting the various runs according t o   t h e i r  
lone;-kern s t a b i l i t y  and the possible influence of self-absorption, 
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TABLE XI 
NORMALIZED  "RANSITION HOMENTS FOR THE ROTATIONAL LINES OF OH (A2C - X211 ) 
Run T 
E 
-. . " " 
A 5000 
B 9 0 0  
C-1  6100 
c-2 6400 
D-1 5 9 0  
D-2 5500 
E 6800 
Averwe 
p X 10 (cm) 4 
(1.0) (1.1) (2.1)  .2  
R 8 P 
0.04 0.49 1.03 1.18 2.68 
-0.03 0.41 0 . 9  0.83  2.66 
0 071 4.w 
0.82 4.10 
0.82  3.28 
0.62 3.73 
0.61  2.20 
b) Comparison with Calculated Values 
Franck-Condon factor  
1 1 
0.99 
1 
1 0.64 0.77 
1 0.30 0.45 0 . 9  
0.60 
cponential correction factor 
p x 10 (cm) 4 
This James A&L 
work (13) (a) 
0.75 
0.87 
0.65 
2.7 
1.20 
0.79 
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In  Table XIb t h e  results of the present work are coapared n i t h   t h e o r e t i c a l  
predictions. Dieke and Crosswhite have calculated Franck-Condon factors neKlecting 
the effect of vibrat ion-rotat ion interact ion and the   var ia t ion   o f  t h e  e lectronic  
t r a n s i t i o n  moment n i th  in te rnuc lear  distance (12). Anketell and Learner present 
t a b l e s  of calculated r e l a t i v e   t r a n s i t i o n   p r o b a b i l i t i e s  for s e v e r a l   l i n e s  of the  
band system (e). Although not noted i n   t h e i r  paper, t h e i r  data show an almost 
s t r ic t ly  exponent ia l  dependence on the rotation& energy tern,  and are then better 
represented by the expression of Eq. 6-5. James' data for the  ( 0 . 0 )  and (1,O) 
band (u) show only s l ight  departures from an exponential dependence and CM be 
approximated by an expression of t h e  same form. 
In run D-2 we measured the i n t e n s i t i e s  of P2(2,1), and also of R2(2,2) and 
$(2,2) l ines  correspondiry to  hiEh K'-numhers (14-18). Within t h e  precision of 
our measurements of these weak l ines,  the  log y values for t he  Same Kt were iden t i ,  
cal for t h e  three branches. Since predissociation weakens d i f f e ren t  l i nes  ori- 
8;inating in t h e  same upper ene rm l eve l  by t h e  same amount, it m u s t  be concluded 
tha t  the P-factors - and therefore also their  dependence on the rotat ional  enereg 
tern - are similar. This is contrary t o  Anketell and Learner's predictions (see 
Table X I b) . 
I" - 
7 .  RATE PROCESSES IN PLASMAS 
In electric discharges, c o l l i s i o n s  with e lectrons is the predominant mecha- 
liisrn for  e lec t ronic  exc i ta t ion  and for ionisation. Provided t h e  electrons have 
8 Maxwell ve loc i ty   d i s t r ibu t ion ,  t he  rates for  a process induced by electron 
c o l l i s i o n  and its inverse are related by the   p r inc ip le  of detailed balancing (9) .  
Thus with the   co l l i s iona l   exc i t a t ion  rate f o r  a t r a n s i t i o n  from energy l e v e l  i 
i n t o  energy level j expressed i n  terms of the  rate coeff ic ients :  
Rcol(i.J) s n ( i )  ne x ( i , j )  (cr'3 8-l) * (7-1 ) 
t h e  following  relation  holds  r igorously be&.ween the rate coeff ic ient   for   exci ta-  
t i o n  and f o r  the inverse process (de-excitation from l e v e l  j i n t o   l e v e l  i), re- 
gardless of t h e  equilibrium situation in t h e  plrslaar 
The r a t i o  of the equilibrium populations of l e v e l  i and j is given by the Boltz- 
&ann factor containing the electron temperature T : 
Similarly,  f o r  col l is ional  ionization from l e v e l  i, and three-body recombi- 
iation i n t o  l e v e l  i (Ni = t o t a l  concentration of ions of same species and next 
iiKher ionieation stwe, c = continuum) I 
: ( i ,T)  is t h e  Saha equation connecting the  equilibrium population of energy 
-eve1 i and the  concentrations of ions and free electrons,  and Q. 7-6 follows 
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from the  pr inc ip le  of detailed brlancing. Introducing t h e  q u a n t i t i e s  a ( i )  
that relate the occupation of energy level i t o  its occupation i n  Saha equi- 
librium with  the  ions and free electrons (E), 
a(r> n*(i> / n*Q(i) 9 (7-7) 
we have, as follows from Eqs. 7-4, 7-5,  and 7-6 ,  
In absence of equilibrium we f i n d  it advantageous t o  refer the Saha equa- 
t i o n   t o  n*(-), the  occupation of t he  last bound s ta te  of the aton whose energy 
coincides with the  reduced ionization energy E, . A t  t he  lorr electron densi-  
t i e s  t y p i c a l   f o r  non-LTE: plasmas, the lowering of t he  ionization energy is 
negl igible ,  and one can set  E, numerically equal t o  the ionieation potential  
of t h e  free atom. The actual value of i(w) does not concern us in t h i s  context. 
With n*!1,1) - amber density of i o n s   i n  t h e  ground state; Ze = t o t a l   p a r t i t i o n  
function of free electrons: 
"1 
= n * b )  exp [(Ern - Ei )/kT] (7-10) 
is a hybrid because of the  mixing of the eigenfunctions 
f o r  the  bound and the  continuous state of t h e  same energy, Clasically,  the rate 
coe f f i c i en t s   pe r t a in ing   t o  a t r ans i t i on  from i(m) i n t o   t h e  continuum will be verJ 
laree . Eq . 7-9 will theref are hold [i .e . n*(-) - n*%(W) J,  even when t h e  occupa- 
t i on  of t h e  lower bound l e v e l s  is not described by Eq. 7-10 [a(i) 11. The 
population distribution over bound levels (Boltsnann plot)  must then converge t o  
the n+(m) t h a t  is i n  equilibrium with ground state ions and free electrons. 
*)  For our low-messun? plasma: iH(w)  = 50 (see Eq. 6-38 i n  Ref. 4) 
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In  pr inciple ,  the rate coe f f i c i en t s   fo r   t he   va r ious  processes i n   t h e  plasma 
CM be obtained by averaging the appropiate cross-sections - which depend on the  
e n e m  of the  co l l id ing  e lec t ron  - mer a Kaxrell veloci ty  dis t r ibut ion.  However, 
with the exception of hydroKen, accurate cross-sections are generally not avail- 
able because experimental data are scant7 and theore t ica l  ca lcu la t ions  are beset 
by considerable difficulties. 
In optically thin plasmas, radiative decay and recombination are irrevers-  
ib le  processes  in  the sense that  photons can escape t h e  plasma, and deviations 
from LTE can be expected if t h e  rate f o r  a collision-induced process is smaller 
o r  comparable t o  the rate for  the equivalent  radiat ive process .  McWhirter and 
Hearn have obtained the population distribution over the hydrogen energy l e v e l s  
f o r  t h i s  col l is ional-radiat ive plasma nodel by finding the steady-state solutions 
f o r  t h e  system of rate equations over a range of e lec t ron  dens i t ies  and temper- 
= t u r e s  (%). Their calculations for an opt ica l ly  th in  hydrogen plasma with 
n - 1015 ~ r n - ~ t  T = 16,000 K - which is comparable to  the  e lec t ron  dsns i ty  and 
temperature i n  our plasma at reduced pressure - predict  s ignif icant  departures  
from LTE only f o r   t h e  ground state, which will be overpopulated by a f ac to r  of 
t h e  order of ten,  The higher energy l e v e l s  are i n  Saha equilibrium with the  
ions and free electrons, because the effectiveness of co l l i s iona l  processes rela- 
t i v e   t o   r a d i a t i v e  processes is a rapidly increasing function of the  pr incipal  
2uantt.m number (See next Section). 
0 
Fig. 14 shows convincingly that OW experimental data cannot be mconcfled 
: i th  these theoretical  predictions:  The col l is ional-radiat ive p1-a model is 
~ lear ly  not  appl icable  to  a x  plasmas a t  reduced presswe. 
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8. ATOnIC SPECIES 
A. Analysis of the   In te rac t ion  Processes i n  Hydragen Plassas 7 
me exci ta t ion rate coe f f i c i en t s  for hydrogen hare been given by Drawin (s.), 
and ape conveniently expressed in t e r n s  of the   absorp t ion   osc i l la tor  strengths 
f i j  
. Disregardiw fac tors  of  t he  order of unity, and with ni z (E - Ei)/kT; 
EH - ionization potential  of hydrogen: 
The co l l i s iona l   exc i t a t ion  rate from level  i i n t o  level  i + n, and t h e  
An expression  given iJns8ld ( 3 7 )  has bzen  used t3 relate the hydrogen Ioscilla- -
t o r  s t r e n g t h s  t o  t h e  pr incipal  quantum number i. c is a slowly varying function 
of i and n,  whose value ranges from 1.41 f o r  f t o  1.85 i n  t h e  lidt of large 
i and n. 
1.2 
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We wish t o  conpare the probability of a c o l l i s i o n a l   t r a n s i t i o n  from l e v e l  i 
Into t h e  two neighboring levels i 5 1 with t h e  probabili ty of a c o l l i s i o n a l  tran- 
s i t i o n  i n t o  more dis tan t  leve ls .  In  t h i s  context,  we can take c t o  be effective- 
Ly constant and also disregard t h e   r a t i o  of the  functions  defined by Eq. 8-2, 
lhich is close t o  unity. Thus we obtain: 
It follons fron Eq. 8-7 t h a t  a collisionally induced de-excitation from t h e  
; h i d   i n t o   t h e  second energy l e v e l  of hydrogen is abmt200 times more probable 
;han a t r a n s i t i o n   i n t o  t h e  ground state, This r a t i o  decreases with increasing 
>rincipaJ. quantum number of the   l eve l   involved ,  but even i n  the linit of high i, 
a de-exci ta t ion  into t h e  next lower level  will be at least 16 times more proba- 
,le than a t r a n s i t i o n   i n t o  the l e v e l  i - 2. 
The r a t i o  of the   exc i ta t ion  rates i n t o  the ad.jacent and the  next  higher 
.evel, given by Eq. 8-6, contains  the electron temperature v i a  the exponential 
'actor. For the  h igher  quantum numbers th i s  term is ins igni f icant ,  and  the limit 
'or i - + m  is t h e  same as f o r  Eq. 8-7, The lower bound f o r  EQ. 8-6 is 6, and 
orresponds t o   t h e   p r o b a b i l i t y   r a t i o  f o r  exci ta t ion from the ground state t o  the  
.econd and t o   t h e  t h i r d  energy l e v e l   i n  t he  limit o f  i n f i n i t e  temperatures. A t  
' =  25,000 R ,  t h i s  r a t i o  is l a rger   than  10 f o r  all energy l e v e l s  of hydrogen. 
Since  t ransi t iolsfrom  level  i in to   l eve ls   h igher   than  i + 2 and lower than 
- 2 are still less probable, t h i s   a n a l y s i s  shows tha t  the  error introduced by 
onsiderinE only stepwise exci ta t ion and de-excitation is never serious. 
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The col l is ional .   ionizat ion  coeff ic ients  for hydrogen are given by Drawin 
= -1s 
S(i,c) - 6.7 x (E,//ICT)~’~ i2 exp ( - I I ~ ~ )  U [uic] (8-8) 
rhem U cui,] is of t he  same form as Eq, 8-2, with uic (EH - Ei)/KT. The 
r a t i o  of col l is ional .   ionizat ion  to  three-body recombination for each l e v e l  i 
can then be calculated by using Eqs. 7-8 and 7-10. 
Recombination can d s o  occur by a two-body c o l l i s i o n ,   i n  which the atom 
formed is s t ab i l i zed  by emission of a photon. The plasmas considered here are 
op t i ca l ly   t h in  with respect t o  the  recombination continuum, and the   inverse  
process (Noto-ionization) can surely be disregarded, The rad ia t ive  recombi- 
nation rate is given by (p  = free protons) t 
and one obtains for the r a t i o  of the probabi l i t i es  of rad ia t ive  and three-body 
recombination into level i s  
(8-10) 
(8-11) 
Lastly, we consider depopulation of l e v e l  i by radiative decay i n t o  lmer 
levels: 
Rrad (i,W) =, n ( i >  Aij a 1.5 X d o  i4 n*(i) (8-12) 
H- 
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The prscding concepts a m  now r p w  numorically to   the  rater vapor 
pl- gonemted i n  the core of the high carreat 8rc 8t reduced P S L L W e  In 
Tablq XI1 we compare the relevant population and depopulrtion rates for  the first 
six l eve l s  of hydrogen, based on the m e m u r e d  electron density (ne - 8 x 1014 cmo3) 
urd population diatribution (Fig. 14). Ye also use T 9 25,WO K, aud 
a*(-) - 2 x lo7 eno3 (see Sections 8B it D), 
TABLE X I 1  
The r a t io   o f   t he   co l l i s iona l   i on iza t ion   r a t e   fo r  atoms i n  energy level 
i to  the col l is ional  recombinat ion rate i n t o  this leve l  equals  a ( i ) ,  the  
overpopulation of level i (Eq. 7-8). A s  shown i n  t h e  second column of 
Table XII, t h e  ground state is  thus overpopulated by more than 6 orders of 
magnitude wi th   respec t   to  the occupation of %his l e v e l   t h a t  is i n  Saha equ i l i -  
brium with  f ree  e lec t rons  and protons. Three-body recombination i n t o  t h e  
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ground state i s  ins igni f icant  compared to ionization. Although radiative re- 
combination is l a rge r  by more than t w o  orders of magnitude, it still is a very 
infrequent process compared to  ion iza t ion .  The probabili ty for three-body re- 
combination increases rapidly with pr inc ipa l  quantum number and becomes then 
much larger  than the probabi l i ty  for  the radiative process.  But even f o r  i = 6, 
recombination amounts t o   on ly  3% of the ionizat ion rate .  
Radiative depopulation is only important for t h e  first exc i ted   l eve l  of hydro- 
gen, and r ad ia t ive  decay from t h i s   l e v e l   i n t o  the ground state is about three 
times as probable as a co l l i s iona l ly  induced t r a n s i t i o n   i n t o  the next  higher  level,  
However, Lyman-a w i l l  be practically completely absorbed i n  the plasma, i.8. photo- 
exc i ta t ion  w i l l  balance r ad ia t ive  decay, and the net  contribution  of  this  process 
t o  t he  depopulation of the i = 2 level n i l1   t hen  be much smaller. 
Hith the exception of t he  l e v e l s  i = 2, and i = 3, the  probabi l i ty  for an 
hydrogen atom t o  be exc i t ed   i n to  the  next   higher   level  is at  least ten  times larger 
than the probabi l i ty  of a d i r e c t   t r a n s i t i o n   i n t o  the continuum. Although t h i s  nay 
not   be  ent i re ly   correct  for the second and third energy level, direct  ionizat ion 
can  therefore also be disregarded as compared t o   t h e  stepnise exc i ta t ion  and de- 
exci ta t ion  =mess. 
B, Population of Hyirwen Enerm Levels by Stemise &ci ta t ion  
The steady-state occupation of level i is determined by equating the rates 
for t r a n s i t i o n s  i n t o  l e v e l  i t o   t h e  rate of t rans i t ions  out  of l e v e l  i. As seen 
previously, t o  a good approxination ue can disregard all population and depopulation 
processes except   t ransi t ions from and i n t o  neighboring levels induccdby collisions 
w i t h  electrons. The rate equation for level i can then be written: 
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I -  
i 
and, applying the principle  of de ta i l ed  balsncingr 
The q.uantities a( j) were defined i n  Eq. 7-7, It should be noted that t h e  
r a t i o  s(j)/a(k) is a function of the electron temperature, but  thrt n*(-) cancels. 
The expressions i n  square brackets in Eq. 8-14, for rh i ah  we shall u6e 8 short- 
hand notation - e.g;. B ( i - 1 . i )  - denote the f r a c t i o n  of e x c i t i n g   c o l l i s i o n s   t h a t  
are e f fec t ive  i n  populating t h e  next higher level ,  taking into account  the inverse 
process (de-excltine: c o l l i s i o n s   i n t o  the lmer l eve l ) .  
We have used t h e  measured number dens i t i e s  and the  appropiate rate coeffi- 
c ien ts  ca lcu la ted  f o r  T = 18,000 ; 20,000 ; and 25,000 K, to obtain the  rstate 
occupation of the next higher l e v e l  and compare it with the measured quantity. 
The r a t i o s  of the  various f ac to r s  i n  t h e  expresiriom f o r  the rate coe f f i c i en t s  
(Eq. 8-1) were cslculated separately, and are shown i n  Table XIII. % 8-14 is 
then  writ ten as: 
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TABLE XI11 
a) Assumed electron temperatures T - 18,000 K 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
16.12  -1 5 2 -0.858 -2.327  0 01311.40 0.82 
12.22 -0.927 -0.436 - 0 . w  0.032 l0.M 0-29 
10.73 -0.675 -0.225 -0.099  0.081  9.81 -0.1
9.80 -0.530 -0.136 -0.039 0.088 9.19 0.04 
9.23 -0.444 -0.092 -0.019 (0.174) 8.85 -0.02 
8.83 
b) Assumed electron temperature: T = 20,000 K 
-0 . 883 -2.095 0.024 11.64 0 . 9  
-0.418 -0.309 0.036 10.5'7 0.16 
see a) -0,218 -0.089 0.080 9.83 -0.03 
-C.132 -0.035 0.088 9.19 0.04 
-C.080 -0.017 (0.178) 8.87 -0.04 
c ) Assaed electron temperature : T a 25,000 K 
-0.862 -1.674 0 029 12-19 0.03 
-0.389 -0.248 0.041 10.66 0.0'7 
-0 . 195 -0 . 071 0.085 9.87 -0.07 
-0 . 120 -0 . 029 0.082 9.20 0.03 
-0.078  -0.013  ( . 00) 8.83 0.00 
Note: n; is the measured, and n; the calculated state occupation. The occupation 
of the energy level  i s  given by n ( i )  = 2i2n*( i) .  Quan t i t i e s  i n  paen theses  m e  
based on an estimated occupation of  the energy level i = 7 .  
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me predicted population procesa is quant i ta t ive ly   conf ined  by the excellent 
. g re s r sn t  between t h e  measured and the  c8lculated nwrber dens i t i e s ,  8s shown i n  
Table X I I I .  It should be noted t h a t  only the relative occupations of t h e  second 
a d  t h i r d  energy level depend s ign i f i can t ly  on the assumed electron temperature. 
The agreement is best for an electron temperature of the order of 25,000 K. The 
temperature can still be higher, however, i f  the assurption of complete trapping 
of resonance radiation does not hold. Although Eq. 8-15 w i l l  then  y ie ld  too high 
an occupation number f o r   t h e  second energy lwel, t h i s  results fram the   neglect  
of r ad ia t ive  decqy from t h e  second energy l e v e l   i n t o   t h e  ground 8-8. 
The r a t i o  of the  exponential. factors approaches unity for the  higher energy 
l eve l s ,  and t h e  increase of the  factor  containing the  U-functions is approximately 
cancelled by t h e  slow increase i n  the  r a t i o  of de-exciting t o   e x c i t i n g   c o l l i s i o n s  
expressed by the B-factor. The state occupation pertaining t o  energy level i is 
then nainly determined by the   I - fac tor   tha t  depend8 only on the principal quantum 
number and f o r  i + Q. , increases 88 i . Thus n*(i) w i l l  fall rapidly with in- 
creasing principdL quantm number 1, leading t o  8 downward c u r v 8 t ~  of the Roltz- 
mann plot. "%e fail- t o  detect experimentally my measurable l i n e s   i n  the  series 
limit is consistent with t h i s  pattern. 
6 
C. Population  Distribution  over the Oxygen Energy Levels 
"he oxygen atom h e  a complex term scheme, and the co l l i s iona l   exc i t a t ion  
rates a,re~ not available: it is therefore not possible to obtain the  number densl- 
ties by calculat ion,  as i n   t h e  simple case of hydrogen. However, the pat tern of 
t h e  measured population distribution, shown i n  Fig .  15, can be explained i n  a 
q u a l i t a t i v e  manner. 
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I 
Collisional as ne11 as o p t i c a l   t r a n s i t i o n   p r o b a b i l i t i e s  are determined by 
the  matrix element of the  d ipole  - in  general  mult ipole  - moment. If a t ran-  
s i t i o n  betueen two e n e r a   l e v e l s  is forb idden  for  op t ica l  d ipole  rad ia t ion ,  the  
probabili ty for a t r a n s i t i o n  induced by e lec t ron   co l l i s ion  will also be very 
small. Intercombination l ines between terms of d i f f e ren t  mu l t ip l i c i ty  are for-  
bidden f o r  oxygen (Russel-Saunders coupling), and measured col l i s iona l  c ross -  
sections involving a change of multiplicity are signif icant  only at energies 
c lose to  threshold.  
A s p l i t t i n g  between t h e  Boltzmann p l o t s   f o r   s i n g l e t ,   t r i p l e t , ,  and qu in te t  
states can then be expected i n  a non-equilibrium plasma. This is, i n  fact, a 
notable feature of the populat ion dis t r ibut ion shown i n  Fig. 15. Thus t h e  
4p3P state a t  99092 cm” is overpopulated by a f a c t o r  of the   o rder  of three 
with respect to   t he   ad jacen t  4p 5 P state a t  99680 cm”. The next higher state - 
3s*?D0 at 101135 cn‘l - lies p rac t i ca l ly  on the  saae Boltmann  plot  as the 4p 3 P 
state, a l thowh it is a state of d i f f e r e n t  ptrrentage. Combination8 between 
states of different parentage but saute mul t ip l i c i ty  arc  not only alloffed, but 
can be very strong. 
Analagously t o  hydrogen, i n  t h i s  plasma the  ground state and lower lying 
l e v e l s  of oxygen are highly overpopulated with respect t o  the  occupation that 
is i n  Saha equilibrium with oxygen ions and free electrons.  The t r i p l e t  ground 
state of 0 I is populated by dissociation of the  X II and predissociation of 
the  A c state of OH. The low-lying metastable s i n g l e t  state of 0 1 (2p4 ’D) 
will be populated mainly by dissociat ion of oxygen molecules, a subs t an t i a l  
component of t h e  plasma (see Section 10A). The qu in te t  states of 01 me form& 
by dissociation of the higher excited electronic states of O2 and OH, which i n  
t h i s  plasma hare very small occupation numbers. This population mechanism CM 
2 
2 
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lead t o   t h e  observed overpopulation of t h e  excited s i n g l e t  states of oxygen with 
respect t o  t he  t r i p l e t  states, which, in tu rn ,  are overpoplated with respect t o  
the  quin te t  states. 
A s h ~ m  in Fig. 15, t h e  two Boltalnann p l o t s   f o r   t h e  doubly excited bound 
levels of oxygen of P and of % parentage c ross  undisturbed the energy threshold 
Em( S) for i on iza t ion  in to  ground state ions. The measured dist r ibut ion tenper-  
ature is actually higher for the energy levels above E,( S) . It mast therefore  
be concluded that the  probabi l i ty  for an oxygen atom i n  a doubly excited state 
t o  be  excited  into a higher bound level of same mult ip l ic i ty  is much higher 
than the  probabi l i ty  of Ion iza t ion   i n to  ground state ions, 
2 
4 
4 
The population dfstribution over bound states of S parentage must converge 
to the occupation of t he  last bound state n*[Em( S)] t ha t  is i n  Saha equilibrium 
4 
4 
with free electrons and ground state i O R S  (Section 7). This implies a sharp drop 
i n  the Boltmann plot f o r   t h e   q u i n t e t  states i n  the energy interval. between E,( S) 
and the  last measured occuptfon p l o t t e d  i n  Fig. 15. It also implies a s p l i t t i n g  
between the  Boltmann p l o t   f o r   t h e  higher e x c i t e d   t r i p l e t  states of S parentage 
and t h e  Bolttmann p l o t   f o r  the t r i p l e t  states of % and P parentage, since the 
point on t he  latter corresponding t o  E,( S) is higher than n*[Em( S)] by two orders 
4 
4 
2 
4 4 
O f  IllagllitUd8 
The s p l i t t i n g  between Boltzmann plots   corresponding  to  states of allowed 
combination, can be explained by the rapidly  decreasing  probabili ty fo r  tran- 
si t ions involving a quantum jmp over more than one principal  quantum number. The 
(%)3s % state, whose number densi ty  is plo t ted  i n  Fig. 15, is the only t r i p l e t  
state of excited ion parentage below E,( S). The next higher doubly excfted tri- 4 
p l e t  states of pr incipal  quantum number 3, lie already around 113,500 cm'l. me 
(%>3s D state is followed by closely sped S triplets with the valence electron 3 4 
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i n   l e v e l s  with principal quantum number 4 and higher. Once an atom ha6 been 
excited i n t o  these l eve l s ,  it has a much higher probabi l i ty  of being f u r t h e r  
excited i n t o  an adjacent S-triplet  than of going i n t o  the hlgh t r i p l e t   s t a t e s  
of % or  2P pamntage. Transitions from these doubly excited triplets of  lo^ 
principal quantum number i n t o  the relatively underpopulated S-triplets of hlgh 
pr incipal  quantum number w i l l ,  i n  turn, also be an infrequent process. This 
w i l l  lead t o  the predicted s p l i t t i a g  of the Boltzmann plots .  
4 
4 
When progressing t o  higher energies, the Boltzmann p l o t  for the doubly 
exci ted triplet states w i l l  ag&n &OR a drop before converging t o  the ionizat ion 
limit for % and P. These excited ions can be formed by ionization of s i n g l e t  
and of triplet atoms, and a sp l i t  of each BoltP;Qann p l o t  is predicted and indi- 
cated qua l i t a t ive ly  i n  Pig. 15. 
2 
The population  distribution over oxygen energy levels is further discussed 
in Section 11. 
D. Occupation of E n e m  Levels in a e  Ionization L M t  
Since the concentration of molecule-ions in t h e  water rapor plasma is negli- 
gible, and second ionizat ion of oxygen can still be disregarded, the condition 
of plasma quasi-neutral i ty  requires t k e  electron concentmtion t o  be equal t o  the  
added concentrations of free protons and oxggen ions. 
Thus I 
where 8 CO+J x z  
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O < x < l  
Protons do not have discrete energy states, but  i n  order t o  obtain t h e  
occupation of ground state oxygen ions,  ne need the part i t ion funct ion,  i.e. 
the  populat ion dis t r ibut ion for ions. Next t o  t h e  statistical weight of the 
ground state [g(l) - 4.1, the largest   cuawtbution comes from t h e  low-lying meta- 
stable states,which are n o t   l i k e l y   t o  be in a Boltzmann equilibrium with   the  
ground state (see Section 11). However, i n  view of t h e  approximate nature of 
th i s   ca lcu la t ion ,   the   poss ib le  error introduced by using &o+ = %+(Fq. ,250OOK) 
is not serious. With ne = 8 x 1014 eno3, T * 23,000 K, the occupation of the 
last bound states of t he  oxygen and hydrogen atom is given by the Saha equation 
(Eq. 7-91 as: 
Considering the bounds for the r a t i o  x, it can be seen that even for 
[pl LO+] , n+(oo) is lower by an order of magnitude than t h e  l inear extension 
of t he  measured population distribution for the  quintet  states of oxygen, shown 
I n  Fig. 15. Conversely, even for [pJ [ O q  , the d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature be- 
tween t h e   s i x t h  energy l e v e l  of hydrogen and E must be lower than the last aeas- 
ured  distribution  temperature of 2100 K. 
0 
Q) 
I n  order t o  show the t re ldfor   the   Bol tmann  p lo t  at high quantum numbers, as 
predicted by theory, we have a r r b i t r a i l y   s e t  x = 0.5 , based on the Mgher di f fu-  
s i o n   r a t e  for protons and on t h e  assnmption of arpproxiraately equal rates of for- 
mation of oxygen and hydrogen ions. 
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9. MECHANISMS IBADING TO DEPARTURES FROM LTE IN ARC PLASMAS 
A. Diffusion of Ground State Atoms and Ambipolar Diffusion of Charged Pa r t i c l e s  
The axial zone ("core" ) of the water vapor arc at high  currents and reduced 
pressure is characterized by a large overpopulation of ground-state  neutrals 
with respect t o  an occuption in equilibrium with their  ions and f r ee   e l ec t rons  
a t  t h e  electron temperature. The excitation and ionization rates greatly exceed 
t h e  rates for the inverse processes,  as follows from the pr inc ip le  of de t a i l ed  
balancing. Ions are therefore constantly formed, and ground state neut ra l s  con- 
s t a n t l y   l o s t ,  either by di rec t  t r a n s t t i o n s   i n t o  the COntinUU or by the step-wise 
excitakion process. In o d e r   t o  mainta.in t h e  plasma i n  a steady state, there  
must be a corresponding influx of ground-state neutrals and an outflow of ions 
and free electrons. 
The dis tance an atom i n  energy l e v e l  i can diffuse, on the average, before 
tmdmgoing an exci t ing   co l l i s ion ,  is given approximately by: 
where X and tf are the mean free  path  and  the mean free t h e  for elastic col- 
l i s fons ,  respec t ive ly ,  v is the  root  mean square veloc i ty  of the aton, and 
t ( e x , i )   t h e  free tine fo r   exc i t i ng   co l l i s ions .  
The pert inent  elastic cross-sections are of the order of 18" em2. The 
kinetic temperature of heavy particles (gas temperature) in We core of the arc 
at reduced pressure has been determined as T = $00 K. The diffusion length 
for hydrogen atoms is then estimated b y t  
g 
d(exc,i) z 0.15 
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We have seen previously t h a t   i n  th i s  plasma excitation of hydrogen atoms 
occurs mainly by a step-wise process. The average lifetime with respect t o  
coll isional  excitation is then given by: 
Based on the measured amber   densi t ies  and the calculated collisional  excitation 
rates (see Table XII), we obtrrin f o r  the hydrogen ground s t a t e s  t (  exc, 1) = 1.6 x ; 
d(exc,l) = 0.6 cm; and fo r  the  first excited state: t(exc,Z) 5.7 x st 
d(sxc,Z) = 0.01 cm. 
Since the  diffusion length for the hydrogen ground state is lager  than the 
radius of the arc channel by a f ac to r  of the  order of 3, it can readily be seen 
that  diffusion of ground state atoms from the  arc periphery n i l 1  maintain the 
high overpopulation i n  the  arc center. The concentration of atoms in the first 
excited state n i l1   no t  change significantly  over a radius coraparable t o   t h e i r  
diffusion  length, and the   level  occuptstion will then not be sensibly affected by 
diffusfon. Collisiona3. lifetimes scale, at least, as the occupation of each level ,  
and diffusion will still be less important f o r  t he  higher bound levels. 
I n  evaluatinq  the  free gath for   ions ,  ion-ion encounters a l s o  have t o  be 
taken i n t o  account. Although in  th i s  contex t  one only has t o  consider strong 
col l is ions (i.e. those deflecting the scattered particle by more than go0) ,  the  
pertinent  crcsssections are larger than ion-atom cross-sections by almost an 
order of magnitude. However, since this plasma is only 2% ionized, ion-ion 
col l is ions can still be neglected, and the mean f r e e  path f o r  protons is then 
practically the  same as for hydrogen atoms. This ac tua l ly  might involve an under- 
estimate because of the correlation between t h e   a f f u s i o n  of'ions and of electrons 
(ambipolar d.i€fusion) , t h a t  leads t o  a diffusion rate for the ions twice as large 
as fo r   o rd inaq  diffusion. 
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We can thus estimate the distance a free p t o n  can diffuse In this plasma 
where I 
(9-3) 
We have used Eq. 8-8 that applies t o   t h e  rate c o e f f i c i e n t s   f o r   c o l l i s i o n a l  
ionieatton, in order t o   d e r i v e  the re l a t ion  of Eq. 9-4, and it is then only 
valid for recombination i n t o  excited levels .  Recombination i n t o   t h e  ground 
state occurs predominantly by the radiative process (see Section 8A), yieldslug 
t(rec,l) ss loo2 s, The lifetime of a free proton with respect t o  reconbination 
i n t o  the second energp l e v e l  is of the same order of magnitude, Because of the 
small probability fo r  volume recombination i n t o  lower energy l eve l s ,  a steady- 
state can be naintained with a large overpopulation of these  levels colapazed 
to their   equilibrium  values.  
Even for high quantum nwnbers, say i - 20, we obtain  with t (rec ,20) s, 
a diffusion length of the   o rder  of 0.45 ma. A free proton formed i n  t h e  arc 
core can thus be lost by ambipolar d i f f u s i o n   t o  the arc walls before recombining 
i n t o  these high energy l eve ls .  
EQs. 9-1 and 9-4 y i e l d  the following approximate  scaling law : 
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Eq. 9-5 has been derived for hydrogen 'plasmas in the limit of negligible 
ionieat ion,  and has then only a restricted va l id i ty  for other  platmas, but is 
useful for an order of asgnitude estimate. Thus one can expect departures froa 
the Saha equilibrium in a plasma due t o  ambipolar diffusion of ions  and electrons,  
where the r a t i o  of electron tempersture t o  electron density is exptesered 88 the 
square of the Debye radius ,  Ht is the to ta l   concent ra t ion  of particles, and L is 
a t y p i c a l   l i n e a r  dimension of the plasma over which significant  changes i n  the 
plasma state occur, i.e. L is a measure of the spatial inhomogeneity. A i n  Eq. 9-6 
i s  not a constant,  but depends on the plasma composftion via the elastic cross- 
sect ions,  Because of the larger ion-ion cross-section, A decreases with in- 
creasing degree of ionimtion. 
It is of i n t e r e s t ,  to apply these concepts t o  the low-current water vapor 
arc i n  an argon matrix at atlaospheric pressure. For the plasma i n  t he  arc core 
we obtain a diffusion  length for proton recombination which is smaller by more 
than two orders of magnitude than the equivalent length i n  the case of the low- 
pressure arc. This explains why only mild departures from LTE were observed. 
At the m p h e r y  of the atmospheric arc, the ra t io  of electron temperature 
to electron  densi ty  is p r a c t i c d l y  the same as i n  the core of the low pressure 
arc, and the  respect ive diffusion lengths scale then only as Po'/*, or  116. 
However, t h i s  plasma region corresponds t o  an arc zone of very steep gradients 
of electron density and temperature (i.e. L in r e l a t ion  9-6 is very snall) , which 
will l ead  t o  a high probability f o r  the ions to diffuse outwasd and recombine with 
electrons via w ~ = r e c o n b i n a t i a n .  Thus we observed a "dropping-off'" of the 
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Bolttmann plo ts  for t h e  excited states of argon and hydrogen ent i re ly   equivalent  
t o  our measurements of the center region  of  the arc at reduced pressure. 
B. Electronic &citation by Heavy-Particle Collision and Non-Mamellian 
Velocity  Distribution f o r  Electrons 
The author I s  not aware of p r i o r  similar work with arc plasmas & high 
currents  and reduced pressure. O u r  leasurements at atmospheric Wessure, how- 
ever, can be compared with experimental work by Kolesnikort, who has reported 
departures frola LTE i n  low-current arcs burning i n  a mixture of argon and hydro- 
gen at atmospheric pressure (E). He also observed a decrease of the  d i s t r ibu t ion  
temperature over the higher excited states, b u t   a t t r i b u t e s   t h i s  t o  an e n t i r e l y  
d i f f e r e n t  effect. 
Kolesnikow argues that  at l m  electron densi t ies  encounters  with atoms - 
notwithstanding the much smaller cross-sections - can be more e f fec t ive  than 
e l ec t ron  co l l i s ions  in inducing transit ions between higher levels. The gas temper- 
ature i n  these plasmas is substant ia l ly  loner  than theaectron temperature ,  and 
because of the  threshold conat ion,  the effect iveness  of excitations induced by 
co l l i s ions  with heavy particles will increase with a decrease of t h e  energy jump 
involved i n   t h e   t r a n s i t i o n .  Thus exci ta t ion of atoms i n   t h e   l o n e r  energy l e v e l s  
wlll still occur by electron coll ision because the energy gaps are  much l a r g e r  
than   the  mean k ine t i c  energy of heavy particles, but  exci ta t ion by atom-atom 
col l is ion  should become progressively more important for the higher energy levels. 
One should then observe an assymptotic approach of the d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature 
t o  the kinetic temperature of heavy particles. 
Kolesnikow's i n t e rp re t a t ion  of observed depastures from LTE i n  plasma8 
at low e lec t ron  dens i t ies  appears t o  be generally accepted (h40). It is however, 
i r reconci lable  with t h e  results of nore refined measurements. 
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In  the  peripheral aone of our arc at atmospheric pressure, the measured 
electron  density w a s  2.5 x 1014 c ~ I - ~ ,  which is loHer by a factor   of   about  three 
than  in  the  .Iilasrna of lowest electron density investigated by Kolesnikon. But 
even a t  the  h igh  ra t io  of atoms to electrons of the  order  of 5000, t he  observed 
departures from LTE are surely due t o   d i f f u s i o n  and not t o  exci ta t ion by atom 
col l i s ions , s ince   the  measured distribution  temperatures  over  the  higher  excited 
states of hydrogen and of argon are substant ia l ly   lower  than  the gas temperature. 
Atom-atom col l i s ions   can  be more e f fec t ive  than electron-atom encounters, 
i f  t h e   r a t i o  of atoms t o  free e l e c t r o n s   i n  the plasma fulfills the  following con- 
d i t i o n  (&) : 
The function f i n  Eq. 9-7 is determined by the specific energy dependence 
of the pertinent cross-sections,  and is difficult t o  estimate for t h e  range of 
i n t e r e s t ,  i.e. f o r  a mean kinetic energy of the co l l i d ing  particles much larger 
than the threshold. Since Te > T we assume t h a t  in this range f is not sig- 
n i f i can t ly  smaller than unity.  Electronic excitation by co l l i s ion  wi th  atoms 
will then only become imDortant i f  the concentration of atoms exceeds the electron 
density by a factor of the order of 5 x 10 i n  a hydrogen plasna - t h e  most 
favorable case - and of the order  of 10 i n  an argon plasma. 
I%' 
4 
6 
A t  atmospheric pressure and below, the   e lec t ron   dens i t ies   requi red  to main- 
t a i n  an arc discharge, are always higher than the critical density determined by 
t h i s  estimate, and it can be concluded tha t  f o r  arc plasmas electronic excitation 
by heavy particle encounters is probably always negligible.  
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O u r  treatment of the in te rac t ion  processes i n  the plasma is based on t h e  
assmnption of a MmeU. veloc i ty  d is t r ibu t ion  for the  electrons.  Equi l ibrat ion 
of the ve loc i ty   d i s t r ibu t ion  occurs mainly by electron-electron  interaction because 
t h i s  process is verg e f f i c i e n t ,  and the pertinent cross-sections are large. The 
electron-electron relaxation t ime can be estimated, according t o  Spiteer (42). 
withr 
which yields tee s 1.5 x s for the plasma in the arc  core  at  reduced  pressure 
and tee 
and low current.  These times a.re very short, much shorter than the recombination 
tines (Eq. 9-4). Since electrons and ions diffuse together,  and the ambipolar 
diffusion rate is determined by the  dm-moving ions, the diffusion length for 
an electron i n  time tee rrill be s m a l l  cornpazed t o   t y y i c a l  arc dimensions, The 
veloc i ty   d i s t r ibu t ion  of electrons w i l l ,  theref ore, be indeed .)4axnellian, and a 
well defined electron temperature can be assigned t o  small radial eones of the 
=. 
s 0.7 x lom1' s for the peripheral  zone of the arc  at  atmospheric  pressure 
SchlGter has attributed  observed anomalies i n   s p e c t r a s  of high-frequency 
discharges to a Druyvestyn ve loc i ty   d i s t r ibu t ion  fo r  the  electrons,  caused by 
diffusion of the energet ic   e lectrons from the  tail of the Maxwell d i s t r ibu t ion  (Q). 
The theoretical treatment  of  this  question is beset  by considerable   diff icul-  
ties (s). No evidence f o r  this effect has been found i n  the  present work. 
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C, Lack of EQuipartition of Kinetiic Energy between Electrons and Heavy Particles 
i n  the Plasla 
So far we have only discussed depastures frum equilibrium with respect t o  
species concentrations and population  distributions over quantized energy levels. 
We now consider the l ack  of equipartion between the   k ine t i c  energy of electrons 
and of heavy particles tha t  leads t o  the observed discrepancy between the eleo- 
tron  temperature Te and t he  gas temperature T g' 
If the energy loss  lg i n e l a s t i c  collisions can be disrqgarded, in a steady 
state the energy gained by an electron from the appliecl electric field i n  tf , 
t he  m a a n  free time between elastic collisions with heavy particles, m u s t  equal 
t h e  mean energy t ransferred by such a c o l l i s i o n  (44). 
As+ = - t: = 8.8 x 10 4 2 2  E tf 
2at3 
*here temperatures 858 reckoned in K, and A is the atonic weight (RSS number) 
of the co l l i s ion  partner, In the numerical fana of Eq, 9-9, the field strength 
is expressed i n  V/cm. E is experimentally deterained by measuring the voltage 
drop along the arc channel (see Section 3). 
By setting AE+ = A  E - , and with tf * A, / ve , re  obtain the electron 
free psth with respect t o  elastic co l l i s ions  with heavy pa&iclest 
Eq. 9-11 w a s  used t o  chhiLate X, = 8.4 x lo4 cm from the rsastzred data 
corresponding t o  the plasma i n  the core of the a m  at atmospheric pressures 
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Te 
approximately 98% Ar w i t h  only  1% H and 1% 0, bu t  one has t o  use 28 i n  
Eq. 9-11, by properly averaging. 
= 9300 X, T = 5400 K, E - 15 V/cm. The chemical composition of the plasma is 
G 
Since this plasma is only 0.24% ionized, we can disregard col l i s ions   wi th  
ions  and se t  Ae = aea N~ , yielding aea = 1.0 x 1 8 5  cm2 . This agrees t o  
better than 20$ with measured elastic cross-sections of argon f o r  collisions 
with slow electrons. 
-1 
If the long-range in t e rac t ion  between charged particles is taken i n t o  account, 
the cross-sections f o r  electron-ion encounters are much larger than for sca t t e r ing  
by neutrals. For approximate calculations one can use an expression valid f o r  
all singly charged ions (4.2): 
-5 -2 aei x 3 x 10 Te <en2) ( 9-12 ) 
Thus at Te w 26,000 K, t h e  estimated electron temperature i n  the core of 
the water vapor arc at reduced pressure, bei s 5 x 10 -I4 cn2, which is 50 times 
larger than the cross   sec t ion  of hydrogen with respect t o  elastic co l l i s ions   wi th  
electrons. A t  2% ionization, the frequency of electron-ien and electronratom 
encounters are about eqaal i n  this plasma. Ufth the  calculated X, = 1.3 x cm, 
we obtain tf = 1.2 x 10-l' S. The measured f ie ld  st rength w a s  26 V/cm. Thus, as 
given by Eq. 9-9, an electron  gains  8.5 x eV from the  applied electric f ie ld  
i n   t h e  free time between elastic co l l i s ions .  However, w i t h  (Te - Tg) J 20,000 K 
and B = 1.5 , t h e  mean enerm  t ransferred t o  a heavy ptzticle by an elastic 
c o l l i s i o n  is only of the order of 1.9 x e V  (Eq. 9-10). This is less than 
25$ of the energy gained from t he  f i e ld .  The balance must then be diss ipated 
by i n e l a s t i c  col l is ions.  
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In diffusion-controlled, non-equilibrium plasmas, the electrons lose energy 
i n e l m t i c   c o l l i s i o n s ,  because excitation processes am not balanced bs t h e i r  
inverse, 1.e. c o l l i s i o n s  of t h e  first kind are much more frequent than CollisiOns 
of the  second kind. The k ine t i c  energy of electrons converted per u n i t  volume 
and per second into potential  energy, by exc i t ing  the  atoms i n  energy level i 
t o   e n e r m   l e v e l  j , is given by the  product of t h e  energy jump A E ( i  . 3) inYol*ed, 
the  co l l i s iona l  exc i ta t ion  rate, and the  fac tor  B( i ,  j> defined in  Sec t ion  as 
the  f rac t ion  of exc i t i ng   co l l i s ions   t ha t  is nbt balanced by de-exciting collisions. 
As hss been shom previously,  in the case of hydrogen no ser ious  e r ror  is intro-  
duced by disreearding all other  col l is ional  exci ta t ion processes ,  including direct  
i m i t a t i o n ,  and considering only step-wise excitation. This can be written: 
( i , i + l )   B ( i , i + l )  = cons t .   ( a l l  i) m Rcol ef , Rcol (9-13) 
which will be recognirzed as Eq. 8-14 w r i t t e n  i n  m o t h e r  form. Since: 
m 
C I A E ( i , i S l )  - E, , 
i 
t h e  averwe energy loss per electron due t o   i n e l a s t i c   c o l l i s i o n s   i n  time t 
can thus be estimated wi th :  
f ’  
&-(exc) = Rcol f m ef t E / ne (9-14) 
I n  the arc core at reduced pressure, B ( 1 , Z )  M 1, and we can s e t  
ef (1,2), whose value is shown I n  Table X I I ,  This yieldsr 
AE-(exc,H) % 4 x lo-’ eV. Assuming t h a t  &_(exc,O) is of t he  same order, 
Rcol = Rcol 
we haver 
C b 3  - * L h  - ( e l )  + h - (exc,H) + AE (exc,O) =I 7.9 x lod3 eV = &+ , - 
which comes quite c l o s e   t o  the  AE, calculated before, 
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Lack of equipar t i t ion between the  kinet ic   energy of electrons and heavy 
particles is generally associated with plissaas at law pressure. It has been 
8h0m here, however, t h a t  even at atmospheric pre6sure a substantial  divergence 
between t h e  electron and the pas temperature of t h e  plasma caa arise, If t h e  
d e m e  of ionization is very low. Because of the small  neutr8l cross-sections,  
t h e  mean free path is then so lone t ha t  t h e  electrons can gain a r e l a t ive ly  large 
amount of e n e r q  from the  applied electric f i e l d .  Ion cross  sec t ions  are typical-  
ly 50 times lamzer, and if the plasma is only a few percent ionised , the free 
path will be substant ia l ly  decreased. Elastic col l is ions with neutrals  can then 
be disreparded 5" a first approximation, and by combining 4s. 9-11 and 9-12. one 
obtains a scalina law f o r  the lack of equiparti t ion: 
The dependence on 'P,/n is thr?r?fQm? stil: i stronaer than i n  the case of de- 
partures fTom en equilf%,rlum d i s t r i b u t i o n  over energy l e v e l s  due to   d i f fus ion  
e 
(~q.  9-61. 
One a l s o  has t o  examine i f  equipar t i t ion of kinet ic  energy e x i s t s  between 
the ions and neutrals  i n  t h e  plasma. In dlasnas t h a t  are  i n  L'PE and ase sub- 
s t a n t i a l l y  ionized, t h e  kinet ic  temperature of i ons  and of neutrals  will tend 
t o   e q u i l i b r a t e  v ia  the ionization-recombination process, which is then more 
effective than elastic co l l i s ions  between ions and neu t ra l s  (9).  This mechanisn 
is not operative in diffusion-dominated plasmas, however, because of t h e  loa 
probability f o r  volume recombination (Section 9 A ) .  In the core of the low- 
pressure arc ipvesticated i n  t h i s  work, at 2% ionization,the frequency of elastic 
electron-neutral and electron-ion coll isions are about equal. A t  s l i g h t l y  higher 
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ionization, most of t h e   k i n e t i c   e n e m   t r a n s f e r   t o  heavy particles will already 
xcur  by electron-ion interaction. Since distant encounters between chaxped 
particles 4 r i n  hare t o  be taken into  ldcount,  the  cross-8ections  for elastic 
ion-ion col l is ions are much larger than f o r  ion-neat& collision. Equiparti- 
Lion of kinetic energy betueen ions and rtors depends then t o  a l q e  extent 
3n t h e  effectiveness of the charge-transfer mechanislls, which is difficult t o  
:stimate. In pr ior  work with high-cnrrent argon -8 at reduced pressure, we 
lave found a notable divergence betueen the  kinetic temperatures of ions and of  atoms 
:45 ) ;  a l t h o u g h  t h e  i o n  t e m p e r a t u r e s  r e p o r t e d  i n  R e f .  45 a r e  t o o  h i g h  b e c a u s e  t h e  
:alculated Stark broadening parameter w a s  used to   cor rec t   the  ha l f  w id th  of t h e  
joppler-broadened Ar I1 4348 A l i n e  (see Section p). 
0 
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10. MOLECULAR SpM=IES I N  DIFFUSION-DOMINATED PLASHAS 
A. E x c i k t i o n  Rocesses 
We will now apply the concepts developed i n   t h e  preceding Section6 t o  a 
discussion of the   In te rac t ion  processes i n  non-equilibrium plasmas leading t o  
t h e  observed population distributions over molecular energy levels. 
Also f o r  molecules such as OH, electronic  exci ta t ion and ionication and 
the inverse processes are dominated by co l l i s iona l   i n t e rac t ion   w i th  free elec- 
trons.  A close correspondence will therefore exis t  between atomic and molecular 
species with respect to  the populat ion dis t r ibut ion over  exci ted electronic  states 
and t h e  ionication-recombination equilibrium. 
For a diffusion-dominated water vapor arc one woald predict  a ipbpulation 
d t s t r ibb t ion  between the ground and first exci ted electronic  state, described 
by a d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature much higher than the gas temperature and comparable 
t o  t h e  d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature pertaining to the occupation of the first and 
second energy l e v e l  of hydrogen. The d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature will fall  sub- 
s t a n t i a l l y  when progressing t o  higher enerEies,  leading to a decreased occupation 
of t he  higher electronic  states. The population of t h e  Rydberg states and the  
concentration of OH will then be very small. + 
The first of these predictions was indeed verified by our experimental. 
results, and also no trace of the OH(B Z: - A 2) band at 4336 A w a s  found. The 
search f o r  t he  OH (A II - X%) bands w a s  inconclusive, because these bands fall 
in a very crowded spec*& region due t o   t h e  strong exci ta t ion of t h e   S c h u a n -  
Runge bands. 
2 2 0 
+ 3  
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We have shown 
v ibra t iona l  leve ls  
t h a t   i n   t h e  
of OH(A~C>, 
plasma the   d i s t r ibu t ion  over the   ro ta t iona l -  
t h a t  are not affected by prodissociation, is 
c l o s e  t o  a Boltmann dis t r ibut ion a t  t h e  gas temperature. It must be concluded, 
therefore ,   tha t  the rate coeff ic ients  for  exci ta t ion of  nuclear  motion by electron 
impact are not   s ign i f icant ly  lnrKer than the rate coef f ic ien ts   for   the   equiva len t  
process induced by heavy particle encounters, so t h a t  at low e lec t ron  dens i t ies  
t he  latter predominates. 
Because of t h e  small o p t i c a l   t r a n s i t i o n   p r o b a b i l i t i e s   f o r   t h e   t r a n s i t i o n  
A C + X  II , r ad ia t ive  decay t o   t h e  ground state is  negl igible  compared t o   c o l -  
l i s i o n a l l y  induced t r ans i t i ons  between the vibrat ional  and ro t a t iona l   l eve l s  of 
t he  A Z state. To a goad approximation, these excitation rates are proportional 
t o   t h e   t r a n s i t i o n  moment and therefore  sub. jsct  to  t h e  same select ion rule8.a~ 
opt ica l  &pole  t rans i t ions .  A ro t a t iona l  l eve l  J can then combine only with 
t h e  ro t a t iona l   l eve l s  J f. 1, and ro ta t iona l   exc i ta t ion  and de-excitation will 
occur by a step-wise process. The threshold is small compared t o  t he  mean k ine t i c  
enerey of heavy particles, and the exponential  factor is c lose  to  uni ty .  The 
mamitude of the  exc i ta t ion  rate f o r  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  J + J  + 1 is therefore de- 
t e rmined  by the  t r ans i t i on  moment, proportional t o  (J +1)/(2J + l ) .  With t h e  ex- 
ception of the  lowest  rotat ional  levels ,  the exci ta t ion rate is thus practically 
independent of t he  ro t a t iona l  quantum  number. T h i s  can be contrasted with col- 
l i s iona l  exc i t a t ion  of hydrogen atoms, where t ransi t ions into other  than neigh-  
borina levels  are less probable,  but not strictly forbidden. The rates f o r  t h e  
t r a n s i t i o n  i+ i 1 increase as i4 for  the higher  energy levels  of hydrogen. 
2 2 
2 
The occupation of t he  A state of OH is mainly determined by the balance 2 
between t r ans i t i ons  from t h e  ground state and in to   the   next   h igher   e lec t ronic  
state, induced by electron col l is ion.  The exci ta t ion process X l I + A  C =Curs, 
o f  course, according t o   t h e  Fmnck-Condon principle: moreover the  e lec t ronic  
2 2 
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exci ta t ion mte is also independent of the nuclear notion of the excited molecule. 
The d ia t r lbu t ion  mer the   v ib ra t ions l - ro t a t iona l   l eve l s  of t h e  ground state is, 
therefore, "fkecen" I n t o  the populat ion dis t r ibut ion fer the   e lec t ronica l ly  ex- 
cited molecule . 
-
Since d i s s m i a t i o n  occurs by heavy particle c o l l i s i o n ,  the equilibrium occu- 
pation of energy l eve ls   wi th  respect t o   t h e  dissociated state is determined by the  
gas temperature. Because of the  high dis t r ibut ion temperature charac te r i s ing  the  
relative accupstion of t h e  A C and the  X TI state, the overpopulation of the elec- 
t ronica l ly   exc i ted  state will Qlwbys be larger than f o r   t h e  ground state; i n   t h e  
low pressure arc, i n  fact, by several orders of magnitude. Experimentally, it 
has been established, hanever,  that  the population distribution over the lower 
ro t a t iona l  and vibrat ional  levels of t he  A C state is c l o s e   t o  a Boltelnann dis- 
t r i bu t ion  at t h e  gas temperature. The probabi l i ty  for  a co l l i s iona l ly  induced 
t r a n s i t i o n   i n t o   t h e  dissociated state must therefore  be very smal f o r   t h e s e  states. 
This is discussed more fully in   the  next   Sect ion.  
2 2 
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The concentrations of O2 and of H2 
t he  gas temperature, because col l is ions 
inducing reactions of the type: 
O H + O  H 
O H + H  0 
whose enerm threshold is comparable t o  
will be i n  a quasi-equilibrium with OH a t  
with heavy particles are e f f e c t i v e   i n  
+ O2 
+ H2 
the mean k i n e t i c   e n e m  of heavy parti- 
cles. Because of the higher  gas temperatures i n  -6 ,  the  per t inent  rate coeffi- 
c i e n t s   n i l 1  be higher  than in  flames, bu t   i n   p r inc ip l e   t he  same considerations 
apply (46) .  The experimental evidence for a substantial  concentration of O2 i n  
t h e  arc plasma is given by the prominence of t h e  Schumann-Runge bands belonging 
to t r ans i t i ons  between highly excited vibrational levels.  
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B. The DLssociation  Equilibrium  of OH and Redissociat ion 
The saha equation is only a speciali~ed form of the general  mass act ion 
equation, and the conclusions reached in discussing ionization-reconbination 
equi l ibr ia  apply also t o  t h e  dissociation-recombinrtion equilibrium. Dissocia- 
t i o n  of ground state OH can be comprred with the previously discussed ionitation 
of ground state hydrogen, with heavy particles taking  the psl't of free electrons.  
The t r ans i t i on  moment f o r  direct t r m s i t i o n q   i n t o   t h e  dissociated strtc is srdll, 
and the  threshold energy is large compared t a  themal energies. It fol lows that  
the  free time of a OH(X II ) molecule with respect t o  a dissociating c o l l i s i o n  is 
much l o w e r  t h a n  the free time between elastic co l l i s ions .  It can thus diffuse 
over a distance comparable t o  the arc diameter before being effect ively dissocia- 
tea. 
2 
Because of t h e  smal probabi l i ty  for  volume recombination, ground state OH 
will mostly be formed by t he  e f f ec t ive  mechanism of wsll-recombination. The con- 
centrat ion of OH i n  the arc center  is then not determined by an equilibrium rela- 
t ion ,   bu t  by the bdance  between the  rate of diffusion of OH from t h e  arc peri- 
phery and the  exci ta t ion rate i n t o   t h e  A C state, induced by electron i m p a c t .  
Thus we found t h e  concentration of ground state OH t o  be almost constant over the 
entire cross-sectiop of the arc at reduced pressure, and higher than t h e  equi l i -  
brim concentration at the gas temperature by almost two orders of magnitude. In 
t he  arc at atmospheric pressure an overpopulation of OH(X II ) has also been es- 
tablished (Sections 5D and 9). 
2 
2 
Gaydon and Wolfhard (g) have discussed the perturbation of t he  A2C+ state 
by a lower electronic state, leadiw t o  a predissociation belonging t o  Hemberg's 
case IC (48). The perturbing state is most l i ke ly  a x' state, and its dissociat ion 
products blt normal (i .e.  ground s t a t e )  atoms, whereas t h e  A 5  state d i s soc ia t e s  
2 
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i n t o  ground state hydrogen and excited (%I) oxygen atoms. "he ef fec t ive  poten t ia l  
energy Curves (i.e. Including rotat ion)  cross  at about E' - 42,000 cm" for 
v u  - 0 of t h e  A C state and a t  progressivelf  loner energies for the higher vibra- 
tinal levels .  An unusual characteristic of t h e  p r d s s o c i a t i n g  r o t a t i o n a l  l e v e l s  
is t h e   s p l i t t i n g  of t h e  Boltzmann p lo t s  for t h e  two spin camponents (see Fig. 25) . 
The fl l e v e l  with J - K + 1/2 is weakened because  the  probabili ty  for a t r ans i -  
t ion  in to  the  per turb ing  e lec t ronic  state is higher  than for  the f2 l e v e l  of same 
2 
K (!a. 
The A electronic  state of OH is a C state, and the  se lec t ion  rules f o r  2 
Hund's case b apply, i .e. i n   a d d i t i o n   t o  the strict se l ec t ion  r u l e  fo r   d ipo le  
t ransi t ion:  J + J f. 1, re also have  the  select ion rule K 4 K 2 1. Combinations 
between the fl and f2 levels are not s t r ic t ly   forb idden  and correspond t o   t h e  
weak satellite branches, whose intensi ty  with respect to  the nain branches de- 
creases with increasing J. Simi la r ly  fo r  co l l i s iona l  processes, if the  fl l e v e l s  
are more strongly depopulated by predlssaciation than the  f2 levels,  t h e   s p l i t t i n K  
of the Boltznann plots  should increase with J because of the decreased probability 
f o r  f2+fl t r ans i t i ons .  This is, i n  fact, what is observed and can be taken as 
fur ther  evidence that  the select ion rules for op t i ca l  dipole t r ans i t i on  also apply 
to   t rans i t ions   induced  by co l l i s ions .  
As is seen most c l e a r l y  In t h e  case of the  (2.1) and (2,2) bands (see Fig. 2 5 ) ,  
af ter  the onset of predissociation a short t r a n s i t i o n  region is followed by a 
range of rotational energy levels f o r  which t h e  Boltsmann p lo t  is aga in   l inear ,  
although its slope does not correspond t o  any meaningful temperature. This can be 
explained as follows. In t h i s  range a(J)/a(J-1) << l ,*)  and de-excitations can 
~ ~~- ~~ " ~ ~~~~ 
*) a ( J )  is e q u i v a l e n t  t o  a ( i )  d e f i n e d  i n  Eq. 7-7 
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be disregarded i n  a first approximation. The occupation of a predissociating 
ro ta t iona l  level J is then mainly determined by t h e  balance betlreen t r a n s i t i o n s  
from J - 1 t o  J, and from J fo J + 1 and dissociat ing transitions via t h e  per- 
turbing stater 
n(J-1) X(J-1,J) x n(J) [ X(S,J+l) + D ( J )  1 (10.1) 
Since A E (  J, J+l)  << W t he  exponent ia l  factor  is close t o  unity, and t h e  Gt 
opecific dependence of the excitation cross-section on t h e   e n e m  of the co l l id ing  
p a r t i c l e  is unimportant. The exci ta t ion rates can then be approximated by an 
expression of the form! 
and Eq. 10-1 can be writtenr 
(10-2) 
Ls shown by Kronig, the t r ans i t i on  moment for predissociations f o r  which AA - 0 
whlch a p p l i e s   t o  t h i s  case - I s  independent of J i n  a first approximation (e). 
h e  predissociation alsb has t o  be considered as weak [D( J) << C(T )I, because 
.t v i o l a t e s   t h e  K +K ru le  (47, M ) ,  
Q 
"
"he observed sharp drop i n  the occupation of the highest ro t a t iona l  levels 
bcurs because of t h e  non significank probabili ty f o r  direct dissociat ion of t h e  
2 Z  state i n t o  H ( l )  + O(%) ("predissociation by rotation").  As t h e  energy term 
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of the   r ibrat ional-rotat ional   levels   approaches t h e  dissociat ion  energy  for  t h e  
A C state, the occupation of these levels w i l l  tend t o  an equilibrium occupation 
with respect t o  the dissociated state, 
2 
n, EFFECT OF THE AUGER PROCESS ON POPULATION DISTRIBUTIONS 
The popla t ion   d i s t r ibu t ions   over  the energy l e v e l s  of oxygen and Over the  
pred issoc ia t ing   ro ta t iona l   l eve ls  of the A CsWisof OH m e  both affected by an 2 
A u g e r  process of mall probabi l iw as compared t o  t he  exci ta t ion rates, and a 
similari ty beween the respective Boltmann plots can be expected. A s p l i t t i n g  
of the  Bol tmann  plot ,  which is readily observable in t h e  case of OH, has also 
been predicted for oxygen and is caused by an e s s e n t i d l y  similar mechanism as 
dfscnssed in   Sec t ion  7C. 
The Boltmaan  plot  for o q g e n  is also approxlmtely  l inear   over  a consider- 
able range of energy l e v e l s  (see plg, 15), and t he  same explanation appears 
plausible;  Predominance of stepwise exci ta t ion and near-constancy of t h e  ex- 
citation and ionizat ion rates, It is cer ta in ly  only accidental  that t h e  measured 
d i s t r ibu t ion  temperatures for the   qu in te t  states of oxggen are c l o s e   t o   t h e  gas 
temperature, because exci ta t ion by heavy particle co l l i s ion  has been s h m n   t o  be 
ins igni f icant  i n  this plasma as compared to the  same pxcess induced electron 
impact. 
The dissociated states of OH - oxygen atoms i n  the 3P and % l e v e l s  - are 
analagous t o  the ionized states of oxygen - i o n s   i n  the  4S, %, and 2 P levels - 
in the sense that in both cases optical dipole   t rans i t ions  between these states 
are s t r i c t l y  forbidden by t he  Laporte rule, Because of a correspondingly small 
col l i s iona l   in te rac t ion  among these states, their  occupation will be effect ively 
uncoupled i n  non-equilibrium plasmas, 
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12. CONCLUSIONS 
It has been shown i n  t h i s  work that the  integrated  radiance of the ratat tonal  
l i n e s  belonging t o  the OH (A C - X II) systela can be represented by an expression 
of the  fomr 
2 2 
The integrated line absorption coefficient - L e .  the quantity obtainst! by absorp- 
t i o n  measurement at high  resolution - is then related to the occupation of the  
lower state for the t ransi t ion by a shilar expression,  uith t h e  "line  strength 
factor" S/A 8tlbstitUted by SA. 4 
Eq. 12-1 follovs from the   l inear i ty  of the  "apparent Boltzmann plot", and 
has been verified here for the  main branches of t he  (O,O), ( l , O ) ,  (1.1). (2,1), 
and (2,2) bands belm the  onset of predissociation. The molecular constant de- 
noted bs P: - f o r n a y   e q u i v d e n t   t o  an a*average electronic  transit ton momentlt fo r  
the system - is proportional t o  the radial par t  of the  t rans i t ion  moment for the 
P-1 l i n e s  of the (0 ,O)  band {see Eqs. 2-27 and. 2-31) tha t  corresponds, i n  a sense, 
t o   t h e  fundamental t ransi t ion fer this systen ( t he  "vibration and rotation-less 
molecule") . The nuaerical value f o r  Pz could not be ascertained because of the 
d i f f i c u l t i e s   i n  determining the concentration of OH i n  the  plasma, noted below. 
The quantit ies PA(q',q") = P$ve ,v") have been shown t o  be constant f o r  a parti- 
cular band, i.e. they do not depend on the specific branch, and are, therefore, 
enitrely equivalent to the concept of Fkanck-Condon factors, The dependence of the  
radial part of the transit ion moment on the  rotational  transit ion is contained i n  
t h e  exponential factors p(qe ,q"), t ha t  also have been found t o  be, in  general, 
independent of the specific branch within a band. An exception has been noted f o r  
the (1 ,O)  band, bu t  this may only be spurious (see Section 68). Because of the  
amhlauity i n  assigning an average frequency t o  a band, the  representation of 
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r o t a t i o n a l  l i n e  i n t e n s i t i e s  ( o r  absorpt ion coeff ic ients)  in  terms of  band 
t r ans i t i on  p robab i l i t i e s  o r  band o s c i l l a t o r   s t r e n g t h s  i s  not appropriate. 
Sjlplicit i n  OUI derivation of t h e   t r a n s i t i o n  moments is the  assunption 
t h a t   t h e  occupation of the non-predissociating rotational-vibrational energy 
l e v e l s  is, i n  effect, given by a Boltmann dis t r ibut ion at t h e  gas temperature. 
However, even when the population distribution over energy levels shows an expo- 
nen t i a l  dependence on t h e  energy term, t h i s  is not  suff ic ient  proof  for  an equi- 
librim d i s t r ibu t ion ,  as has been discussed i n  Sec t ion  1OB. Since departures 
from LTE in diffusion-dominated plasmas lead t o  lower  dis t r ibut ion 
temperatures when progressing t o  higher energies, the PA-factors (Franck-Condon 
f ac to r s )  derived i n  t h i s  work cons t i t u t e  only a lower bound, and the  exponent ia  
p-factors only an upper bound f o r  the t r u e  values. This is especially evident 
f o r  the  bands originating i n  t h e  v' = 2 leve l ,   nhere   the  Pk f a c t o r s  measured 
here are probably too   lo^ , 8nd the p-factors obviously too high. 
- 0 -  
k e n  at the lowest  electron  densit ies at which a steady arc discharge can 
be sustained, electronic exeitation of OH by electron i m p a c t  is more e f f ec t ive  
than by heavy particle col l is ion.  The d i s t r ibu t ion  temperature characterizing 
the relative  occupation of the gmund state of OH and t h e  A C exci ted  e lectronic  
state exceeds then the gas temperature, that is the relevant temperature for t he  
dissociation-recombination equilibrium. The A C state nil1 t hus  be overpopulated 
with r e s p e c t   t o   t h e  dissociated state, and the population  distribution  over its 
higher  rotat ionalTvibrat ional  levels  will be determined by predissociation. If 
t h e  electric current  of an a.rc at atmospheric pressure is increased, the degree 
of ionization of the Dlasma rises sharply, and equipar t i t ion between the  k ine t i c  
energy of electrons and of heavy particles will eventually be approached by t h e  
Inechanism discussed in Section !X. Based on the  present investigation it c a ~ l  be 
predicted, however, t h a t  t h i s  w i l l  not occur at kemperatures below 10,000 K, 
2 
2 
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:ince OH is almost completely dissociated at this temperature, it does not 
ppeu, possible t o   o b t r i n  arc plasmas with UI equilibrium  concentration  of OH, 
-hat a m  sui table   for   spectroscopic  measurements. 
By varying the pressure and the current  of a rater vapor arc, t he  occu- 
a t i o n  of a particular rotr t ional-vibrat ional  level of t h e  A state of OH a m  
me tulmiced, 8~ has been done in t h i s  investigation. However, thin occupstion 
.annot be e i l d a t e d  with prectsion because it depends t o  a large extent  on the 
-ffectivenesa of the rarious d i f fus ion  processes scurring siraltaneously in the 
~la8.a. Although t h e  Fgwler-Milme method in  then  c lear ly  inrppl lcable ,  this a m  
-egire still offers the significant practical  advantage of an increased   s tab i l i ty  
Qainst  smal arc fluctuations.  
2 
Because of t h e  small probabili ty fer direct t r a n s i t i o n s   i n t o  the dissociated 
tate or i n t o  the adjacent  rotat ional-vibrat ional  levels ,  the  step-wise exci ta t ion 
fid de-excitation mechanism in conjunction with the near-equality of the transi-  
-ion rates, effectively uncouples t h e  lower rotat ional-vibrat ional  levels  from 
-he dissociated state. The relat ive populat ion dis t r ibut ion over  these levels 
ill therefore approach an equi l ibr ium dis t r ibut ion at the  gas temperature, even 
hen the total  occupat ion of the  A C state is orders of magnitude higher than I t a  
puilibritm occupation. 
2 
"he re laxat ion times with respect to the dissociation-recombination process 
m still much longer f o r  OH molecules i n  the ground state, which can  diffuse 
ver a considerable distance before equilibrium is established. The r e l a t i v e  
spula t loa   d i s t r ibu t ion  over the excited states i s e s s a t i a l l y   d e t e r n i n e d  by local 
srametem,and can then be derived i n  principle ,  even i n  absence of equilibrium, 
f the appropiate rate coe f f i c i en t s  are known. The concentration of OH can be 
srperimentrlly aeasnmd in  high-resolution work if t he  8olacula.r constant 
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Po (A2Z - X211  ) is known, 8s hss been shmn here. It does not appear possible, 
howewer, t o  obtain the concentration of OH i n  (L;ICS W calculat ion,  which requi res  
not only de ta i l ed   i n fomat ion  on t h e   e n t i r e  arc profile, but  also on the  boundary 
conditions because of the significance of wall-recombination, 
0 
It should be no ted ,   t ha t   In   t h i s  respect the   s i t ua t ion  is not much more 
favorable i n  di f fus ion  flames, and the use of equilibrium relations in order t o  
calculate  the concentrat ion of OH i n   t h e s e  sources and der ive   absolu te   t rans i t ion  
p robab i l i t i e s ,   has   t o  be viewed with caution. 
Much work remains t o  be done In  character ie ing and interpret ing  departures  
from equilibrium in flames. Overpopulation of excited electronic states can 
occur not only via chemiluminescence, but conceivably also by e lec t ron   co l l i s ions ,  
since the concentration of f r ee   e l ec t rons   i n  many flames is much greater than ex- 
pected a t  equilibrium, and it has also been suggested that  the electron temper- 
ature is higher than the  gas temperature. It appears  l ikely tha t  observed in- 
cons is tenc ies  in  measurements of flame temperatures, t h a t  i n   t h e  past have been 
a t t r ibu ted  to i nco r rec t   t r ans i t i on   p robab i l i t i e s ,  were also caused by non- 
equilibrium effects. 
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APPENDIX - SYMBOLS 
area under  recorded l ine t race or atomic weight 
spontaneous t ransi t ion probabi l i ty  (s-l)  
coupling constant 
overpopulation of energy level i 
r a t i o  o f   e f f e c t i v e   t o   t o t a l  number of  exc i t ing  co l l i s ions  
v e l o c i t y   o f   l i g h t   i n  vacuum 
dispers ion ( m / ~ )  
diffusion length (cm) 
e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  (V/cm) 
ion iza t ion  poten t ia l  of hydrogen 
energy term per ta in ing  to  energy  leve l  i (em-') 
ion iza t ion  poten t ia l  
Saha equation for atoms i n  energy level  i 
rotat ional  energy term (cm-1) 
normalized f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  
absorp t ion  osc i l la tor  s t rength  
vibrational energy term (em-l) 
s ta t i s t ica l  weight  of  energy  leve l  i 
Planck constant 
( fu l l )  ha l f  wid th  of  a l i n e  
current  (amps) 
pas t  o f  exc i ta t ion  rate c o e f f i c i e n t  t h a t  depends only on t h e  quantum 
0 
numbers of  the two levels 
in tegra ted  l ine  rad iance  (W cm-2 sr-1) 
i n t e n s i t y  = spectral  radiance (W cm-2 sr-1 11-11 
(p r inc ipa l )  quantum number 
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J 
j 
K 
k 
k' 
L 
m 
P 
to t a l   angu la r  momentum quantum number 
( p r i n c i p a l )  quantum number 
quantum number of t o t a l  angular momentum except f o r  spin o r  
equilibrium constant 
Boltzmann constant 
net  absorpt ion coeff ic ient  (cm-1) 
length  of  op t ica l  pa th  (cm) 
magnetic quantum number or slope of Boltzmann p l o t  (cm) 
concentration of ions ( ~ m - ~ )  
integrated radiance of o p t i c a l l y  t h i n  l i n e  (W cm-' sr-l) 
to ta l  concent ra t ion  of p a r t i c l e s  (em-3) 
spec t r a l   r ad iance   o f   op t i ca l ly   t h in   l i ne  ( W  sr-l p - l )  
e lec t ron  dens i ty  (em-3) 
occupation of energy level i (cm-3) 
occupation of degenerate energy states be longing  to  leve l  i 
occupation of l as t  bound energy  s ta te  
pressure ( a t m )  or radial p a r t  of t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  moment times a 
constant ( s - 1  p3) 
Franck-Condon f a c t o r  
par t ia l  p ressure  (atm) or  exponent ia l  correct ion factor  (cm) 
in t e rna l  pa r t i t i on  func t ion  
specified group of ro t a t iona l -v ib ra t iona l  levels 
response of detection  system o r  r eac t ion  rate s-l) 
t r a n s i t i o n  moment 
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r 
S 
T 
v 
V 
X 
Y 
Z 
a( i> 
"h 
E 
source  function (W cm-2 sr-1 11-11 or  resultant  spin  quantum 
number o r  rate  coefficient  for  collisional  ionization/ 
recombination 
Hoenl-London  factor  (rotational  line  strength) 
Stark  broadening  parameter 
temperature (K) 
distribution  "temperature" (K) 
kinetic  temperature  of  electrons (K) 
kinetic  temperature  of  heavy  particles  (gas  temperature) (K) 
apparent  rotational  "temperature"  (K) 
function  entering  the  rate  coefficients 
exponent  of  the  Boltzmann  factor 
potential  (volt) 
recorded  signal  (relative  intensity) 
vibrational  quantum  number or root  mean  square  velocity 
( cm/s 1 
rate  coefficient  for  collisional  excitation/de-excitation 
concentration of species X 
reduced  intensity of rotational  line 
total  partition  function 
radiative  recombination  coefficient ( em6 s - l )  
absorptance 
emissivity 
emission  coefficient (W cm-3 sr-1 p-1) 
5 
A 
h 
V 
PD 
U 
C 
col  
Eq 
e 
ef 
exc 
0 
rad 
r e  c 
correction factor for  the in tens i ty  a? the continuum 
quantum number of  the resul t ing orbi ta l  angular  momentum about the 
internuclear  axis  
wavelength o r  mean free path (cm) 
frequency (s-1) 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the rotational energy leve ls  of the $11 and A C s t a t e s  
of  OH. The twelve branches corresponding to  the  allowed t r a n s i t i o n s  t o  a 
lower rotat ional  level  K 2 2 are shown. The branches are labelled assuming 
Hund's case (b) for the ground state. Herzberg's notation for t he  sa t e l l i t e  
l i nes  is  Ikiicated in parentheses. 
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Fig. 2 .  Dependence of the coupling constant on the rotational quantum  number for the lowest vibrational. 
level o f  the X 2 1 1  s ta te  of  OH. The average value o f  the coupling constant (a = -7.55) used by Dieke 
and Crosswhite (12) f o r  their  computations of Line strengths i s  indicated. 
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Figure 3. Calculated equilibrium composition of a water vapor plasma a t  1 atm pressure. 
Fig. 4. Calculated equilibrium composition of  a Water vapor plasma a t  0.02 atm pressure. 
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Fig. 5. Equilibrium occupation of the energy states corresponding to the upper energy l eve l s  for the 
Pl-2 ( s o l i d  l i n e ) ,  and the R1-20 (broken l ine)  t ransi t ions of the (0,O) band of OH in a water-vapor 
plasma at  1 atm and a t  0 , O Z  atm pressure. An arrow indicates  n*(max) a t  t h e  normal temperature. 
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Fig. 6. Photoelectric record of the hyperf ine s t ructure  of Hg I 4358 A, 
scanned with the five meter spectrometer at a beam aperture  of f/80; 4 mm s l i t -  
height, and 0.030 mm s l i twidths .  The B&L rep l ica  gra t ing  (600 lines/mm; blazed 
a t  54O) was used i n  a e  6 t h  g r a t i n g  o r d e r  a t  a grating angle of 51040'. 
Source:  uncooled  low-pressure  mercury  discharge  (germicidal  lamp). 
Detector: EM1 9558 QJ photomultiplier. 
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Fig.  7 ,  The measured chart positions of the hyperfine lines in the spectrum of Hg I 4358 8 shown 
i n  Fig.  6 have been plotted vs. the increment i n  wavelength uni ts .  
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Fig. 8. Experimental 
ORDER SORTER 
set-up  for  concurrent  emission  and  absorption  measurements of arc plasmas. 
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Fig. 9 .  Results of the Abel inversion of side-on measurements of the R1-20 ( 0 , O )  l i n e  of OH. The r ad ia l  
distribution for the emission coefficient has been obtained by Barr ' s  (26) and by Bockasten's ( 2 5 )  method. 
The source was a water vapor plasma at 50 Amps. and 22 Torr. Ro = radius of arc channel. 
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Fig. 10. Radial  temperature  profile  of  a  water-vapor  arc  at 50 Amps.  and 22 Torr, as  derived  from  the 
radial  distribution  of  the  emission  coefficients  for  the P1-2 and  the R1-20 lines  of  the ( 0 , O )  band of 
OH. The  profiles  obtained  from an Abel  inversion  of  the  same  input  data by B rr's and by  Bockasten's 
method  are  shown  to  the  left  and  the  right,  respectively,  of  the &TC center. 
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Fig. U. Local values fo r  the  in tegra ted  in tens i ty  of the q - 2  ( 0 , O )  l ine ,  obtained by spa t i e l ly  
scanning the arc in the end-on  model along i t s  horizontal diameter. The spa t ia l  reso lu t ion  i s  
determined by the  dimensions of the entrance slit (0.1 mm vide x 0.25 rn high) and by the f/300 
aperture.  
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Fig. 12. Radial  temperature  profile  of  the 50 Amps.  arc  in  water  vapor  at 17 and at 35 Torr pressure, 
as  derived  from  the  intensity  ratio of the q - 2  and Rl-20 lines  of  the (0,O) band  of OH. The  radial 
intensity  distributions  were  obtained  by  spatially  scanning  the  arc in the  end-on  mode  (see  Fig. 11). 
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- p i g .  1s. )leaswed occupation of energy states of hydrogen and oxygen i n  the 
center  ( r  = O), and a t  the periphery (r = 1.1 mm) of an a rc  a t  atmospheric 
pressure and 4 .1  Amps.  The sample gas was argon saturated with vater vapor. 
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Fig. 14. Occupation of the hydrogen energy states with principal quantum  numbers 2 t o  6; measured i n  the 
center of a,n arc  in  water vapor a t  22 Torr and 30 Amps. TD i s  the distribution temperature f o r  neigh- 
boring energy levels. The equilibrium distribution i s  indicated qualitatively f o r  an electron temper- 
ature of 25,000 K. 
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Fig. 15.  Occupation of oxygen  energy s t a t e s  i n  t h e  c e n t e r  of an  a rc  in  wa te r  vapor  a t  22 Torr and 30 Amps. 
The p red ic t ed  popu la t ion  d i s t r ibu t ion  ove r  t he  h ighe r  s t a t e s  co r re spond ing  to  s ing le t ,  t r i p l e t ,  and  
quintet  energy terms i s  i n d i c a t e d  q u a l i t a t i v e l y  b y  b r o k e n  l i n e .  
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Fig .  1 6 .  P h o t o e l e c t r i c  r e c o r d  o f  a scan i n  the 9 t h  g r a t i n g  o r d e r  o f  t h e  
Q1-6 ( 0 , O )  l i n e  of OH a t  3087 8 and of  i t s  s a t e l l i t e ,  e m i t t e d  i n  the end-on 
mode by a n  a r c  i n  water  vapor  a t  50 Amps. and 20 Torr .  The spectrometer  w a s  
focused on an arc  region 1.1 mm o f f  t h e  a r c  c e n t e r .  S l i t  widths:  0.025 mm; 
s l i t  he igh t :  0.25 mm; ape r tu re :  f / l Z O .  
M i  i s  t h e  s p e c t r a l  s l i t  width; hw t h e  h a l f  w i d t h  o f  t h e  l i n e  c o r r e c t e d  for 
se l f - abso rp t ion .  The c a l c u l a t e d  p r o f i l e  f o r  a Gaussian of half width hw' and 
normalized a t  the  l i ne  peak ,  i s  i n d i c a t e d  by d o t s .  
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Fig. 1 7 .  "Apparent  Boltzmann plot"  f o r  the R(0,O)  branch i n  run A. Near coincidence for the measured values 
for the R1 and l i n e s  i s  represented by an open c i r c l e  around the data point.  A dot i s  used f o r  the R2 l i n e s  
and a cross for 2 he R 1  l i n e s  corresponding to  predissociat ing levels .  The extension of the l inear portions 
of the Boltzmann p lo t  i s  indicated by broken l i nes .  The reduced intensity i s  denoted by y (see Eq. 6-1). 
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Fig. 18. "Apparent Boltzmann p lo t "  f o r  the Q(0,O) branch in  run A. The plot  drawn i s  i d e n t i c a l  t o  
tha t  f o r  the R(0,O) branch, shown i n  Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 19. “Apparent Boltmann p lo t“  for t he  h ighe r  ro t a t iona l  l i nes  o f  the 
( 0 , O )  band i n  run C-1 .  A dot i s  used for l ines  wi th  an  fz upper  spin s ta te ,  
and a cross for l i n e s  with an fl upper spin state.  
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Fig. 20. "Apparent Boltmann p l o t "  f o r  the R ( 1 , l )  branch in run C-1. 
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Fig. 21. "Apparent  Boltmann  plot;" fo r  the Q(1,l) branch i n  run C-1.  The p lo t  drawn i s  i d e n t i c a l  
t o  tha t  for  the R ( 1 , l )  branch, shown i n  Fig. 20. 
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Fig. 22. "Apparent Boltmann p l o t "  for  the R(1,O) branch in run B. 
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Fig. 2 3 .  "Apparent  Boltzmari  plot" fo r  the Q ( 1 , O )  branch i n  run B. 
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Fig. 24. "Apparent Boltzmann plot' '  f o r  the P(1,O) branch i n  run B. 
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Fig. 25. “Apparent  Boltmann  plot“ for the  P ( 2 , l )  branch  in run B. The 
s p l i t t i n g  of the Boltmann plots for l ines  wi th  an f 2  upper spin state (dot 
and an fi upper spin state (cross) i s  shown. 
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